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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on developing and applying in-situ microanalytical methods to
study Archean mantle evolution using radiogenic isotope tracers. The timing and
mechanism of Archean crust-mantle differentiation is uncertain. Much of our knowledge
of the geochemical composition of Archean mantle is through whole rock analysis of
mantle-derived magmatic rocks or analysis of minerals separated from these rocks.
Pervasive metamorphism and secondary alteration have affected almost all Archean rocks
making bulk rock analyses unreliable. Because of this, isotopic analysis of preserved
igneous domains of minerals is preferred.
In this work, isotopic analyses of Lu-Hf in zircon and Pb-Pb in plagioclase are
made on coarse-grained, Archean anorthosites. An advantage of these two minerals is
both have low parent-daughter ratios and therefore analyses require minimal correction
for radiogenic in-growth. LA-MC-ICPMS methods for measuring Lu-Hf in zircon are
well established but in-situ measurement of Pb isotopes in Pb-poor minerals required
significant analytical development work. Chapters two and three document LA-MCICPMS methodology ofPb isotope measurements in Pb-poor silicate glasses. feldspars
and sulfides and evaluate any potential biases due to sample matrix. Results demonstrate
accurate and precise Pb isotope ratios can be obtained using silicate glass reference
materials as calibration standards, despite differences in physical and chemical properties
between samples and standards. Average accuracies for Pb-poor feldspars are within
0.40% of the preferred values with external precisions better than 0.60% (RSD, I u).
Chapter four applies the in-situ Pb isotope method to igneous plagioclase megacrysts

from Fiskenresset and Nunataarsuk anorthosite complexes of outh West Greenland. Lead
isotope data from each anorthosite complex are used to determine timing of crust
extraction from the mantle. This information is coupled with Lu-HfLA-MC-ICPMS
analysis of zircon. from the same rocks. to constrain the

176 Lu /I77 Hfand

characterize the

composition of the crustal end member. Results show the - 2936 Ma Fiskenresset and2914 Ma Nunataarsuk anorthosite complexes crystallized from mantle-derived melts that
had interacted with ancient (Eoarchean to Hadean) mafic crust, which could still be
present in south West Greenland today.
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Chapter 1: Overview
I.1 fNTRODUCTIO

The Earth'smantle isacomplex reservoir. chemically heterogeneous due to the
dynamic interplay between itand Earth's other major geochemical reservoirs. Long-lived
radiogenic isotopes are power lracers of geochemical processesand are used to track
changes in the geochemical composition of the mantle through geologictimedirectly
through the isotopic analysis of peridotites brought to the Earth's surface or indirectly
through the analysis of mantle-derived material sllch as mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB),
ocean island basalts (OIB),juvenile granites, or individual minera Is, such as pyroxene
(Nd isotopes) and zircon (Hfisotopes),separated from these rocks (e.g. Bennettetal.,
1993: Layahe et aI., 1995; Vervoort and Blichert-Toft. 1999; Challvel and Blichert-Toft.
2001: Kamberetal.,2003; Hiess et a I.. 2009).
The isotopic composition of the Archean mantle is poorly defined . Mlichofour
knowledge of the geochemical composition of the Archean mantle is based on bulk rock
analysesofmatic volcanic or juvenile granites (e.g. Bennett et al.. 1993: Layaheetal..
1995: Bowring and Housh. 1995: Vervoortand Blichert-Toft, 1999: Kamberetal.,2003:
Polat et aI., 2003: Blichert-Toftetal., 2004: Hoffmannetal.. 2010) or zircons separated
from these rocks (e.g. Vervoort et al.. 1996: Vervoort and Blichert-Toft, 1999; Amelin.
2000; Harrison et aI., 2005, 2008; Blichert-Toft and Albarade, 2008; Hiess et aI., 2009;
Kempetal., 2009, 2010; Zehetal., 2010). The interpretation of radiogenic isotope data
fora suite of whole rocks is complex dlle to the range of isotope ratiostypicallyfound,
andthemliitipleprocesse that have commonly affected those compositions. It is

important. for instance. to distinguish between primary and secondary isotope signatures
of samples. Often. bulk analyses represent a summation of open system processesand/or
radiogenic in-growth of daughter isotopes after crystallization, obscuring the primary
isotopic compositions of interest. Hadean and Archean age rocks consist of only - 7 % of
the exposed rock record yet represent> 50 % ofEarth's history (Hawkesworth et aI.,
2010)andmanyofthe>2.5Garocksexposedatthesurfacehavebeen intensely altered
and deformed and no longer preserve their initial isotopic signatures (Bennett, 2003).
Determination of initial isotope ratios of mantle-derived material, especially for Hadean
and Archean samples, iscriticaltotracingtheisotopiccompositionofthemantlethrough
time. but difficult where secondary processing is pervasive or intense.
Archeananorthositecomplexesrepresentaminor,yetdistinctrocktype found
within most Archean cratons of the world (Figure I-I). Traditional whole rock isotopic
studieshaveconcludedthatArcheananorthositeswerederivedfrom chondritic or
depleted mantle derived melts yet a range of isotopic compositions have been determined
for each anorthosite complex investigated. For example.

disotopedatafromvarious

studies (Ashwal et al.. 1985. 1989: Barton. 1996: Bhasker Rao et al.. 1996.2000:
Fletcheretal., 1988: Polat et a I.. 2010) plotted in Figure 1-2 show that the sources of
Archean anorthosites have initial
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values that range over2 or more units for each

complex. It is unclear, however, whether this range represents mantleheterogeneities,
crustalcontaminationorasummationofopensystemprocesses.MostArchean
anorthosites are intensely deformed and metamorphosed yet preserved igneous minerals
suchasplagioclasemegacrystsandzirconcrystalshavebeenidentifiedwithinseveral

complexes (e.g. Ashwal et aI., 1983; Myers, 1985; Myers 1988; Fletcher et aI., 1988).
These minerals are ideal targets for in situ isotopic analysis and further characterizing the
source of Archean anorthosites and the isotope composition of the Archean mantle. An in
situ approach is especially advantageous when investigating highly deformed rocks with
complex deformation and metamorphic histories because the analysis is focused on
previously identified pristine domains within an individual crystal.
This thesis consists of both analytical development of a laser ablation multicollector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-MC-ICPMS) method to
measure Pb isotope ratios in Pb-poor materials (Chapters 2 and 3; published as Souders
and Sylvester, 2008a, 2010) and the application of the method to characterize the source
of Archean anorthosites and the isotope composition of the Archean mantle (Chapter 4;
Souders et aI., in review). The rocks of the study are from two Archean anorthosite
complexes in south West Greenland, Fiskenresset and Nunataarsuk. A companion paper
to Chapter 2 (published as Souders and Sylvester, 2008b), giving more details on the
analytical procedures and the principles behind them is included in the Appendix at the
end of the thesis.

1.2. BACKGROUND
1.2.1 Crust - Mantle Evolution and Initial Pb Isotope Ratios

The Pb isotope compositions of a rock or mineral changes over time based on the
radioactive decay

Of

238

U to

206 pb, 235 U

to

207 Pb

and

232 Th

to

208 Pb

and the parent

daughter ratio of the system. The U and Th parent isotopes have half-lives ranging from
0.7 - 14 Ga, long enough to have produced large variations in parent-daughter ratios that

can be used to constrain models of crust-mantle evoilitionon Earth (e.g. Stacey and
Kramers. 1975: KramersandTolstikhin. 1997). Pb isotope ratios are also sensitive
indicators of heterogeneities within source regions of igneous rocksasaresultofcrllstal
contamination and magma mixing due to large concentration differencesbetween U, Th
and Pb in the mantle, mantle-derived magmas and the crust (Oversby, 1975: HOllshand
Bowring, 1991).
Lead isotope analyses of modern basalts provide informationabollt the
composition and heterogeneities of the mantle today (Hofmann, 2004 and references
therein; GEOROC database http://georoc.lllpch-mainz.gwdg.de/georoc/). Application of
the Pb isotope method to trace Illantle composition throllgh time us ingancientmantlederivedrocksrequiresknowledgeoftheinitialPbisotopecomposition of these rocks.
When a voilimeofmantle lIndergoespartial melting, the melt inheritsthe Pb isotope
composition of the entire system. Combining the initial Pbisotopecompositionsof
mantle-derived rocks of various ages provides informationaboutthecompositionand
differentiation history of the mantle.
Determination of the initial Pb isotope composition for ancient rocks is hindered
by the high mobilityofU dllring low temperature hydrothermal alterationandhigh-grade
metamorphism (Rosholt et aI., 1973: Rudnicketal., 1985) and knowledge of the
crystallization age of the sample. Any distllrbance of the parent-dalighterratio(U/Pb,
Th/Pb) prohibitsback-calclilation of the initial Pbisotoperatios from the present-day
Illeasuredvalues. A potential solution to this problem isto measure Pb isotope
compositions of individual minerals with low U/Pbsuch as feldspars and galena (e.g.

Doe. 1962; Stacey and Kramers. 1975; Ludwig and Silver, 1977: Housh and Bowring.
1991).lntheorY,thePbisotopecompositionofthesemineralsshould be unaffected by
U-mobilityandradiogenic in-growth and should reflect the initial Pbisotopecomposition
of the melt they crystallized from.
1.2.2 In-situ Pb Isotope Analysis

Advances in analytical instrumentation over the past-20years have provided
analystswiththecapabilitiestomakeelementalandisotopicmeasurementsin-situ,rather
than by traditional bulk methods. LA-ICPMS and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS)allowsthescientisttotargetspecificdomains(IOs-IOOsof pm) within minerals
of interest for further characterization. Typically, these areas of interest are identified
prior to in-situ analysis by optical microscopy and back-scattered electron (BSE) and
cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging by scanning electron microscopy. Potential sources
of radiogenic Pb. such as in cracks. grain boundaries and minera I inclusions, that had
hampered Pb leaching procedures for feldspars (Housh and Bowring. 1991: Connelly and
Thrane,2005)can be avoided by combined imaging and in-situ analysis.

J.2.2.J LA-MC-JCPMS Ph Jsotope AI/alysis

LA-MC-ICPMS has been demonstrated to be able to document isotopic variations
on tiny objects of geologic interest at high spatial resolution . In-situ measurements of
common Pb isotope compositions in minerals with low U/Pb and Th/Pb have become
increasingly impol1ant fora variety of applications. Lead isotope ratio measurements by
LA-MC-ICPMS have been applied to a range of problems including accessory mineral
geochronology (e.g Horn et a!., 2000: Willigers et a!., 2002; Simonetti et a!., 2005: Vry

and Baker. 2006): analysis of melt inclusions (e.g Paul et ai., 2005): isotopic tracing in
silicate and sulfide magmatic systems (e.g MathezandWaight,2003:Gagnevinetal..
2005: Mathezand Kent, 2007): sedimentary provenance investigations (e.g Tyrrelletal..
2006: Connelly and Thrane. 2005): and environmental studies forc ontaminantsollrce
apportionment (e.g. McGill et al.. 2003:

ovak etal., 2010). With improvements in

instrumentation. the range of problems and matrices analyzed by the laser ablation
technique continues to expand.
Despiteadvancesofthetechnique,themeasurementofPb isotope ratios by LAMC-ICPMS is not without difficulties. Unlike most radiogenic isotope systems (e.g. SmNd, Lu-Hf), the Pb isotope system does not have an invariant isotope pair with which to
internally correct forinstrllmental mass bias. Alternative externalcorrectionsmethods
such as aspirating a TI tracer solution during laser analysis to monitor Pb fractionat ion
(e.g. Horn et ai., 2000: Kosleretal.. 2002) orstandard-sample-standard bracketing

withsilicateglassreferencematerialsofknownPbisotopecomposition (e.g. Willigerset
al..2002; Simonetti et al.. 2005) must be employed instead. The lanermethod is used in
Chapter 2 (published as Souders and Sylvester.2008a). As with any external correction
method.thepotentialformassbiasvariationsasafllnctionofl11atrix composition
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be carefully evaluated. In Chapter 3 (published as Souders and Sylvester, 2010). potential
biases in measured Pb isotoperatiosasa function of sample matrixforfeldsparand
sulfidemineralsaretestedbycalibrationagainstasilicateglassreferencematerial.ltis
found that a silicate glass isan appropriate standard to correct for mass bias when
measuring Pb isotope ratios in Pb-poor«40ppm total Pb) feldspars and sulfides.

A further limitation ofPb isotope ratio measurements by LA-MC-ICPMS is
instrument sensitivity and measurementofthestable 204 Pb isotope. Notonlyis 204 Pbthe
leastabundantofaIlPbisotopes(-1.4%ofalicoml11onPb),italsosuffersfroman
isobaric interferencefrom 2Q.lHg. TheabilitytomeasurePb isotope ratios involving the
minor 2Q.lPbisotopebecomesprogressivelymoredifficultasthetotaI Pb concentration of
a material decreases. Measurement precision is strongly dependanton ion beam
intensities (Paul et al.. 2005; Kent, 2008; Chapter 2, published as Souders and Sylvester,
2008a).lnordertomeasurematerialswith low total Pbconcentrations«20ppm Pb),
compromises between spatial resolution and precision mustbemade.
MC-ICPMS instruments allow for the simultaneous measurement of all isotopes
of interest. Early LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope measurements were made using multiple
Faraday detectors (e.g. MathezandWaight.2003)ormultipleFaraday detectors plus an
axial multiplier for the low intensity 204-mass signal (e.g Willigers et aI., 2002:
Horstwood et aI., 2003). There are many advantages to using Faraday detectors including
high efficiency and uniform response time; yet the precision is severely compromised by
resistor noise when measuring low intensity signals such as 204 Pb (Longerich. 2008).

ot

allinvestigationsrequirethemeasurementof 204Pb,yetmostnalllralvariationisrecorded
in the 206 PbPQ.l pb. 207PbP04Pb and 208Pb/204Pbratios.
In order to accommodate the limitations of the Faraday collector configuration
and enable the measurement of 204 pb, previous LA-MC-ICPMS studies focused on Pbrich materials with total Pbconcentrationsgreaterthan-80ppl11 Pb(e.g. apatite,
monazite, Pb-richsulfides;WilligersetaI..2002; Horstwoodetal. .2003 Mathezand

Waight.2003)oranalysisofmineralswithmoderatetolowPbconcentrationsusinga
large laser beam (100-200

~lm)

rastered across the surface of the mineral (e.g. K-

feldspar. plagioclase: Mathez and Waight. 2003: Connelly and Thrane. 2005: Gagnevin et
al..2005).Formanyoftheseinvestigations,dataforaIl4Pbisotopes were collected

eQ.l pb. 206 pb, 207Pband 208 Pb ).yet only the207PbP06Pb and 208 PbP06 Pb proved usefuldue
to low 204 Pb ion beam intensities resulting in imprecise 2Q.l Pb isotope ratio measurements.
Recently, multiple ion counters have been installed within the collector array of
MC-ICPMS instruments (e.g. Figure 1-3). The addition of multiple ion counters within
the MC-ICPMS collector array has significantly increased the precision with which the
lowintensity 204 Pb ion beam is measured and extended the method to include
measurement ofPb-poor materials (e.g. plagioclase; <20ppm Pb)with improved spatial
resolution (40-99
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laser spots). At 204 Pb ion beam intensities < 50.000 cps. use of

parallel Faraday cup- ion counting systems improves the internal precision on the
206.207.2o8PbP04Pbratios by 1-20rdersofmagnitude(Kent, 2008).
Increased spatial resolution and improved precision and accuracyforPbisotope
ratio measurements ofPb-poor minerals are both advantagesofPb isotope ratio
measurements using multiple ion counters. buttherearealsodrawbacks.loncountersare
less stable than Faraday detectors and changes in ioncounterga ins. or drift, will occur
due to degradation of the ion counter surface by exposure to the ion beam. This drift
occurs overtime periods as shortasa single analytical session (Souders and Sylvester,
2008b). Therefore, when using ion counters, it is important to keep count rateslow«
300,000 cps) to minimize detector drift and potential dead-time correction errors

associated with pulse pileup. Reducing the ion beam intensity will also prolong the life
span of the detector. Additional effort is also required to cross ca librate the detectors
when using ion counting sy tems, especially when dealing with mixed Faraday - ion
counter collector configurations. due to differences in relative response times between the
two types of detectors (Conleet al.. 2009).

1.2.3 Anorthosites
Anorthosites are rocks made up of2:90% plagioclase feldspar (Streckeisen,
1976). They are found throughout the Earth's geological record since at least 3700 Ma
(Kinneyetal., 1988). Anorthositesareonlyaminorcomponentofthe Earth's crust yet
they comprise a dominant portion of the lunar surface and possibly Mercury and also
occur as meteorites (Strom and Sprague, 2003: Taylor, 2009). Anorthositeshavebeen
classified most recently by Ashwal (1993) into 6 basic types: (I) Archean megacrystic
anorthosite (e.g. Fiskenresset Complex. south West Greenland; Manfred Complex.
Western Australia: Bad Vermillion Lake Complex. Ontario). (2) Proterozoic (massiftype) anorthosites (e.g. Lac-Saint-Jean Complex. Quebec:

ain Plutonic Suite. Labrador:

Laramie Anorthosite Complex. Wyoming). (3) Anorthosites of layered mafic complexes
(e.g. Bushveld Complex, South Africa; Stillwater Intrusion, Montana). (4) Anorthosites

ofoceanicsenings(within ophiolites), (5) Anorthosite inclusions in other rock types (e.g.
xenoliths or plagioclase accumulations) and (6) Extraterrestrial anorthosites (e.g. Lunar
highlands,meteorites).Theclassificationisbasedondistinctivefeaturessuchasage.
composition, texture, geologic setlingandgeological associa tions.Someoverlapbetween
categories is recognized and someanol1hosites are difficult to characterize: yet all known

occurrences fit, generally, into one of these 6 categories. This thesis focuses on Archean
anorthosites. A detailed description of the features of Archean anorthosite complexes
follows.

1.2.3.1 Archeall Allorthosite Complexes

Anorthosites area minor yet distinctive feature of many Archea n terranes, found
in association with mafic supracrustal rocks (Figure I-I). Archean anorthosites are
characterized by equidimensional,caicic (>Ans5:':1O), plagioclase megacrysts, 0.5-30cm
in diameter, within a mafic ground mass (Figure 1-4). The characteristic composition and
texture of these anorthosites are generally only found within AI'cheanterranes. Along
with komatiites, Archean anorthosites represent the only rock typelargelyrestrictedto
the Archean (Ashwal, 1993, and references therein).
Although massive bodies of megacrystic anorthosite do occur (e .g. Shawmere
anorthosite,Ontario;Simmonsetal., 1980), Archean anorthosites commonly form sheetlike bodies originally emplaced as sills (e.g. Fiskenresset,SWGreenland;Sittampundi,
India; Messina layered intrusion, South Africa; Bird River and Pipestone Lake, Canada).
Many Archean anol1hosites (e.g. Fiskenresset, Messina, Sittampundi) have subsequently
been fragmented and deformed by the intrusion of granitoids and subsequent tectonic
activity yet still maintain their sheet-like structure (Windley etal, 1973; Bartonetal,
1979; Myers, 1985;). These anorthosites are commonly found in layers associated with
leucogabbro, gabbro, and ultramafic units of similar origin. The contact relationships
between anorthosite complexes and surrounding country rock are mostoftenobscured
duetodeformationandmetamorphismrangingfromlowergreenschisttogranulitefacies.
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Primary relationships between the anorthosite complex and the mafic metavolcanic
country rocks have been described at Fiskenresset(Greenland)(EscherandMyers.1975)
(Figure 1-5) and in the Bad Vermilion Lake complex (Wood et al.. 1980).
Megacrystic,Ca-plagioclasesurroundedbyamaficmatrixiscommontomost
Archean anorthosite complexes. The degree to which these megacrysts retain both
igneous texture and composition depends on the severity of deformation (Figure 1-6).
Inclusions of amphibole ± pyroxene ± rutile are common in some igneous plagioclase
megacrysts (Ashwal et aI., 1983; Myers and Platt, 1977; Myers, 1985). Recrystallized
megacrysts tend to be free of inclusions. There is little compositional heterogeneity
within individual relict plagioclase megacrysts or entire anorthosite complexes (Myers
and Platt. 1977; Phinneyetal.. 1988). Relict igneous plagioclase megacrysts are
generally An80::IO. Moresodicplagioclasecompositions«An7o)areexplainedbythe
removal ofCato form epidote group minerals. calcite.orhornblende.commonsecondary
minerals in anorthosite complexes (e.g. epidote/calcite (Bad Vermilion Lake. Manfred
Complex):Ashwaletal..1983;FletcheretaI..1988;hornblende(Messina): Barton.
1996). Very high An-values (A n9Q. lQo) found in some high-grade anorthosite complexes
could be the result of the removal ofalbite(Na) components by pal1ial melts (Ashwal.
1993).
The mafic mineral matrix surrounding the plagioclase megacrysts can be coarse
or fine-grained and makes up between 0 - 50% of the groundmass (Ashwal, 1993). The
bulk composition of the matrix is generally basaltic and has been interpreted to represent
the trapped liquid of the anorthosite parent magma (Ashwal etal.. 1983). Amp hiboles

dominatethemaficmatrix.whichalsoincludesrelictigneouspyroxenesaswellas
olivine. plagioclase. spinel. chromiteand magnetite. Barton etal.(1979)documented an
inverse relationship between the An-content in plagioclase an damphiboleabundance
within the Messina layered intrusion suggesting the amphibole formed as a product ofa
metamorphic reaction between plagioclase and anhydrous mafic silicates.
The igneous or metamorphic origin of amphibole within Archean anorthosite
complexes isa topic of ongoing debate. This interpretation has further implications on the
water content of the anorthosite parent melt. At Fiskenresset, Weaveretal. (1981) found
no geochemical evidence for primary amphibole crystallization in samples from the
FiskenressetcomplexandMyers(1985)foundnopetrographicevidenceforprimary
amphibole at Majorqapqava. In contrast. Keulenetal.(2009)reportedclinopyroxenehornblende sills intruding a layered dunite sequence within the Majorqapqava region,
suggesting the Fiskenressetcomplex contained a hydrous batch of magma that intruded
theearlyolivinecul11ulates. Windley et al. (1973) documented interlayering of
hornblende-bearing and hornblende-free assemblages and millimeter-scalelayersof
hornblende within ultramafic rocks at Qeqertarssuatsiaq. They also noted equilibrium
intergrowthtextures between olivine and hornblende in Qeqertarssuatsiaqultramafic
rocks, all considered evidence for primary igneous amphibole. Po latetal.(2009)
describedhornblenditeveinsconsistingofmagmaticamphiboleson Qeqertarssuatsiaq
Island. Rollinsonetal.(2010) interpreted amphibole inclusions within chromitesfrom
this same 10cationIVithin the Fiskenresset complex to be igneous in origin. Each of the
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three investigations at Qeqertarssuatsiaq concluded that Fiskenressetformedfrom
hydrous parent Illaglllas.
Traditionally,prilllarylllaglllasforArcheananorthositecolllplexeshavebeen
thought to be anhydrous (Ashwal, 1993). Yet,experilllentalevidencedoculllentsthat
elevatedwatercontentinlllaficlllagmasresultsinthecrystallizationofhigh-Ca
plagioclase (e.g. Sisson and Grove, 1993; Tagaki etal., 2005). A hydrous parent magma
could possibly explain the highCa-composition of plagioclase megacrysts within
Archean anorthosite complexes as it does for the high-Ca compositionsofanorthosites
incorporated into Proterozoic island arcs (e.g. Burg et aI., 1998; Gibson and Ireland,
1999), yet the megacrystic texture, characteristic of Archean anorthosites, is missing from
the younger high-Caanorthosites (Ashwal, 2010).
DeterminingthebulkcolllpositionandsourceofArcheananorthositesisa
difficult task and ongoing problem in petrology (Phinneyetal., 1988). No single attempt
atdeterlllining the anorthosite parentllleitcolllposition has been considered entirely
successful, yet Illany attelllpts have been lllade(Ashwal, 1993). There are several general
Illethods to estilllate the parent Illeltcomposition of Archean anorthosites.Oneapproach
istolookfor,findandanalyzellleitinciusionsorchilledlllarginsof the intrusion and
assullle that they represent the original parent Illagllla cOlllposition. Unfortunately, these
features are very rare within Archean anoithositecolllplexesduetosecondaryalteration
anddeforlllation. Alternative approaches to deterllline the parent Illagma cOlllposition
lllustbeconsidered.Otherapproachesthathavebeen used include: (I) Estilllatingthe
bulk cOlllposition ofa single anorthosite cOlllplex by adding the averagegeochemical
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composition of each unit, weighted by the surface area that each unit is exposed (e.g.
Windley et aI., 1973; Bartonetal..1979; Polatetal.,201 I). This method assumes that
the present relative proportions are representative of the originalproportionsofeach
lithology, all major lithological units are present, nothing has been lost by tectonic or
magmaticprocessesandtheentiresequencecrystallizedfromonebatch of magma; (2)
Assuming associated dikes, sills and flows are comagmatic with the anorthosite complex
and taking the most primitive composition of these units as beingrepresentativeofthe
parent melt composition of the anorthosite (e.g. Weaveretal., 1981, 1982; Ashwaletal.,
1983; Phinney et aI., 1988); and (3) Using crystal-melt distribution coefficients to
calculate equilibrium melt compositions from geochemical analysisofbulksamplesand
cumulate mineral separates (e.g. Henderson et aI., 1976; Simmons et aI., 1980; Weaver et
aI., 1981; Phinney and Morrison, 1990). The results of using partition coefficients have
been mixed and success rests heavily on assuringthebest-prese rvedmineralseparates
and bulk rocks are analyzed and appropriate partitioncoefficients are used (Ashwal,
1993). Regardless of the method, all investigations have reached a similar conclusion: the
parent magma of Archean anorthosites was (broadly) basaltic (Ashwal, 1993).
Emplacement into oceanic crust is assumed for most Archean anorthosite
complexes based on geochemical similarities and/or the spatia I association of anorthosite
complexes with mafic supracrustal rocks of greenstone beltaffin ity(Windleyetal., 1973;
Escher and Myers, 1975; Ashwal et aI., 1983; Peck and Valley, 1996; Polat et aI., 2009,
2011). The exact ocean environment is currently unresolved and debated. Recently both
Polatetal. (2009) and Rollinsonetal. (2010) proposed an oceanic arc setting for the
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Fiskenressetcomplex based on bulk rock trace element chemistry andchromitite
geochemistry. respectively. They proposed that AI-. Ca- Sr- and LREE-enrichment was
due to metasomatism of the depleted mantle wedge by slab-derived melts. An early
model for Archean anorthosite complexes proposed by Phinney (I 982) suggested that
mafic, mantle-derived melts ponded at or near the base of oceanic crust where, upon
cooling,thecrystallizationofmaficsilicatescommencedandthemagmawasenrichedin
both Ca and AI. After sufficient cooling time to allow for the formation of large, Ca-rich,
compositionally homogeneous plagioclase megacrysts, the less-dense plagioclase crystals
were separated from the mafic material and carried upward through the crust along with
varying amounts of remaining meltand emplaced at near-surface depths as flows, sills.
and dikes.
Modifications to the original multi-stage emplacement model of Phinney (1982)
were made by Phinney et al. (1988) to account for new experimental results(Morrisonet
al.. 1985). The modified model calls for the crystallization and accumulation 0 fmafic
phases at depth within a high-pressure magma chamber. When the density of the melt is
lowenough,thefractionated melt will rise from the base of the crusttoalow-pressure
Illagllla challlber within the crust whereCa-rich plagioclase will crystallizeastheprimal)'
liquidusphaseasa result of depressurization. The crystallized ultramafic material
remains at depth (Stolper and Walker, 1980). Replenishment of melt from depth to the
low-pressuremagmachamberswouldproducehigh-concentrationsofCa-rich,cumulate
plagioclase seen in Archean anorthosite complexes and force Illelts, with varying
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concentrations of plagioclase cumulates, towards the surface asflows,dikesandsills
(Phinneyetal.,1988).
1.2.4 Previous Isotopic Studies of Archean Anorthosites

There have been numerous isotopic studies of the Sm-Nd, Rb-Srand Pb-Pb
systems in bulk rocks and mineral separates from Archeananorthositecomplexes. In
addition. several recent studies have reported U-Pband Pb-Pbzirconagesand Hfisotopic
compositions of zircon grains from Archean anorthosites and leucogabbros(e.g. Kinney
et aI., 1988; Mouri et aI., 2009; Zeh et aI., 20 I0; Keulen et aI., 20 I0). The Sm-Nd, PbPb. U-Pb and Lu-Hfisotopic studies are summarized in Table I-I. A number of the
previous isotopic studies have been concerned with Fiskenlesset anOrlhosites (Black et
al..1973:Gancarz. 1976: Moorbathand Pankhursl. 1976: Pidgeon andKalsbeek.1978;
Kalsbeek and Pidgeon, 1980: Taylor et al.. 1980: Ashwal et al.. 1989: Keulen et al. 20 I0:
Polatetal.,2010, 201 I) but none have dealt with Nunataarsukanorthosites.
There have been no previous reports on Archean anorthositesthatincluded in situ
analyses of the Pb isotope composition of plagioclase and only one repOrl of the Hf
isotope composition of zircon. In the laner.Zeh etal. (2010) analyzed-3350 Ma zircon
grains from two anorthosite samples from the Messina Layered Intrusion. South Africa.
for Hfisotopes by LA-MC-ICPM . Initial EHf(ca. 3350 Ma) for the anorthosites are +
1.4 ± 1.8 and + 0.1 ± 1.9. respectively. which was interpreted as reflecting slight
enrichmentofdepletedmantle-derivedmeltsbycrustalcontamination.
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1.2.4.1 Previous Ph isotope Studies ofArchean Anorthosites

PreviousstudiesofPbisotopesinbulkrocksandmineralseparates byTIMS have
been reported for 3 anorthosites in south West Greenland (Fiskenresset.Storooand
Ivnajaugtoq; Black et al.. 1973: Gancarz. 1976: Polat et al.. 2010). the Messina Layered
Instrusion. South Africa (Barton etal., 1983. 1996) and the Manfred complex, Western
Australia (Fletcheretal., 1988). Most studies focused on determining the crystallization
and/ormetamorphicageoftheanorthositeandonlyafewinvestigations(Gancarz, 1976;
Barton, 1996) were aimed at determining initial Pbisotoperatiosinordertocharacterize
the source of the anorthosites. A rangeofPb isotope ratios ispresented in each
investigation. largely the result of radiogenic in-growthofPb. yet without knowledge of
initial Pb isotope ratios. variations due to magmatic or secondaryprocessesare
ambiguous. Previous Pb isotope investigations of Archean anorthosites are summarized
below.

Anorthositesji'olll sOlllh West Greenland

Blacketal. (1973) reported the tirstPb isotope data from 5 anorthosites and I
gneiss from the Fiskenresset complex. A Pb-Pb isochron age of2810 +1- 70 Ma (20) was
determinedandinterpretedtorepresentaregionalgranulitefacies metamorphic evenl.
Polatetal.(2010)presentedPb-Pbdatafrom46granulites(20anorthosites.6
leucogabbros, 4 gabbros, 6 ultramatic rocks) from Qeqertarssuatsiaq,locatedonthe
western edge of the Fiskenressetcomplex. The Pb-Pb isochron for all samples yielded an
age of2945 ± 36 Ma (MSWD = 44) and intersects the Stacey and Kramers (1975) growth
curveat3036Ma. Polatetal. (2010) interpreted the-2945 Maisochronagetobewithin
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error of the crystallization age of the Fiskenlessetcomplex.Gancarz(1976) was focused
on determining initial Pb isotope ratios in order to characterize the reservoir from which
theFiskenlessetanorthositewasderived.Pbisotoperatiosofplagioclaseandhornblende
mineral separates and a bulk leucogabbrosample from the Majorqap Qavaareaofthe
Fiskenlessetcornplex were measured. Cores of plagioclase megacrysts were generally
less radiogenic than analyzed rirnsand were considered 11l0strepresentativeoftheinitial
Pb isotope composition of the Fiskenlessetcol1lplex. Biotite, hornblende and epidote
separates analyzed all had 11l0re radiogenic Pb isotopecol1lpositions. The analyzed
mineral separates define a Pb-Pb isochron,colinearwiththatofB lack et al. (1973)
yielding an age of -2800 Ma and corresponding to a source

~l-value

of - 8. Gancarz

(1976) also analyzed plagioclase l1legacrystseparates from two otheranorthosites.Storo
and Ivnajaugtoq, within the Godthabsfjord region of south West Greenland. At both Storo
and Ivnajaugtoq. the rims of each plagioclase megacrystanalyzed were found to be more
radiogenicthanthecorre pondingcore.ApreciseagefortheStoroand )vnajaugtoq
anorthosites could not bedeterl1lined due to insufficient spread inthel1leasuredPb
isotope ratio yet the data for each anorthosite are consistent wi thanageof-2800Maand
source

~-valuesof5.4(Storo)and

7.6 (Ivnajaugtoq). All three anorthosites were similar

inageyeteachhadadifferentinitialPbisotopecol1lpositionsuggestingthatthe3
anorthosites are notcogenetic and each anorthosite hasa uniquesourcehistory.

Messina Layered Inlrtlsion, Soulh Aji"ica

Barton et al. (1983) presented Pb-Pbwholerockdatafor8quartz-hornblendeplagioclase gneiss samples from the Messina Layered Instrusion, South Africa. The
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samples defined an isochroncorrespondingtoanageof-3270Ma, interpreted to bethe
timing of emplacement of the complex. Barton (1996) analyzed the Pb isotope
composition of plagioclase megacrysts, megacryst fragments andrecrystallized
plagioclase separated from the quartz-hornblende-plagioclasegneissespreviously
analyzed. The Pb isotope compositions measured from the igneous (grey) plagioclase
megacrysts and fragmentsdefineatrend,distinctfrom the trend definedbythePb
isotope ratios of the metamorphic plagioclase and whole rock samples.Theisochronage
correspondingtothetrendofPbisotopecompositionsmeasuredfor the igneous
plagioclase is greater than the age of the Earth and was interpretedtobeamixing line
between a low II depleted mantlesourceanda high II sourcewitha Pb isotope
composition similartothesurroundingcountry rock of the intrusion. The rangeofPb
isotope data suggests assimilation of surrounding rocks with themantlederived
anorthosite magma prior to crystallization of the an0l1hosite.

MOI!ji'ed complex, Weslefn Auslralia
Pb isotope geochronology of gabbros, leucogabbros,anorthositesandultramafic
units from the Manfred Complex was presented in Fletcher et al. (1988).Pbisotope
analyses were made on both whole rocks and mineral separates. Ana lyses were divided
int03groups: least radiogenic, moderately radiogenic and highly radiogenic. The6
samples that make up the least radiogenic group are generally accessory mineral free and
define a linear array corresponding to an isochron age of3689 +/- 146 Ma (MSWD
with an apparent source II

=

=

8.7)

10.2 +/- 0.4. The Pb-Pb isochron age is within error of the U-
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Pb zircon crystallization age of3730 +/- 6 Ma (Kinney et aI., 1988) and the 3680 +/-70
MaSm-NdisochronagedeterminedfortheManfredcomplex.

1.3. THESIS OVERVIEW

LA-MC-ICPMS analysis has provided Earth scientists with the ability to
determine precise isotopic ratios of major and minor elements inmineralsin-situ.Most
studies have focused on isotopes that are sufficiently abundant in the sample (e.g. Mgin
olivine; S,FeandCu insulfides;Nd in monazite; Hfin zircon) and employed the use of
Faraday detectors. Integration of ion counters into the collector configuration of multicoliectorlCPMSinstrumentshasopenedthepossibilityofdetermining precise isotope
ratios of trace elements in minerals. Instead of trying to understandisotopicvariationson
thescaleofa whole rock sample, isotopic variations on the mineralscalecan now be
evaluated and interpreted.
Previous LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope investigations measured all Pb isotopes in
Faraday cupsora combination of Faraday cups and ion counters. Most of these in-situ
investigations were limited by sensitivity, both for reducing the laser spot size in Pb'rich" materials(> 70 ppm total Pb)and for extending the technique to measure Pb'poor' materials such as plagioclase feldspar and melt inclusions. The integration of ion
counters into the traditional Faraday cup configuration of MC-ICPMS instruments greatly
improves precision on low intensity signals (Paul etal.,2005; Kent, 2008; Souders and
Sylvester, 2008b). Many previous LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope investigations do not
repOltPbisotoperatiosinvolvingtheminor204Pbisotope(~I.4%0falinaturalPb)due

todifficultiesinpreciselymeasuringthisrelativelylow-abundance isotope.
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Chapter 2 (Souders and Sylvester, 2008a) presents a new LA-MC-ICPMS
technique to measure Pb isotopes in Pb-"poor' silicate glasses « 15 ppm total Pb). The
method allows for the static, concurrentmeasurementof 204 Pb,2o6pb,207pb,208Pbaswell
as 202 Hg in 5 Channeltron ion counters installed within the Thermo-Scientific NEPTUNE
collector array. The accuracy and precision of the method iseval uatedbyreplicate
analysis of several MPI-DING reference glasses made from natural silicate rocks with
well-characterized Pb isotope ratios and chemical compositions andtotalPb
concentrationsrangingfrom-I-II ppm total Pb(Jochum etal.,2000, 2005). Minimum
laser spot sizes for LA-MC-ICPMS measurements are between 40 - 69 !-tm, improving
spatial resolution over previous in-situ investigationsreporting

204

Pb.Averagemeasured

Pb isotope ratios for the MPI-DING reference glasses TI-G (11.6 ppm total Pb) and
ATHO-G (5.67 ppm total Pb) agree within 0.10 %and 0.15 % respectively of the
preferred values using the 40 f.lm spots. For MPI-DING KL2-G (2.07 ppm total Pb) and
ML3B-G (1.28 ppm total Pb) measured 206.207.208PbP04Pb isotope ratios agree within 0.75
% of the accepted values with typical precisions of < 0.85 % (RSD) using 69

~Im

spots;

measured207Pbpo6Pband208Pbpo6PbarewithinO.25%ofpreferredvalueswith
precisions of < 0.25% (RSD). These results demonstrate improvement over previous LAMC-ICPMS data in terms of both quantification limits and spatial resolution, while
retaining similar levels of accuracy and precision.
Unlike other radiogenic isotope systems of geological interest (e.g. Rb-Sr, SmNd, Lu-Hf), the Pb isotope system lacks an invariant Pb isotope ratio that can be used for
internal mass bias corrections of measured Pbisotoperatios. Instead,anexternal
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normalizationmethodsuchasaspiratingathalliumtracersolution during laser analysis to
monitor lead isotope fractionation (e.g. Horn et al.. 2000: Kosleret al.. 2002) or standard
-sample-standard bracketing with reference materials of known lead isotope
compositions (e.g. Willigerset a I.. 2002: Paul et aI., 2005; Souders and Sylvester. 2008a)
must be employed. The technique to measure lead isotopesinlead-'poor'materials
presented inChapter2usesstandard-sample-standard bracketing to externally correct
for mass bias. Standard-sample-standard bracketing can only be used ifdriftofthe
measured isotope ratios of the standards is linearoverthecourse of the analytical period
and there is no difference in Illassdiscrimination between thestandardmatrixrelativeto
the salllple Illatrix.
Measured LA-MC-ICPMS ratios differ from true isotope ratio values due to
Illass-dependantprocessessuchasinstrumentallllassbiasandisotopic fractionation.
Massdiscrilllination plays a lilllitingrole in the accuracy ofisotoperatiomeasurelllents
and proper correction procedureslllust be ensured. especially when external
normalization methods are used. Isotopic fractionation can be influenced by instrulllent
parameters. laser ablation parallletersanddifferencesinchem ical and physical properties
between standards and salllples, orlllatrix effects. The effect ofsalllple matrix can result
in variable ablation rates. particle size forlllation, particlecolllposition,particietransport
efficiency and

III ass

loading in the Ar-plasllla (Sylvester, 2008 and references therein).

Therefore the potential for mass bias variation asa function ofsalllplematrix Illustbe
carefully evaluated.
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Several high-precision LA-MC-ICPMS investigations using external
normalization procedures have identified significant sample matrix-relatedbiases(Mason
etal..2006:

orman et aI., 2006). The study presented in Chapter 3 (Souders and

Sylvester, 20 I0) evaluates the need for matrix matching for LA-MC-ICPMS lead isotope
measurementsoflead-'poor' «40 ppm total Pb) feldspar and sulfide minerals using
standard-sample-standard bracketing to correct for mass discrimination. Feldspar
mineralsandsulfides,twomaterialswithlargedifferencesinmatrixcompositionand
ablation behavior, were chosen to determine the quality of data possible when calibrating
samples with standards having different physical and chemical characteristics. The Pb
isotope ratios of the 3 different feldspar minerals were calibrated against NIST 612. NIST
614 and BCR2-G. Each feldspar analyzed had different chemical composition. physical
characteristics and total lead concentration. The average 206.207.208PbP04Pband
207.2o8pb/206PbratiosmeasuredforaIl3feldspars,independentofcalibration standard. are
within 0.40%ofthe preferred average values determined bythermalionizationmass
spectrometry (TIMS) as part of this investigation. External precisions for the lead isotope
measurements of feldspar by LA-MC-ICPMS are better than 0.60 % (RSD. 10). Lead
isotope ratios of three different sulfides were determined by LA-MC-ICPMS using

1ST

612 or PB-I.a synthetic sulfide glass, as the external standard. Two sulfides. PB-I and
B41,contained little to no measurable mercury. The mean206.207.208Pb/204Pb,
206.207Pb/206 Pb are accurate within 0.40 % of the TIMS results with only subtle differences
in results between matrix-matched (PB-I) by and non-matrix-matched(NIST612/614).
The final results suggest that accurate and precise Pb isotope ratios measured for lead-
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'poor' minerals can be obtained by LA-MC-ICPMS using available silicate glass
reference materials regardless of differences in the physical and chemical properties
between standards and samples.
Traditional isotope and geochemical investigations have concluded that Archean
anorthosites were derived from depleted mantle melts (e.g. Ashwal et al.. 1983, 1989;
Barton, 1996; Polatet aI., 2009, 2010,2011; Rollinson et aI., 2010)and isotopic analysis
of preserved igneous minerals could provide a window intothedifferentiationofthe
Archean mantle. A limiting factor in the isotopic analysis of Archean anorthosites, and
other ancient rocks, is the pervasive metamorphism and secondary alteration that has
affected most Archean rocks present at the surface of the Earth today. An advantage of
in-situ isotopic analysis by methods such as LA-MC-ICPMS is that preserved igneous
regions of individual minerals can be targeted for analysis. avoiding more recrystallized
or altered domains.
Igneous plagioclase megacrysts preserved within Archeananorthositesmake
excellent targets for in-situ Pb isotopic analysis by LA-MC-ICPMS yet low Pb
concentrations(-2-IOppm Pb) and abundant mineral inclusions within preserved
igneous domains hinder in-situ analysis. The incorporation of ion counters within the
collector configuration ofMC-ICPMS instruments and further development of the
analytical method extends LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope measurements to Pb-poor
materials «20 ppm Pb)with significantly improved spatial resolution (40-99f1mlaser
spots depending on Pb concentration) (e.g. Chapters2and 3; published as Souders and
Sylvester. 2008, 2010). The new technique is applied to plagioclase megacrysts from
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Archean anorthosite complex and investigations of Archean mantle evolution in Chapter
4(Soudersetal.,inrel·iell').
TheFiskenressetand

unataarsuk anorthositecol11plexes of south West

Greenland (Figure 1-8) are two of the best-preserved exal11ples of Archean anorthosi tesin
the world. Little geochemical information is known about

unataarsukbut Fiskenresset is

thought to have a l11antle source (Ashwal etal., 1989; Polatetal.,2009). Like most
Archean rocks, the FiskenressetandNunataarsukanorthositeshave been intensely
deforl11edandmetamorphosedyet locally preserve igneousl11ineralswithinlow-strain
regions of each anorthosite complex. These pristine domains ofi nterestcan be identified
through thin section petrography usingan optical microscope, back-scatteredelectron
(SSE) imaging using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and then further
characterized by in situ geochemical (EPMA and LA-ICPMS) and isotopic analysis (LA(MC)-ICPMS) (Figure 1-7). The expectation is that magmatic isotope systematics are
most likely to be preserved within these domains. where parent-daughter ratios have not
been reset by intense deformation and secondary alteration.
In Chapter 4. the results for in situ LA-ICPMS U-Pb zircon geochronology and
LA-MC-ICPMS Hfisotope compositions for zircon crystals separated from anorthosite
and leucogabbrosamplesfrom Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk are also presented and used
in conjunction with the lead isotope data to characterize the source of the two Archean
anorthosites. In situ analysis of lead isotopes in plagioclase and Hfisotopes in zircon are
powerful tools for the determination of initial isotope ratios and tracing the isotopic
compositionofthemantlethroughtimebecausebothmineralshaveextremelylow
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parent-daughter ratios forlhe respective isolopesyslemofinlerest(plagioclase-Iow
U/Pb: zircon-low Lu/Hf) and require. if necessary. only minimal correclion for
radiogenic in-growth. Lead isotopes are particularly sensilive indicators of
helerogeneitiesduetocrustalcontamination.assimilation.magmalicrechargeand
secondary alteration within igneous systems (e.g. Oversby, 1975; Housh et aI., 1989;
McCulloch and Woodhead, 1993; Mathez and Waight, 2003; Waight and Lesher, 20 I0).
Previous investigations employing Hfisolopemeasurements in zirconhavedelllonstraled
Hfsystematicstobeexlrelllely robust through Illelamorphismand secondary alteration.
Unless the zircon grain is complelely recrystallized wilhopen syslem exchange wilh
olher Hf-bearing minerals, zircons have been shown to retain th eirinitiaI

176

Hf/ 177 Hf,

even when U-Th-Pb systemalics within the zircon crystal have been reset: This makes Hf
isolopesinzirconanidealisotopelracerforlhecomposilionaI evolulionofthemanlle
and crustal growth processes (Patchett el aI., 1981: Flowerdew el aI., 2006: Gerdes and
Zeh,2009).
In situ LA-ICPMS U-Pb geochronology of zircon grains presented in Chapter 4
suggesls that the crystallization age of the Fiskenlessetcomplexis2936± 13 Ma(20.
MSWD = 1.5) and the Nunataarsuk complex is 2914 ± 6.9 Ma (20. MSWD = 2.0). The
rangeofPb isolopecompositions in plagioclase megacrysts and Hfisotopiccompositions
in zircon grains from both FiskenlessetandNunalaarsukextend beyondanalylical
uncertainty suggesting mulliple sources contributed

10

the parent magma for bOlh

anorthosilecomplexes. The Pb isolopeand Hfisotopedatashowlhatbolhanorthosile
complexes share a depleled mantle end member yet the range of com posilionssuggests
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the common depleted mantle end member interacted with ancient mafic crust prior to
crystallization of both anorthosite complexes. At Fiskenresset,Pbisotopemodelspredict
contamination bya high f.lcrust (f.l-12) with a mantle extraction age in the Eoarchean
(between - 3600 and - 3800 Ma). For Nunataarsuk, the Pb isotope data suggest
contamination of the depleted mantle end member byan ancient low f.lcrust(f.l-6)
isolated in the Hadean(at-4200Ma).
Determiningthenatureofancientcrusts(maficversusfelsic)isofgreatinterest
for geologists today. The 176Lu/177 Hfischaracteristicofthe nature of the source. The
176Lu/177 Hf of the modern continental crust is 0.013 - 0.014 (Taylor and McLennan,
1995). Typical 176Lu/177 Hfforfeisic rocks range from-O.OS toO.OIS (Pietraniketal.,
2008). Mafic rocks and komatiites tend to have higher 176Lu/177Hffrom - 0.02 to> 0.03
(Blichert-Toft and Albarade, 2008; Pietranik et aI., 2008; Blichert-Toft and Putchel,
2010). The measured 176Lu/177 Hfofan analyzed zircon is not representative of the parent
magma because zircon strongly fractionates Lu (crystal/meltdistribution coefficient or D
«

I) from Hf(D > I) during crystallization. In order to constrain the 176Lu/177Hfofthe

crustal end member for both anorthosite complexes, the timing 0 fparent melt extraction
from the depleted mantle (T DM ) must be known. Using the in situ Pb isotope
compositions of plagioclase megacrysts from Nunataarsuk and Fiskenressetin
conjunction with the zircon Hfisotope compositions from both complexes, the nature of
the ancient crustal contaminant can be determined. The in situ Pb isotope data are used
to constrain the timing of crust (melt) extraction from the mantle,which is then used to
calculate the 176Lu/177Hf. For both Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk, the calculated
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176 Lu /I77 Hfratio

is diagnostic of ancient maficcrusl. The model presenled isthallhe

ancient mafic crusts have interacted with the depleted mantle me It prior to crystallization
of each anorlhosite complex.
Interpretation of the initial Pband Hfisolopedala provides evidence for the
survival of Hadean and Eoarcheanmaficcruslunlilalleast-2900 Ma.suggestingthe
possibility thaI mafic crust was widespread very early (>3.7 Ga) in Earth history. and at
least some of it was long-lived at the surface. There is greatdebale over the composilion
of the Earth's early crust (Armslrong 1981; Taylor and McLennan, 1995; Chase and
Patchett, 1988; Bowring and Housh, 1995: Harrison el aI., 2005, 2008; BI ichert-Toft and
Albarede,2008:0' eilelal.,2008).Muchofourinformationcomesfromthezircon
record. Unfortunately. this record is biased towards felsic rocks. which contain much
greater proportions of zircon grains than mafic rocks. A large proportion of early mafic
crust may be unrecognized because of the scarcity of zircon crystallizing from mafic
magmas, which haveextremelyhighzirconiulll solubilities (Watson and Harrison, 1983).
Not only does the integrationofin-silU Pbisotopes in plagioclasewilh Hfisotope
compositions of zircons frolll Ihe sallle rock provide a window inlol he isotope
COlllposilionoflhe mantle through lillle. it also facililates identification of ancient crusls.
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Figure I-I: World map showing locations of Archean cratons (shaded reg ions)
and the locations of documented Archean anorthosites (black dots).Modified
froIllAshwalandMyers(1994).
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Figure 1-4: Examples of typical Archean megacrystic anorthosite from Fiskenresset
and Nunataarsukconsistingofeuhedral to subhedral, calcic plagioclase crystals
surrounded byamaficmatrix. Pencil for scale in all photos. (photos fromJ.S. Myers).
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Figure 1-5: Rafts of dark-colored amphibolite country rock within
the white-colored anorthosite unit at Fiskemesset. Manincenterofphoto
for scale (photo fromJ.S. Myers).
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Figure 1-6 Examples of the range of deformation preserved within the anorthosite unit at Majorqap Qava, Fiskenresset (A-C)
and within the upper anorthosite-Ieucogabbro unit, Nunataarsuk (O-F), (A) Typical, best-preserved anorthosite unit containing
undefonned.slightly-recrystallizedpatchesofleucogabbro(dark patches). (B) Recrystallized. deformed anorthosite with schlieren
of leucogabbro. (C) Recrystallized. deformed anorthosite with leucogabbro streaked out to form a tectonic banding. (0) Sheared
pyroxeneoikocrystand plagioclasechadacrysts. (E) Preserved. diffuse layering of mafic material to plagioclase dominated
layers within leucocratic leucogabbro.(F) Extremely tectoni zedleucogabbrowithflat.shearedlayersofleucogabbroandmafic
material. Hammer for scale in A and B. Pencil for scale in C, O. E and F (photos from John Myers).

Figure 1-7: Representative leucogabbro (A-F) and anorthosite(G and H) samples from
Fiskenresset (C and D, G and H) and Nunataarsuk (A and B, E and F). B, D, F. and Hare
representative of the areas circled in A. C, E and G (images B, D, F, and H produced using
a flat-bed scanner in 'film' mode and two pieces of polarizing film). Arrows in B, D, F.
and H are typical transects across a single plagioclase megacrystused for in-situ analyses.
The length of each transect in Band H is - I cm. The length of each transect in D and F
is-O.7cm.
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Figure 1-8: General map of southern West Greenland with Archean anorthosite
cOl11plexes in black. Thick boxes surround the FiskenressetandNunataarsuk
regions. The Fiskenresetsampleswereall from the Majorqap Qava area,
dashed box (Adapted frol110wensand Dymek, 1997).
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Chapter 2: Improved in situ measurements of lead isotopes in silicate
glasses by LA-MC-ICPMS using multiple ion counters

Abstract
A new technique that improves the spatial resolutionandquantification limits of the
measurement of lead isotope ratios in silicate glasses with < 15 ppm total Pb by LA-MCICPMS is presented. The new method provides the capability of making quantitative, insitu lead isotope measurements on tiny objects of geologic interest such as mineral
growth bands, melt inclusions, and accessory minerals, even whe re they are lead poor.
The method allows for the concurrent, staticmeasurementof" 04 pb,106Pb, 107Pb,10Spb
alongwith" 01 HginfiveChanneltron ion counters. Standard-sample-standardbracketing
using USGS BCR2-G as the calibrant is used to correct for instrumental mass bias.
Accuracy and precision of the method was evaluated by replicate analyses ofvarious
MPI-DING reference glasses with low lead concentrations (-I - II ppm) and welldetermined isotopic ratios. Spot sizes for in situ analyses were as small as40-69 I-lm,
providing better spatial resolution than previous LA-MC-ICPMS results reporting 104Pb.
Measured lead isotope ratios for the MPI-DING reference glasses TI-G (11.6 ppm total
Pb)and ATHO-G (5.67 ppm total Pb)agree within O.IO%and 0.15% respectively of the
preferred values using 40 I-lm spots. For MPI-DING KL2-G (2.07 ppm total Pb) and
ML3B-G (1.38 ppm total Pb) measured 106PbP04 pb, 107 PbP04 Pb and 108 pbP04 Pb agree
within 0.75% of the accepted values with typical precisions of< 0.85% (RSD) using 69
I-lm spots; measured 107 pbP06Pb and 108PbP06Pb are within 0.45% of preferred values with
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precisions of < 0.25% (RSD). These results demonstrate improvement over previous
LA-MC-ICPMS data in terms of both quantification limits and spatial resolution, while
retaining similar levels of accuracy and precision.
2.1 INTRODUCTION

Insituleadisotopicmeasurementsbylaser-ablationmulti-colIectorinductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-MC-ICPMS) have the potential to document
isotopic variations in tiny objects of geologic interest such asmineral growth bands, melt
inclusions, and accessory minerals (e.g. Mathez and Waight, 2003; Horstwood et aI.,
2003; Paul etal., 2005) on the scale of tens of microns. Lead isotope ratios are
particularly useful fora variety of applications including Pb-Pband U-Pbaccessory
mineralgeochronology(e.g.Willigersetal.,2002;Simonettietal.,2006), provenance
investigations (e.g. Bakeretal., 2006; Tyrrell etal., 2006). and petrogenetic
interpretations of melt inclusions (e.g. Paul etal., 2005). A limiting factor for further
development of in situ lead isotope analysis by LA-MC-ICPMS is sensitivity, both for
reducing the sampling scale in lead "rich"(> 50 ppm) materials such as alkali feldspars
and for extending the technique to lead-poor«50 ppm) materials such as plagioclase
and melt inclusions, while retaining acceptable levels of anal yticalprecisionand
accuracy. Another complication is proper procedures to correct for instrumental mass
bias. Unlike other isotopic systems such as Hfand Sr, the Pb isotope system does not
include an invariant isotope pair that can be used to make the massbiascorrection
internally for each sample analyzed. Alternative options such as aspirating a thallium
tracer solution during laser analysis to monitor the lead fractionation (e.g. Horn etal.,
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2000: Kosleret al.. 2002) or external corrections based on the measured lead isotope
ratiosofsilicateglassreferencematerials(e.g.WilligersetaI.. 2002: Paul etal.. 2005)
must be employed instead. With these lanerapproaches. however. the potential for mass
biasvariationsasafunctionofmatrixcompositionmustbeevaluatedcarefully.
In most previous LA-MC-ICPMS studies involving lead isotopes. the total lead
concentration of the material of interest has been generally greaterthan-80ppm Pb(e.g.
Horstwood et aI., 2003; Mathez and Waight, 2003). As the total lead concentration ofa
material decreases, orasthe radiogenic lead component increases, the ability to measure
lead isotope ratios involving the minor 204 Pb isotope precisely becomes progressively
more difficult dueto its low relativeabundance(-I.4%ofall common lead) and an
isobaric interferencefrom 204 Hg. The interference from 204 Hg is potentially very
significant for laser analyses where target materials contain more than -10 ppm Hg, and
even for materials with less Hg where lead concentrations are very low « 5 ppm total
Pb). While not all applications involving lead isotopesrequire 204 pbanalysis,the
accurate and precise measurement of radiogenic lead relativeto204 Pbcanbeespecially
important in investigations using lead isotopesastracersforprovenanceorpetrogenetic
histories and for U-Pbgeochronology, and is thus likely to bea focus of analytical
development for some time to come. For instance, Paul etal.. (2005) recently presented a
LA-MC-ICPMS method for in situ lead isotope analysis by the simultaneous
measurementof 204 Pbinan ion counter and the lead isotopesofgreater abundance in
Faraday cups. Simonetti et aI., (2005) presented a LA-MC-ICPMS method for in situ U-
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Pb geochronology, which measures 207Pb, 206Pb, 204(Hg + Pb), and aspirated 205TI and
203TI in ion counters, while both 238U and

235

U are measured in Faraday collectors.

We have developed an analytical protocol for LA-MC-ICPMS that allows us
to measure lead isotope ratios, including ratios relative to 204Pb,forsilicateglasseswith
total lead concentrations between-I to II ppm. Lead isotope analyses are determined by
202
static measurement of all lead isotopesand 202 Hgin Channeltron ion counters. The Hg
204
measurementisusedtocorrecttheisobaricinterferencefrom 204 Hgon Pb. The new
method retains similar levels of accuracy and precision for lead isotope ratios when
compared to previous LA-MC-ICPMS measurements of silicate glasses but at total lead
levelsaslowas-I ppm using 69 to 99 J.Im spots. This allows the use of smaller laser
spot sizes for analysis or the measurement of materials with lower lead concentration
than previously possible.

2.2 EXPERIMENTAL
2.2.1 Samples and Instrumentation

The samples used in this study are geologic reference material (GRM) glasses
made from natural silicate rocks: USGS BCR2-G and MPI-DING TI-G, ATHO-G, KL2G, and MUB-G. Each glass has a well-defined lead isotopic ratio and chemical
composition, with total lead concentrations ranging from-I to II ppm (.Iochum etal.,
2000,2005a,2006a). Small separates of each silicate glass were mounted in 100r25
mmdiameterepoxyresinmounts. Once the epoxy had cured, the mount was ground toa
flat surface and polished using diamond abrasive, exposing a cross-sectionofeachglass.
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Prior to in situ analysis great care was given to eliminate any potentialsurface
contamination of the samples from lead in the ambient environment. Each epoxy mount
was cleaned inan ultrasonic bath for approximately 15 minutes with double-distilled
water, deionized and purified (to 18 mega-ohm cm,l) by a Milli-Q water system. The
surface of each mount was then scrubbed with double-distilled -8N HN03 followed by a
Milli-Q H20 rinse. The mount was left to dry in a positive-pressure air box prior to
loading into the laser ablation sample cell.
Inthe ICPMS, clean torch parts and cones resulted inlowerinstrumental
backgrounds on all the lead masses of interest and enhanced signa I stability; therefore,
the torch, injector, quartz shield, glass T-piece used to mix the He and Ar gases, sampler
and skimmer cones were all cleaned prior to each analytical session. Torch parts and
glassware were soaked in a -O.5N HN03 bath and subsequently rinsed with doubledistilled -8N HNOJ followed by a Milli-Q H20 rinse. Residue from prior ablations was
removed from both the sample and skimmer cones with a cotton-tipped applicator and
each cone was rinsed with deionized H20 prior to installation on the instrument.
All analyses were performed on a Finnigan Neptune double-focusing MCICPMS equipped with 8 multiple (Channeltron) ion counter devices (MICs). In order to
measure the low total lead concentrations of the glasses used in our experiments,
concurrent, static measurements of 208 pb,

207 Pb, 206 Pb, 204 pb,

and

202 Hg

in the glass GRMs

were made in 5 ion counters mounted onto the low mass (L4) Faraday cup. The ion
counters are in fixed positions, spaced specifically to collect the four lead and

202 Hg

isotopes of this study. The noise levels on plateausofanalytesignals measured by the
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MICs are much improved when compared to Faraday detectors when dealing with
materials with low lead concentrations (Figure 2-1). Typical instrument operating
conditions and collector assignments for the analyses of materials with low lead
concentrations are listed in Tables 2-1 and 2-2.

2J5 U

is monitored inan ion counter

anached to a high mass Faraday cup. These data are not relevant to the study of known
reference materials and are not presented here. but would be importantinthestudyof
materials where lead isotope ratios of minerals may have been modified by in-growth of
radiogenic lead by the decay ofU after crystallization. Gas flow, torch position, and lens
focuspotentialswerealladjustedtoachieveatypicalsensitivit)'of23,000cps/ppm 20SPb
for in situ analyses of BCR2-G with a 40 J.Im spot (-II ppm total Pb) as well as optimal
peak shape and peak overlap. Signal intensities during in situ analysis were typically less
than-5 mY, or-3 12.500 cps. in all ion counters (for BCR2-G with a 40 J.Im spot.
-230.000 cps 208Pb wa typical). Argon gas was run through an activated charcoal filter
made by Frontier GeoSciences Inc. placed inthegaslinetothelCPtorch. in order to
reduce contaminant mercury levels in the gas. The dry sorbent in the trap collects all
vapor phase Hgin both the elemental and oxidized forms.
The dark noise and operation voltage for each ioncounterweredetermined
twice over the time period of method development. The typical dark noise measurement
fora single ion counter did not exceed 0.0060 cps. A plateau calibration curve (cps vs.
voltage) was constructed to determine the operation voltage for eachioncounterusinga
PCL script within the NEPTUNE operating software. This procedure was done to ensure
that the relative yield values between ion counters remained within 20 %. To construct
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the calibration curve for an individual ion counter. a signal was focused on the ion
counter and the operation voltage of the ion counter was increased in 30 V steps. The
outputsignaloftheioncounterforeachstepwasrecordedincountspersecond. The
operationvoltageforeachioncounterwasdeterminedbyobservingthevoltage
representative of the point on a plateau calibration curvewherethechangeinsignal
intensity (cps) no longer significantly increases with a corresponding increase in the
detector voltage. The operation voltage can be different for each ion countersoa plateau
calibration curve must be constructed for each individual ion co unter. Operation voltages
for the MICs during method development varied from 2000V to 2800V.
The MICs were cross-calibrated prior to each analytical period to determine
the relative yield value for each ion counter referenced to ICI. The relative yield of each
ion counter was determined in solution mode. using the

235 U

signal from the

EPTUNE

tune solution. in order to maximize signal stability and attain the best precision. A
dynamic peak jumping method was used to determine the relative yield for the MICs. A
reference signal of-IOO.OOOcps was sequentially placed in each of the 8 ion counters
using an integration time of4.194 seconds. This dynamic cycle was repea ted 10times.
The relative yield value for each ion counter was then determined by normalizing the
average of the measured signal intensities for each ion counter to the average response of
ICI. If the relative yield values were not within 800/0 oflCI the operation voltage on the
ion counter was adjusted.
A GeoLas laser ablation system linked to the MC-ICPMS was used for the in
situ analyses. This system includes a Lambda Physik ComPex Pro 110 ArF excimer laser
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operating at a wavelength of 193nm and a pulse width of20 ns. Typical operating
conditions for the GeoLas system are included in Table 2-1. A laser tluence of
approximately 5 J/cm 2 anda repetition rate of 10 Hz were used fora II glass analyses.
The spot size of the analyses ranged from 40 to 99 flm.dependingon the total lead
concentration. Samples were ablated in helium gas. which reduces sample re-deposition
and elemental fractionation (Gunther and Heinrich, 1999) while increasing sensitivity for
193 nm ablation (Egginsetal., 1998). Mercury was filtered from the helium using goldcoated glass wool placed on the helium gas line feeding the ablation cell.

2.2.2 Analytical Routine and Data Reduction

Astandard-sample-standard bracketing approach was employed to correct
for instrumental mass bias for two reasons: (I)thelead isotopic system does not have an
invariant isotopic pair that can be used to monitor fractionati on and (2) the configuration
of ion counters on our instrument does not allow usto monitor mass bias relative to an
aspiratedthalliumtracersolutionofknownisotopiccomposition using MICs in static
mode. ATltracersolutioncoliected in Faraday collector could be employed but this
produces additional errors associated with cross calibration of Faraday and ion counter
cups. BCR2-G was chosen as the external calibrant because its lead concentration (-II
ppm total Pb) is sufficiently low to measure in the MICs without saturating the detectors,
but high enough to provide good counting statistics on the lead analytesignals.lts
concentration is also suitably matched to the lead concentrations of the MPI-DING
glasses used in this study and the concentration range expected in plagioclase feldspars
and melt inclusions. The following GeoREM preferred values (http://georem.mpch-
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mainz.gwdg.de/; Jochum et aI., 2000; Elburg et aI., 2005; Paul et aI., 2005) for BCR2-G
were adopted: 206 PbP04 Pb = 18.765 +/- 0.007 (I SO); 207 PbP04 Pb = 15.626 +/- 0.006(1
SO); 208 Pb /204 Pb = 38.73 +/- 0.02 (I SO); 207PbP06Pb = 0.833 +/- 0.00 I (I SO);
208 pbP06Pb = 2.066 +/- 0.001 (I SO). The compositional homogeneity of the lead isotopic
composition of BCR2-G is better than 0.1 % for 206PbP04 pb, 0.02% for 207 pbP04 pb, and
0.05%for208Pbpo4PbbasedonbulkanalysesofI00milligramaliquotsbysolution-based
MC-ICPMS (Elburg et aI., 2005). These data do not prove that the lead isotopic
composition of BCR2-G is homogeneous at the Ilg-scale sampled by the 40 - 99

~lm

spots used in this investigation but our in situ analyses of this glass suggest that this is the
case to better than 1%: for 15 replicateanalyseswitha49 Ilm spot,207 PbP06Pb.
206 pbP04 Pb, 207 Pb /204 Pb , and 208 PbP04 Pb vary by 0.075%, 0.47%, 0.45%, 0.36% (RSO).
respectively.
The duration of each standard and sampleanalysiswas-90secondsor90
cycles using an integration time of-I sec/cycle. The first 40 seconds (cycles) were used
to measure the background count rates with the laser off followed by50secondsoflaser
ablationmonitoringthe 202 Hg, 204 pb, 206Pb,207Pb,and 208Pb isotopes. The lead isotope
measurementofeverythreeunknownsampleswereprecededandfo1I0wedbythree
measurements ofBCR2-G. On-line corrections for both yield and dark noise were
performed using the NEPTUNE software prior to downloading the measured mass
intensities into an Excel spreadsheet for off-line subtraction of mean gas background
intensities from the time-resolved signal intensities for each isotope, 204 Hg interference
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correctionson 204 Pb,leadisotoperatiocalculations,andinstrumentalmassbias
correction bystandard-sample-standard bracketing.
Signal intensities were corrected for gas background and the

204

Hginterferenceon

204 Pb using two different off-line data reduction methods. For 206 Pb, 207 pb, and 208 Pb,
both methods subtract the average gas backgrounds, measured withthelaseroff,foreach
isotope from their respective measurements made in each cycled uringlaserablation.
The 204 Hgand 204Pb background corrections are handled quite di fferently, however. In
particular, in Method I. 204 HgP02 Hg is calculated from the relative natural abundances of
OO

the mercury isotopes and a mass bias factor determined from the observed 202 HgP Hg,
either(l) measured in the gas background at the start ofa day's laserablationsession
using a cup configuration in which 200Hg is collected in IC I and 202 Hg in IC2, or (2)
204 HgP02 Hg is assumed to be the natural ratio recommended by IUPAC (Rosman and
Taylor, 1997). In Method 2, the 204 HgP02 Hg of the gas background is determined from
measurementsof 202 Hg, 204(Hg+Pb)and 208 Pbmadewiththe laser off prior to each
analysis. The advantages and disadvantages of the two methods are comparedinlightof
the results for the MPI-DING glasses below.
In detail, Method I is very similar to the off-line 204-correction procedure
presented in Horstwoodetal. (2003) and Paul etal. (2005). The mean gas background
measured just prior to ablation is subtracted from each of 202 Hg, 204(Hg+ Pb), 206Pb,
207 pb, 208Pbsignalsmeasuredduringablation. As noted by Pauletal. (2005),this
background correction removes the 204Pb and 204 Hg in the gas from the 204(Hg+ Pb)
measurement: anyresidual 204 Hgderived from the sample itselforduetovariation in the
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background istypicallylessthanafewpercentofthetotalmeasured204-mass. To
correct for this small, residual isobaric mercury interference 0 nthemeasured204-mass,
and caicuiatethe 204 Pb in the sample, the residual 204 Hg is calculated from the natural
204 HgP0 2Hg (- 0.2301; IUPAC) and the background-corrected 202 Hg measurement in the
sample. A mass bias correction may be applied to the natural 204 HgP0 2Hg us ingthe
exponentiallawanda mass bias

factor(~;

Albarede et a!., 2004) derived from

measurements of the 202 HgP OO Hg in the gas background made prior to a day's session of
analyses. The206PbP04Pb, 207PbP 04 Pb, 20R PbP04 Pb, 207PbP06Pb,and208PbP06Pbare
calculated for each measurement and a 2-sigma outlier rejection is performed prior to
averaging the lead isotopic ratios.
Several attempts were made to measurethe202HgPOOHg in the ion counters in
order to use Method I. However, the measured 202 HgPOOHg was unrealistically high
comparedtothenatural202HgPOOHgforreasonsthatarenotciear. Thus we could not
calculate a mass bias factor for the 204 HgP02Hg. Simonetti eta!. (2005) noted that their
measured204Hg/202Hginthegasbackgroundandduringablationwas lower than the
accepted, natural value. Combining these two observations suggests a possible isobaric
interference on the 202 Hg that would lower the measured 204 Hg/202 Hg while increasing the
measured 202 Hg/200Hg. Paul eta!. (2005) noted that the correction of 204 Hg on 204 Pb, after
gas background subtraction, is small for silicate materials, which have low Hg/Pbratios.
and so errors on the measurement of the mass bias factorfor204Hgp02H gdo not produce
significant errors on the derived 204 Pbdeterminations. Therefore, our Method I results
forleadisotoperatiosmeasuredonsilicateglassesassumenomass bias on the calculated
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104 HgP01Hg. Inorderlocircumvenltheproblemsassocialedwilh measuring the
101HgpOOHgwedeveioped a new data reduction procedure. Melhod2. locorreclforthe
isobaric interferenceof104Hgon104Pb.
Melhod2 proceeds as follows: for each gas background measurementcycle,104 Pb
is calculated from the measured 108Pband 108pbP04 Pb, assuming Ihat the actual isotopic
composition of lead in the gas is given bythe108Pb/104Pb for modern lead

e08 PbP04 Pb=

38.63 +/-0.98: Stacey and Kramers, 1975). The 104 Hg in the gas is then determined by
subtraction of the calculated 104 Pbfrom the measured 104(Hg+ Pb), and a calculated
104 Hg/101Hg in the gas is derived using the measured 101 Hg inlhegas. With both 104 Pb
and 104HgP01 Hg in the gas now established. the 104 Pb for each laser ablation measurement
cycle is determined bysubtracting 104 Hg from the measured 104(Hg+ Pb)usingthe
measured 101Hgduring laser ablation and the average 104 Hg/101 Hg for the gas background.
The resulting 104 Pb iSlhen background correcled using Iheaverage 104 Pbcaicuiaied for
the gas background. Lead isolope ratio calculations and outlier rejection procedures are
performed as in Method I.
The lead isotopic ratios calculated by both Methods I and 2 arecorrecled for
instrumental mass bias and detector drift using a standard-sample-standard bracketing
approach (Albaredeelal..2004). The lead isotope ratios determined for the set of three
BCR2-G standards run before and after each set of 3 unknowns are averaged together.
The lead isotope ratios forlhe unknowns are linearly interpolated,anchoredbythe
average value of the three standards.
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2.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 2-3 presents the mean lead isotope ratios for the MPI-DING reference
glasses analyzed over five analytical sessions. Lead isotope ratios calculated by both
Method I and Method 2 are listed separately. Results for every Pb isotope ratio
measurement are listed in Tables S2-1, S2-2, S2-3and S2-4atthe end of this chapter.
Individual analyses are plotted in Figure 2-2.
In order to demonstrate the improved spatial resolutionpossiblewiththeMIC
collection procedure while maintaining similar levelsofprecision when compared to
previous methods, spot sizes of only 40 and 49 flm were used for the two glasses with
higher lead abundances, T I G and ATHO-G (11.6 ppm Pb, n = II, and 5.67 ppm Pb, n =
16, respectively; Jochum etal.. 2000; 2005a; 2006a). This issignificantlyslllallerthan
the spot size of200 flm used by Mathezand Waight(2003)witha Faraday-only
collection procedure, and 93 flm used by Paul etal. (2005) witha comb ined Faraday-IC
collection array. Even with the small spot, mean values for lead isotope ratios involving
204 Pb

for TIG calculated by both Method I and Method 2 are all within 0.10% of the

preferred values (Jochum et al.. 2006a) with external precisions of less than 0.5% (RSD).
The measured lead isotope ratios for ATHO-G are highly variable (+/- 2.4%), perhaps
renecting intrinsic heterogeneity in the glass at this sampling scale (49 flm) or possible
matrix effects due to compositional differences between ATHO-G (rhyolitic bulk
composition) and the calibration standard BCR2-G (basaltic bulk composition); yet the
average values for all lead isotope ratios are all within 0.30% ofthe preferred values
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(Jochumetal..2006a) for Method l.andwithinO.15%ofthepreferredvalues(Jochumet
al.,2006a) for Method 2.
Analyses of the two MPI-DI G glasses with lower lead contents. KL2-G and
ML3B-G (2.07 ppm Pb. n = 21. and 1.38 ppm Pb. n = 21. respectively: Jochum et al..
2000,2005a,2006a)weremadewithspotssizesof69and991lIl1inordertocompareour
results with previous LA-MC-ICPMS results at similar levels of spatial resolution. Using
a 99 ~lm spot, lead isotope ratios involving 204 Pb for KL2-G calculated by both Method I
and Method 2 are excellent, with all mean ratios within 0.20% of the preferred values
(Jochum et aI., 2006a) and external precisions of less than 0.5% (RSD). With the 69 11m
spot, accuracy isstill-0.3% or better, although the precision degrades to almost 1.5%
for Method I and almost 1% for Method 2. For 99-llm spot analyses ofML3B-G.lead
isotope ratios involving 204 Pb give mean values that are within 0.7% and 0.4% of the
preferred values (Jochum et al.. 2006a) using Methods I and 2. respectively. Precisions
are better than 1% (RSD) for both methods. Using a 69 11m spot, the accuracy of the
mean ratios degrades to 1.6% for Method I and 0.7% for Method 2. Precision for
Method I approaches 1.5% (RSD) but remains at -I % (RSD) for Method 2.
For all spot sizes in all glasses. measurementsof207.208PbP06Pba re as accurate
and preciseasthe206.2o7.208PbP04Pb, and often much more so. attesting to the error
associated with measurement of 204 Pb. The difference is 1l10st marked where the lead
content of the glass is very low. For instance, in ML3B-G, using a 69 11m spot,
207.208 PbP06Pb measurements are accurate and precise to -0.25% (RSD) or better.
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2.3.1 Data Reduction Methods

Method I and Method 2 provide different approaches to correct for the isobaric
interference of 204 Hgon 204Pb. The fundamental difference between the two methods
being Method I requires the 202 HgP OO Hg to be independently measured and/or assumed
constant throughout the analytical session. There is general agreement between the lead
isotope ratios calculated by Method I and Method 2 (Fig. 2-2),especially between the
two glasses with higher lead concentrations, yet we prefer to use Method 2 to calculate
lead isotope ratios using the MICsbecause it eliminates the need to directly measure, or
assume, the 202 HgP OO Hg. Also, Method 2 can be applied to materials with a range of
Hg/Pbratiosasdemonstratedbelow.
As previously stated. Paul etal. (2005) noted the 204 Hgderived from the
silicate glass is generally only a very small percentage (-I %) of the total 204 signal
during ablation. making minor variations on the measurementofthe202Hg/200Hgand the
mass bias factor calculated from this measurement insignificant in relation to the
magnitude of the correction being made. The typical average measured 204Hg/204 Pb
intensities for all glasses analyzed in this study are less than 0.5. Figure 2-3 demonstrates
thatat204Hgp04Pb intensities similar to those of the silicate glasses used in this study.
variations in the mass bias factor (B) calculated from the 202 HgpOOHghave linle effect on
the accuracy of the final lead isotope ratio calculation. Method I begins to break down as
the204Hgp04Pb intensities from the sample increases and the 204 Hg interference correction
on the 204-mass during ablation becomes significant. Formatriceswith204HgP04pb
intensitiesgreaterthan-2, variation ofthe202HgpOOHgmass bias factor can decrease the
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accuracy of lead isotope ratios calculated using Method I beyond acceptable limits.
particularly where the variation of the mass bias factor (B) exceeds +/- 0.5 units. In this
study, for instance. the within run fluctuation of the mass bias factor calculated for the
measured

208 pbP06Pb

202 HgPOOHg

of BCR2-G is +/- 0.8 units. While the precise determination of the

and the subsequent variation of the Hg-mass bias correction is not an issue

for most silicates with typically low Hg/Pbratios, thiscorrection could become quite
large for other geologic matrices such as sulfide minerals, whic hcommonlyhavehigher
Hg/Pbratios. For these reasons we favor using Method 2 for determining lead isotope
ratios from LA-MC-ICPMS data.

2.3.2AnalyticaIUnce.·tainties
The analytical uncertainty of the all ion counter method to measurelead isotope
ratios is dependant on many factors including the yield calibrationoftheMICs:detector
linearity: the dark noise measurement for the MICs: theassumption that the lead isotope
ratios in the gas are representative of the Stacey and Kramers (1975) estimate of modern
lead: thehomogeneityofthegeologicreferencematerialu ed for external normalization:
and any within-run matrix effects or fluctuation of instrumental mass bias. The relative
ion counter yield values varied from O.I%to 0.5% over the duration ofthe-IOminute
yield calibration measurement. The uncertainty on the yield values for each ion counter
canstronglyinfluencetheaccuracyofthefinalleadisotoperatios, yet uncertainties
associated with both the yield and the detector linearity are ap plied to all analysis, which
are monitored by the bracketing process. Without an internal monitor, such as an
aspirated TI-tracersolution. any potential within-run matrix effects 0 rinstrumentalmass
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bias cannot be determined. emphasizing the importance of using a homogeneous. matrixmatchedexternalcalibrant.
The theoretical limits of precision are governed by Poissoncountingstatistics.
detector dark noise and the uncertaintyonthemeasurementoftheblank. When
determining the theoretical lirnitsofprecision for lead isotoperneasurementsusingMICs.
the uncertainties associated with ion counter gain and thecorrectionfortheisobaric
interference of 204 Hg on the204-mass must also be considered. Figure 2-4 compares the
calculated theoretical precision with the observed internal precision for the MPI-DING
glasses analyzed in this study plotted as a function of total 208Pb intensity. The
theoretical precision will quickly degrade at total 208Pb intensities of less than 0.001 volts.
The minimum theoretical limits of precision for lead isotoperatiosmeasuredusingMICs
are approached at lower total 208Pbcount rates than fora Faraday-ion counter cup
configurations (Paul etal., 2005) because the uncertainty budget 0 fthe MIC method is
dominated by uncertainties inthe ion counter gain. which are largeonlyatverylow

208

pb

count rates. Internal precision of measured lead isotope ratios for the MPI-D I Gglasses
plot well above the theoretical curves. This reflects additional errors not included in the
theoretical calculations. including rnatrix effects. spot-to-spot heterogeneity in the lead
isotopic corn position of the BCR2-Gcalibrantand fluctuations in mass bias factors over
short time scales (i.e. between individual analyses).

2.3.3 Comparison With Other Investigations

Itisdifficulttocomparetheresultsofourleadisotopemeasurementsoffour
MPI-DINGreferenceglassespresentedinthisstudytopreviousinvestigationsdueto
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differences in instrumentation, analysis protocol, and ablation parameters. Using5 MICs
operating in static mode we were able to produce results with sim ilarorimproved
precisions and accuracies to previous single-collector laser-a blationsector-field ICPMS
(LA-SF-ICPMS; Jochum et aI., 2005b; 2006b) and LA-MC-ICPMS (Paul et aI., 2005)
studies while improving the spatial resolution and quantification limits of these previous
investigations. Smalierspotsizes(40-69l-lin vs.93-200 l-lIn) than previously reported
could be used for ATHO-G, KL2-G, and ML3B-G due to the high signal to noise ratio of
the ion counters. The use ofMICsto measure all lead isotopes allows usto measure both
206.207.208Pb/204Pband207.208PbP06Pb for samples with lowleadconcentrations« 10ppm
total Pb) or for samples where high spatial resolution is required. Using MICs to measure
all lead isotopes allows us to use a reference material (BCR2-G), which has a lead
concentrationtypicalofthelead-poormaterialsbeinganalyzed, to cross-calibrate
detectors and as bracketing reference material to correct fori nstrumentalmassbias.
Standards with low lead concentrations can be used because it is not necessary to produce
a signal of at least-5mY (-310,000 cps) to be measured on a Faraday detector for
Faraday-ion counter cross calibration, a common requirement of most MC-ICPMS lead
isotopecupconfigurationsusedpreviollsly.
Figure 2-5 provides a comparison between the external precision 0 fboth
207 pbP06Pb and 208 pbP04 Pbdetermined using Method 2 presented in the study with
previous LA-MC-ICPMS and single-collector, LA-SF-ICPMS investigations. For each
lead isotope ratio considered, the data are split into 2 categories:oneforanalysisusing
spot sizes between 40 and 50 flm,and the second foranalysisllsing spot sizes between 90
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and 120 ~m. Measurements from studies using significantly larger spot sizes (> 120

~m)

are not considered in these comparison plots.
For lead isotope ratio measurements using spot sizes between 40 and 50

~mthe

external precision for our 207PbPl6Pb measurements for ATHO-G (5.67 ppm total Pb)
TI G (11.6 ppm total Pb) is slightly higher. yet similar to, the single-collector LA-SFICPMS data of Jochum et al. (2005b) and Jochum et al. (2006b). However there is
significant improvement in the reproducibility of the 2osPb/204Pb for MUB-G and
ATHO-G using the method presented in this study compared to previous single-collector
LA-SF-ICPMS measurements for spot sizes between 40 and 50

~m.

Our method also

presents improvement in the external reproducibility of both 207 Pbpo6Pband 208 pbP04 Pb
for both KL2-G (2.07 ppm total Pb) and MUB-G (1.38 ppm Pb) for spot sizes ranging
from 90 to 120

~m

when compared to other LA-MC-ICPMS (Paul et aI., 2005) and

single-collector LA-SF-ICPMS(Jochum etal.. 2005b,2006b) methods.

2.4 CO eLUSION
The ability to measure in situ lead isotope ratios in materials with very low lead
concentrations isa useful tool for accessory mineral geochronology. provenance
investigations.andpetrogeneticinterpretationsofmeltinclusions. A new method to
measure lead isotopes for materials of low lead concentrations (:::: 15 ppm) at the scale of
tensofmicronshasbeenpresented.lnsituleadisotopemeasurementsusinganarrayof
Channeltronioncountersproducesresultswithsimilarorimprovedprecisionsand
accuracies compared to mixed Faraday-ioncountermulti-collectorandsingle-collector,
sector-field measurements of lead isotope ratios in silicate glasses from-Ito-II ppm
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total Pb using spot sizes from 40 to 69

fUll.

Because of the high signal to noise ratio of

theChanneltronscomparedtoFaradaydetectors,quantitative20X PbP04Pb and 2ox PbP06Pb
can be measured in materials of very low lead concentrations«5 ppm) and at higher
spatial resolution than previously presented while maintaini ng precisions and accuracies
within acceptable limits. Precise and accurate lead isotope ratios can now be determined
in situ for lead-poor minerals such as plagioclase, or for mineral growth bands or melt
inclusions, which are more lead-rich but where higher spatial resolutionisrequired.
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Table 2-1 Typical operating conditions rorthc Finnigan
Neptunc MC-ICP-MS and GeoLas laser ablation system
Finnigan Neptunc MC-ICP-MS
1200W

OperationpolVcr

1200W

RFpolVcr
HY

IOkY

CoolgasrJolV

16lmin'

AuxiliarygasrJolV

O.71Illin'

Arlllakc-upgasflolV

O.9Imin'

Concs

Ni

GeoLaslascrablationsystem
193nlll

LambdaPhysikColllpcx IIOArFexcilllcr
LascrrJuence

-5Jcm'

Spotsizc
Rcpctition rate

-lO - 99
10Hz

Hccarricrgas

1.21 min'
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Figure2-1: Peak shapes Of206Pb from a SRM 981 standard solution of
0.5 ppm total Pb measured on a (A) Faraday detector and a (B) Channeltron
ion counter. The x-axis corresponds to the mass range over which the peak was
measuredwiththecentervaluerepresentingtheaxialmassofthecollectorarray.
The noise level for the plateau of the 206 Pb signal collected in the Faraday detector
(16.7%RSD, I-sigma) is double that of the noise level for the plateau ofthe 206Pb
signal collected in the ion counter (8.3 % RSD, I-sigma). A beam of equal intensity
was measured in each detector, yet the scale isoff-setbya factorof-2 due to the
detectors not being cross-calibrated prior to measurement.
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T1-G
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(5 67 II 9 g"')

(11 6 ~l 9 g.l)

Analysis

Figure 2-2: LA-MC-ICPMS analysis of lead isotope ratios in the four MPI-DING
glasses used in the study, arranged from left to right in order of increasing lead
concentration. Solid horizontal lines indicate the preferred lead isotope values
(Jochum etal..2006a) for each glass. Lead isotope ratios foreac h analysis are
calculated using both Method I (filled diamonds) and Method 2 (open squares).
There is general agreement between the Method I and2 results and the preferred
values for the glasses with higher lead concentrations (ATHO-G and TI-G) for the
1(>6Pbl'04Pb.20SPbl'04Pb.208Pbl'06Pb. There is more scatter are larger
discrepancies betweenthe2 methods for the 2 glasses with lower concentrations
(ML3B-G and KL2-G) but, in general, Method 2 produces more accurate and
precise results than Method I.
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Hypothelical

204

Hg/204 Pb

Figure 2-3: Plot of accuracy of the final 206Pbl'°4Pbasa function
of hypothetical 204 Hgl'o4 Pb and various mass bias factors (B) for
a material of approximately 5 ppm Pb. The box highlights the typical
Hg/Pbratios for silicate glasses used in our study, which is<O.5.
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Figure2-4:Theoreticallilllitsofprecisionexpressedas%RSE(2-sigllla), for
thellleasurelllentofleadisotoperatiosusingMICsaredefinedbythesolidline.
The observed internal precision of lead isotope ratio Illeasurelllents for
MPI-DINGglassesofvaryingtotalleadconcentrationspresented in this study
are also shown. Uncertainties due to counting statistics, dark noise, background
subtraction, ion counter yield, and the 2°'Hg correction on the204-lllass
are all included in the calculation of the theoretical curves.
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Figure2-5:Comparisonoftheexternalprecisiono[207Pbpo6Pband 208 PbpO'Pb
as a function of spot size in this study and other LA-MC-ICPMS and single-collector
LA-SF-ICPMS investigations. (A) and (8) compare analyses using spot sizes ranging
from 40 to 50 Ilm, while(C) and (D) compare the reproducibility of measurements
using spot sizes between 90 and 120llm.'MeasurementsusingEscanmode.
2Measurementsusingcombined Escanand8scanmodes. 'Only 193nmdata
considered.
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Chapter 3: Accuracy and precision of non-matrix-matched calibration
for lead isotope ratio measurements of lead-poor minerals by
LA-MC-TCPMS
Abstract
This study evaluates the necessity of matrix matching for laser ablation multi-collector
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-MC-ICPMS) lead isotope ratio
measurementsoflead-poor«70 ppm total Pb) feldspar and sulfide using standardsample-standard bracketing to correct for mass discrimination. Lead isotope ratios of
three different feldspar minerals and three different sulfide matrices were measured by
LA-MC-ICPMS to determine the quality of data possible when calibrating samples with
standards having different physical characteristics and chemical compositions. Lead
isotope ratios for the feldspars were calibrated against NIST 612 and BCR2-G. The
average 206.207. 208 PbP04 Pb and 207.208 Pb P06 Pb ratios determined by LA-MC-ICPMS on all
threefeldspars.independentofstandard.arewithinOAO%oftheaverageTIMS
measurements made in this study on the same grains. External precisions for the LA-MCICPMS measurements are better than 0.60% (RSD. I-sigma). Lead isotope ratios for 3
sulfides were determined by LA-MC-ICPMS using either

I T 612 or PB-I. a synthetic

sulfide glass. as the external calibration standard. Fortwosulfides that contain little to no
mercurythemean206.207.208PbP04Pband207.208Pb/206PbratiosareaccuratewithinOAO%
of the average TIMS measurements made inthis study on the same grains, with only
subtle differences in results between matrix-matched (PB-I)a nd non-matrix-matched
(NIST 612) analyses. Lead isotope ratios determined for MASS-I, a pressed powder
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sulfide containing high levels of mercury (-60 ppm). are highly variable. This isa result
of intrinsic lead isotope heterogeneity in MASS-I and errors in the isobaric overlap
corrections for2Q.lHgon 204Pb caused by fractionation of HglPb during spot analyses.
Despitesignificantdifferencesintheablationbehaviorofsilicateglass.feldsparand
sulfide.theresultsdemonstratethatpreciseandaccurateleadisotoperatiodatacanbe
obtained by LA-MC-ICPMS for feldspar and sulfide containing little to no mercury.
using commonly available silicate glasses as calibration standards.

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Lead isotope ratio measurements are used widely in the earth and environmental
sciences, for instance as tracers of source and processinsilicateand sulfide magmatic
systems (Mathezand Waight, 2003; Gagnevin etal.. 2005), insedimentaryprovenance
investigations (Tyrrell etal., 2006: Connelly and Thrane. 2005) and for contaminant
source apportionment (McGill et al.. 2003: Burnett et al.. 2007). The incorporation of
discrete-dynode and/orcontinuous dynode electron multipliers (ion counters) within
multiple-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometers (MC-ICPMS) coupled
to a laser ablation system (LA-MC-ICPMS) has pushed limits of detection and spatial
resolution for measuremeJ1lS of lead isotope ratios in mineralsto remarkable levels in
recent years (Simonetti et aI., 2005: Souders and Sylvester, 2008). Yetan inherent
limitation to the precision and accuracy of the technique for Iead isotopes is the lack of an
invariant isotope ratio of lead that can be used for internal mass bias corrections of
measured lead isotope ratios. Unlike other radiogenic isotope systems of geologic
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interest (e.g. Rb-Sr, Lu-Hf, Sm-Nd), the lead isotopic system has only one stable isotope

e pb),making internal mass bias corrections impossible. Methods of external
04

normalization sllch as aspirating a thallillm tracer solution duringlaseranalysisto
monitor lead isotope fractionation (e.g. Hornetal.,2000; Kosleretal.,2002),and
standard-sample-standard bracketing with silicate glass referencematerialsofknownlead
isotopecompositionmllstbeemployed instead (e.g. Willigerset al.,2002; Simonetti et
al.,2005; Paliletal.,2005; Souders and Sylvester"2008). With these external calibration
approaches, the potential formassbiasvariationsasafunctionofmatrixcomposition
must becareflilly evaluated.
An external calibration method suchasstandard-sample-standardbracketingcan
only be used to correct for mass bias if(l) drift of the measllred isotopicratiosofthe
standards is linear over the course of an analytical session and (2) there is no difference in
mass discrimination between isotopes of interest inthestandardmatrixrelativetothe
sample matrix. Measured LA-MC-ICPMS isotope ratios generally differ from preferred
isotope ratio vailies due to mass-dependant processes such as instrumentalmassbiasand
isotopic fractionation produced by incomplete volatilization of ablated particles delivered
totheICP(JacksonandGunther,2003).Massdiscriminationisthemainsourceoferror
affecting isotope ratio measllrementsand improper correction procedureslimitthe
accliracyofthesemeaslirements(Pearsonetal.,2008).Manyfactors have been shown to
influenceisotopicfractionation:instrllmentoperatingparameterssllchasextractionlens
settings,RFpowerandgasflow(Pearsonetal.,2008;Andrenetal..2004), laser ablation
parameterssllch as wavelength and fluence(Jackson and GUnther, 2003; Andrenetal.,
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2004: Kosleretal.. 2005) as well as differences in chemical and physicalproperties
between standards and samples. commonly referred to as matrix effects. Matrix effects
can lead to variable ablation rates. particle size formation. particlecomposition.particle
transport efficiency. ionization efficiency intheAr-plasmaandmassloading(Sylvester.
2008 and references therein).
Study of the influence of sample matrix on calibration of elementalanalysishas
been on-going (e.g. Halteretal.,2004;Jochumetal.,2007; KroslakovaandGiinther,
2007; Sylvester, 2008) yet the extent to which matrix matching isnecessaryforexternal
normalization ofLA-MC-ICPMS isotope ratio measurements hasjust begun to be
investigated. Several high-precision LA-MC-ICPMS isotope ratio investigations
applyingexternalcorrectionprocedureshaveidentifiedsignificant biases directly related
to differences in sample matrices (Mason etal.. 2006:

orman et aI., 2006). Lead isotope

ratio measurements by solution-based MC-ICPMS have shown that varying
concentrations of matrix elements such as Fe. Ca. Mg. and AI can enhance or suppress
the sensitivity of measured lead isotopes (Barling and Weis. 2008). Yet it is unclear from
existing work if these matrix effects are large enough to bedetected at the levels of
precision and accuracy possible for LA-MC-ICPMS measurements of lead isotope ratios.
Mathezand Waight(2003) found that ratios of 207 PbP06Pb and 208PbP06Pb
(referred hereaf'teras207.208PbP06Pb) in individual plagioclase grains measured by LAMC-ICPMS, with corrections for mass discrimination made using a silicate glass
standard, agreed to better than-0.8% and -1.3% with analyses by TIMS and solutionbased MC-ICPMS respectively of bulk separates of the plagioclase grains. Lead
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concentrations of the plagioclase were only-IO ppm or less so data for the minor

204

Pb

isotope (only-I.4%ofall lead) could not be measured accurately using the Faraday
collectors employed. The authors also compared silicate-glass-calibrated LA-MCICPMS measurements of various sulfides (discrete pyrrhotite andpentlanditegrains,and
sulfide intergrowth mixtures) with solution-based MC-ICPMS analyses of bulk sulfide
separates from the same sample. For207.208PbP06Pb ratios, the data agreed to within
1.9%. Some of the sulfides were sufficiently enriched in lead so that measurementsof
204 Pb were possible with Faraday cups. For 206 pbP04 Pb, 207PbP04Pb and 208 PbP04Pb
(referred hereafteras206.207.208PbP04Pb) ratios, the laser and solution data agreed to only
within 5.8%.
Gagnevin et al. (2005) reported agreement to within -0.3% between silicateglass-calibrated, LA-MC-ICPMS analyses of K-feldspar (Or65.92) megacrysts and
solution-based,double-spiketracer, MC-ICPMSanalysesofmicro-samplesdrilledfrom
the same megacrysts. Thefeldsparcontained-60-175 f,lgg.1 total Pb so that both 206
207.208PbP04Pband 207.208 Pb P06 Pb could be measured with Faraday cups. The laser
analyses of the feldspars required corrections for small biases (uptoO.15%) seen between
the LA-MC-ICPMS measurements of the NIST 610 glass standard and previous TIMS
and solution-based, MC-ICPMS analyses ofNIST 610.
Connelly and Thrane(2005) measured ratiosof 206.207.208PbP04Pb for K-feldspar
in rock slabs and grain mounts by LA-MC-ICPMS with external calibration against a
silicate glass. Compared to solution-based, double-spike, MC-ICPMS analyses of
separates of the K-feldspargrains, most of the
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insi/ulaserana lyses

gave less radiogenic

206.207.208Pb/204 Pbratios,byupto 1.25%. The authors ascribed the difference to the
presence of unidentified, radiogenic micro-inclusions or domains in the K-feldspar,
which were unavoidably included in the MC-ICPMS analyses of bulk separates but
missed at the scale of the laser analyses.
Our investigation focuses on the extent to which matrix matching is necessary for
LA-MC-ICPMS measurements of lead isotopes in lead-poor « 70 ppm) feldspars and
sulfides using standard-sample-standard bracketing to correctformassbias. We present
a much more detailed comparison of the quality of data that can beexpectedfornonmatrix-matched and matrix-matched lead isotope ratio measurementsoftheseminerals
than has been reported before.

3.2 METHOD/ANALYTICAL SET-UP

We used a Thermo Scientific NEPTUNE double-focusing magnetic sector MCICPMS for in situ lead isotope ratio measurements following the analyticalmethodof
Souders and Sylvester (2008). The NEPTUNE is equipped with nine Faraday detectors
and eight Channeltron ion counters. Static, concurrent measurement of 202 Hg, 20\Hg +
Pb),206Pb,207Pband208Pb isotopes were made in5 ion counters, set in fixed positions for
the collection of the Hgand Pb isotopes of interest, attached to the low-mass side of
Faraday detector L4. 235U was monitored for all analyses inthe ion counter mounted on
the high mass side of Faraday cup H3. Typical operating conditions for the NEPTUNE
andthemulti-collectorcupconfigurationareshowninTable3-1. The isobaric
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interferenceof2Q.lHgon2Q.lPb was corrected by the method described in detail by Souders
and Sylvester (2008).
A GeoLas laser ablation system coupled to the

EPTU E MC-ICPMS

containing a Lambda Physik ComPex Pro 110 ArF excimer laser operating at a
wavelength of 193 nm and a20nspulsewidth was used for in situ analysis of silicates
and sulfides. Samples were ablated in He gas atmosphere, which reducessampleredeposition and elemental fractionation while increasing sensitivity for 193nmablation
(Eggins et aI., 1998; GUnther and Heinrich, 1999). Mercury was filtered from the He
using Au-coated glass wool placed on the Hegas line feeding into the ablation cell. The
He gas is mixed with the Argas using a glass T-piece placed in the teflon tubing leading
into the ICPtorch. Typical laser ablation parameters for each matrix analyzed are
described in Table 3-1. Identical ablation conditions were used for standard and sample
pairs yet compromises between laserfluence. repetition rate and spot size were made
based on the chemical and physical properties of the analyte in order to avoid count rates
exceeding 300.000 counts per second (cps) where pulsepilellpanddeadtimesignalloss
become significant and detector drift may be accelerated (SOLIdeI's and Sylvester. 2008a.
2008b).
The duration of each standard and sample analysis was-ISO secondsusingaO.18
secondoI'I second integration time, depending on the analytical session. The first 30
seconds were used to measure background count rates with the laseI' off, followed by 60
seconds of laser ablation, and 60 seconds of recorded washout. On-line corrections for
both ion counter yield and dark noise were performed using the NEPTUNE software
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prior to downloading the measured mass intensities into··Pb-Toor·.an Excel spreadsheet
modified from "LAM-Toor' of Kosier et al. (2008) for off-line subtraction of mean gas
background intensities from time-resolved signal intensities for each isotope. 20-lHg
interferencecorrectionson 204 Pb,ablation interval selection. lead isotope ratio
calculations.andcorrectionforinstrumentalmassbias.Spectroscopicinterferencesother
than 204 Hgon 204 Pb were negligible for the matrices of this study. At the low oxide
production rates (0.10-0.25%) indryplasmamode,contributionsfroml86Wl600n
202 Hg , 190pt l60 on 206Pb, 191 1r l60 on 207 pb, and 192 pt l60 on 208 Pb were each -20 counts
per second or less. The IrO interference was larger in MASS-l (-70 cps) but, even in
this case. the effect on final 207 PbP06Pb and 207 pbP04 Pb ratios is just 0.1 %. Only minimal
counts «40 cps) were recorded for 166.167. 168Er4oAron 206.207.208 Pb respectively.
A standard-sample-standard bracketing approach was employed to correct for
instTumelllal mass fractionation and detector drift (Albarede et al..2008). Three
standards followed by three unknowns followed by three standards were run sequentially.
Calculated lead isotope ratios for every three standards are averaged and the lead isotope
ratios for unknolVns are determined by linear interpolation of the averaged standard ratios
run before and after the unknowns. Reported uncertainties for each unknown analysis are
based on the standard error of the mean of each lead isotoperatiofor the selected ablation
interval and the standard error of the y-estimate of the linearregression through the lead
isotope ratios of the standards. Bulk compositions of silicate reference glasses used as
externalcalibrantsranged fromsyntheticsoda-limealuminosilicate(NIST612andNIST
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614) to natural basalt (BCR2-G). Lead isotope ratio reference values for each silicate
glass are listed inTableS3-1 at the end of this chapter (Supplemental data).
Feldspar and sulfide materials analyzed by LA-MC-ICPMS for lead isotopes were
alsoanalyzedbythermalionizationmassspectrometry(TIMS)inordertoprovide
baseline data to assess accuracy. Each aliquot of feldspar and sulfide analyzed byTIMS
ranged from3to 15mg. Detailed description oftheTIMS procedure is given in
Supplemental File S3-1 and the results are presented in Table S3-2 (Supplemental data).

3.3 FELDSPAR AND SULFIDE SAMPLES
Three different feldspars were analyzed as part of this study: anorthoclase
megacrystfrom the Shapgranite, northwest England; a bytownite crystal from the
Fiskenresset anorthosite complex, southwest Greenland; andasanidinephenocryst from
the Fish Canyon Tuff (FCT), Colorado, USA. The feldspars have different physical
appearances, bulk compositions and total lead concentrations. Both Shaporthoclaseand
Fiskenresset bytownite are translucent when cut into < I mm thick slices, the orthoclase is
milky-white to pink in color whereas the bytownite is white. FCT sanidine is transparent.
Both FCTsanidineand Shap orthoclase are potassic feldspars but the sanidine contains
less lead than the orthoclase (-20 vs35 ppm). The bytownite isacalcicfeldsparwith
only 6.5 ppm total lead.
Three different synthetic sulfides, each spiked with lead,wereinvestigated: PB-I,
a synthetic Fe-sulfide glass, silllilarin physical character to a silicate glass; B41,a
synthetic Fe-sulfide sinter, which hasa subtle mottled appearancein high resolution
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back-scattered electron (BSE) images, presumably reflecting areas between grains that
almost reached their melting points; and MASS-I, a Fe-Cu-Zn-sulfide pressed powder
pellet, which exhibits compositional heterogeneities on the micron scale. Both PB-I and
B41 were produced in the laboratory ofC. Ballhaus (Universitat Bonn). MASS-I was
made and distributed by the USGS (Wilson et aI., 2002) asa standardreferencematerial
for in situ trace element measurements and iscommonlyavailableinmanyLA-ICPMS
laboratories worldwide. PB-I and B41 have similar lead concentrations (19 and 16ppm
total lead, respectively) whereas MASS-I contains-67 ppm total lead and significant
amounts of total mercury (-57 ppm; Wilson et aI., 2002; unpublished data, MUN LAICPMSlab).
Further information about the bulk composition and physical appearanceofthe
feldspar and sulfide samples is given in Supplemental Figure S3.2.1 and Tables S3.2S3.4attheendofthischapter.

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.4.1 Isotopic Measurements of Feldspars

Mean values of lead isotope ratio measurements by LA-MC-ICPMS of the
feldspars are presented in Table 3-2. The accuracy of each individual analysis and
average%RSD (I-sigma) for each material are plotted in Figure 3-1. The results for each
individual analysis are given in Table S3-5 (Supplemental data). In order to assess the
effect of non-matrix-matched external standardization on theaccuracyofleadisotope
ratio analysis of several different feldspars, both USGS BCR2-G and NIST 612fNIST
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614 silicate glasses were used as external calibrants.

IST614(-4ppm total Pb) was

used in piaceofNIST612 (-38 ppm total Pb)astheexternalstandard for analyses
involving the Fiskenresset bytownite because both

IST614and the bytownite have

similartotalleadconcentrations,whichallowedforthesamelaserablation conditions to
be used when analyzing both standards and samples producing simi larcountrates. Lead
isotope ratios are calculated using method 2 described in Soudersand Sylvester (2008).
There is general agreement between lead isotope ratios of the feldspars measured
by TIMS and LA-MC-ICPMS despite significant differences in the volume of material
analyzed between the two methods. In general, there is _104 times greater mass of
material analyzed by T1MS compared to a LA-MC-ICPMS analysis using a 69 11m spot
and _10 5 times greater than when using a 30 ~lm laser spot. Mean accuracies of all lead
isotope ratios determined by LA-MC-ICPMS for all feldspars analyzed, independent of
external calibration material. are within 0.40% of the average TIMS values. External
precisions of lead isotope ratios determined by LA-MC-ICPMS for all feldspars are better
than 0.60% (RSD. I-sigma). Little difference is observed between the lead isotope ratio
results produced using BCR2-G or

1ST 612 or

1ST 614 as the external calibrant to

correct for instrumental mass bias.

3.4.2 Ablation Behavior of Feldspar vs. Silicate Glass
The results indicate that lead isotope ratios of the feldspars with lessthan-40
ppm total lead are measured by LA-MC-ICPMS to within acceptable limits of precision
and accuracy when calibrated externally against silicate glass standards. These results
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are not unexpected based on the apparent success of previous LA-MC-ICPMS studies
using various instrumentation. instrument parameters and laserablation conditions to
measure the lead isotope ratios of feldspars against a silicate glass standard reference
material (e.g. Mathez and Waight. 2003: Gagnevin et al.. 2005; Connelly and Thrane.
2005: Tyrrell eta1.,2006: Mathezand Kent. 2007).
Whatcomesasasurprise in our investigation is that acceptable results are
produced despite large differences in the physical and chemical responses of the feldspar
minerals and silicate glasses to the laser ablation conditions used in this study, which
were evaluated by comparing pit morphology, apparent drill rate, sensitivity and
fractionation indices of each matrix. Secondary electron (SE) images of craters after 30
seconds of laser ablation and representative time-resolved Iead isotope spectra for the
ablation interval for the glass standards and feldspar analyzedusingalaserfluenceof3.1
cm· 2 and 10 Hz are shown in Figure 3-2 fora69!1m laser spot and Figure 3-3 fora 30
~lIn laser spot. In both Figures 3-2 and 3-3. the apparent drill rate (~lIn sec· I ). 208Pb

sensitivity (cpsof 208 pb ppm· I ). and 208Pb and 208PbP06Pb fract ionation indexes for each
matrixatthespecitiedlaserablalionconditionsarelisled.
Craters formed with a 69-~lIn laser spot all appear morphologically similar with
relatively smooth crater walls and flat crater floors. The walls oflhe pit created in

1ST

614 appear to have a shallower slope. tapering towards the middle of the pit, than the
crater walls in both BCR2-G and the bytownite. There is subdued development ofa melt
sheet on the crater floor and along the sidewalls of the pits with smallmell-rimsforming
at the crater edges for all three materials. Very little splatter is noticeable on the sample
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surfaces outside the crater rims at the magniticationofthe imagesshown in Figure 3-2.
Apparent drill rates for BCR2-G.

1ST 614 and the bytownite using a 69

~lIn

laser spot

are all above I ~lm sec· l . Weare unable to distinguish whether there are signiticant
variations in ablation rates between the three matrices becauseofdifticultiesin
determining the exact distance from the crater rim to crater floor in the presence of laserproduced melt. We estimate errors of-20% on the calculated ablation rates. Procedures
for determination of drill rates are described in Supplemental FileS3-3.
In contrast to pits made with the 69-f.lm laser spots, those formed in silicate
glasses and feldspars using a 30

~lm

spot have irregular melt surfaces along the crater

walls and rims. Large piles of melt droplets have accumulated at the bottom of boththe
30-~lm craters

in olthoclase and sanidine. Crater walls ofNIST 612, orthoclase and

sanidineall taper in towards the boltom of the pit. which differs fro mthe(comparatively)
vertical crater walls of the

30-~lm

crater in BCR2-G. A small volume of tiny melt

dropletsformathinejectablanketcoveringthesamplesurfaceoutside the crater rim, yet
withinthetieldofviewofall images shown in Figure 3-3. Apparent drill rates for the 30
1

~lm craters range between -0.60 ~lIn sec· and -0.81 ~1I11 sec·

l

,

more than 20% lower than

estimated errors on the drill rates calculated forthe69f.lmcraters. The slower ablation
rates estimated for the 30 f.lm craters probably result in part from the difficulty in
extracting melt droplets from them compared to the wider, 69 f.lmcraters.
The fractionation index(f) isameasureofchanges in analyte signals during laser
ablation.ltiscalculatedasthemeanbackgroundcorrectedintensityofameasured
isotopeforthesecondhalfoftheablationintervaldividedbythe mean background
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corrected signal intensity of the same measured isotope for the fi rsthalfoftheablation
interval. The 108Pb fractionation indices for BCR2-G.

1ST 614 and the bytownite using

a 69-f.lm laser spot range from 0.66(NIST614)toO.95 (bytownite) yet all overlap within
error (Figure 3-2). The fractionation indices for the silicate glasses and feldspars
analyzed with a 30-~lm spot are 0.62. 0.53. 0.68 and 0.67 for BCR2-G.

1ST 612.

orthoclaseandsanidine.respectively(Figure3-3).Foreachmaterial,regardlessofthe
laser spot size used,the fractionation index for each measured lead isotope (e.g. 106Pb,
107Pb. 108 Pb,etc.) is within OA5%ofthe other measured lead isotopes such that when lead
isotope ratios are calculated. the fractionation index is-I for all lead isotope ratios. This
indicatesthatthereisnomeasurablefractionationofleadisotope ratios during ablation.
regardless of mass differences between the isotopes and differences in the chemical and
physical properties of the studied matrices.
The losPb sensitivity for BCR2-G is -I 5% greater than that for
bytownite using a 69

~Im

laser spot (Figure 3-2). For a 30

~1111

1ST 614 and the

spot. BCR2-G has a

sensitivity for 10SPbof -9600cpSpplll·I). which is greater than the sensitivities forShap
orthoclase eosPb - 8800 cps ppn'-\

1ST 612 e08Pb - 8100 cps ppm· l ) and FCT

sanidinee08Pb-7800 cps ppm· l ) (Figure 3-3). Differences in lead sensitivities between
Illatricescan be caused by several factors. in particular the degree to which Illaterialsof
differing composition absorb laser energy and the resulting variations intotallllassand
size distribution of particles delivered to the ICP (Guillong and GUnther, 2002;
KroslakovaandGUnther,2007). Materials enriched intransitionllletalsanddarkerin
color tend to absorb laser energy more efficiently than transparent. transitionllletal-poor
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materials. Wesuggestthisisthecauseofthegreatersensitivityof 208 PbrecordedforFerich BCR2-G when compared to that for Fe-poor.

1ST 612.

1ST 614 and feldspars.

Sensitivityof 208 Pboftheorthociaseissomewhathigherthanthatof IST612.whereas
that forthesanidine is somewhat lower. This is probably because the pinkish-white
orthoclase absorbs somewhat more laser energy than the translucent

IST612 whereas

the clear, transparentsanidine absorbs much less.

3.4.3 Isotopic Measurements of Sulfides

LA-MC-ICPMS lead isotope ratio measurement of sulfide matrices using silicate
glassasanexternalcalibrant for mass discrimination represen tsanextremecaseofnonmatrix-matched analysis. Inourexperiments,NIST612 was used astheexternal
standard for LA-MC-ICPMS lead isotope analyses of three sulfides: PB-I. B41 and
USGS MASS-I. To provide a comparison baseline for data quality by matrix matching.
lead isotope ratios of the sulfides were also measured using PB-I as the external
calibrant. Results of the average LA-MC-ICPMS lead isotope ratio measurements are
listed in Table 3-3 and accuracies relative to the adopted T1MS valuesareploned in
Figure 3-4. The results for each individual analysis are given in Table S3-6
(Supplemental data).
There is good agreement between lead isotope ratios measured by LA-MCICPMS using a 30 flm spot (2 .J cm· 2, 10Hz) and TIMS for both PB-I and B41 despite
the fact that greater than-10 5 times more material was analyzed by TIMS. There is linle
difference between the matrix-matched (PB-I) and non-matrix-matched (NIST612) lead
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isotope ratio results for both PB-I and B41,althoughthere is a slight improvement in the
accuracy of the mean 207.208 PbP16Pb ratios forB41 when PB-I rather than

IST612 is

used as the external calibrant. In contrast. lead isotopeanalysesbybothTIMSand LAMC-ICPMS are highly variable for MASS-I. particularly for 206.207. 208 pbP04 Pb ratios.
We attribute the large discrepancies between the LA-MC-ICPMS and TIMS
measurements and the variability of the individual LA-MC-ICPMS analyses to both (I)
intrinsic heterogeneity in lead isotopes in the MASS-I malrix,and(2)errorsinthe
correction of 204 Hg on the LA-MC-ICPMS measurement on 204Pb in this mercury-rich
sulfide. Evidence for intrinsic lead isotopic heterogeneity in MASS-I is the external
precision of 1,4% for 206PbP04Pb and 0.59% for 208 pbP04 Pb determined by the TIMS
measurements, which are much poorer than for all of the other feld spars and sulfides
analyzed by TIMS in this study (Table S3-2. Supplemental data). The primary cause of
the poor external precision however is error in the subtraction of 204Hgfrom204Pbin
MASS-I. Unlike all other materials in this investigation. MASS-I contains a significant
amount of total mercury (-57 ppm). After subtraction of 204 Hg from the gas background,
only a small proportion (-1%) of the remaining 204(Hg + Pb) signal is due to 204 Hg in the
silicate glasses. feldspars. PB-I or B41. For MASS-I. however. -80% of the gas
background subtracted 20\Hg + Pb) signal is due to 204 Hg in the sulfide matrix. At these
levels, differences in the fractionation behavior between Hga ndPbduringlaserablation
become important, leading

10

systematic errors in lhe 204 Hg correction. To illustrate.

Figure 3-5 is an example of lime-resolved-spectra of mercury andlead isotopes fora laser
spot analysis in MASS-I showing how the Pb signals decay somewhat faster than the I-Ig
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signals. The fractionation index of 202 Hg is - 0.54, but for 208Pb, it is only - 0.36. Thus
the contribution of 204 Hg (as calculated from 202 Hg) to the total 204 (Hg + Pb) signal
progressively increases with ablation time and the calculated 204Pb (remaining after

204

Hg

subtraction) progressively decreases. The result is that the corrected 206.207.208Pb P04 Pb
ratios steadily increase during ablation. Unless the external calibration standard hasa
similar Hg/Pb ratio to the unknown, oran ablation method thatmi nimizeselementelement fractionation such as line rastering is employed, sign ificantvariabilityinthe
external precision of206. 207. 208 pb P04 Pb ratios will be seen, as is the case here.
The 207. 208PbP06 Pb ratios determined for MASS-I suggest that MASS-I has rather
homogeneous207.208PbP06Pb ratios at the scale of the laser anal yses,which is seemingly
inconsistent with the rather poor external precision found intheTlMSanalyses, 1.2% for
207Pbp06PbandO.78%for208Pbp06Pb. The implication is that lead isotopic
heterogeneities in MASS-I are carried by sparsely distributed micronuggets that tend to
be missed by the fine scale of the laser analyses but not by the largeraliquotsanalyzedby
TIMS.

3.4.4 Ablation Behavior of Sulfide vs. Silicate Glass

As for feldspars. our results indicate that precise and accurate lead isotope data
can be determined for sulfides by LA-MC-lCPMS with non-matrix matched calibration
for mass discrimination usinga silicate glass. This result is surprising in that laser
ablation produced much more melt in the sulfides than in the silicatecalibrationstandard.
The concern is that lead isotopes may become fractionated in the melt droplets, either at
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the ablation site or in the ICP. Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show images of craters produced by
laser ablation in NIST612and the three sulfides after 30 seconds of ablation.
Representative time-resolved lead isotope spectra, apparent drill rates, 208Pb
sensitivityandthefractionationindicesforboth 208 Pbandthe208Pbp06Pbratioarealso
included.
Laser fluence was reduced from 3J cm,2 used forthefeldsparanalysest02.J cm,2
for the sulfide experiments in an attempt to reducemeltingofsulfide during ablation
(Wohlgemuth-Ueberwasseretal.,2007;Woodheadetal.,2009). Sulfide minerals
typically have lower melting points than silicates and absorb laserenergymoreefficienlly
due to their high concenlralionsoftransition metals, leading to enhanced melting during
laser ablation. Laser-produced sulfide melt may remain trapped in the ablation pit. rather
than being transpOited 10 the ICP, thereby reducinganalyte sensitivity (Sylvester, 2008).
Significant melt production also increases the chance of deliveryofmelt particles to the
ICP that are too large to be completely volatilized (Guillongand GUnther, 2002),
potentially inducing elemental or isotopic fraclionations(Jac ksonand GUnther. 2003).
Despite the reduced fluence, however, SE images in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 show that
considerable melt was still produced in and around the pits drilled inlhesulfides. We
attempted 10 reduce the laserfluencetolessthan2.Jcm· 2 inordertolimitmelt
productionevenfurtherbutfoundthatthisprovidedinsufficientenergyforconsistent
ablation of the NIST glass. Even at 2.J cm· 2. ablation pits in NIST 612 are poorly formed
with shallow walls thinly lined with melt (Figures 3-6 and 3-7). This is reflected in the
relative sensitivity of 208 Pb in NIST 612 (-6900 cps ppm''), which is only somewhat
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more than half that found in PB-I

e08Pb -

11200 cps ppm-I) and B41

e08Pb -

10600 cps

ppm-I) for the 30-~lm spots (Figure 3-6).
The morphology and dispersion of laser-produced melt in ablation pits in PB-I is
similar to that in B41. despite their physical differences (glass I's. sinter),butmelt
features in MASS-I are quite different from both PB-I and B41. In particular. there is
extensive build-up of melt along the crater rims creating wall-I ike structures (up to-IO
~lIn

in height) for the 20 and 30

~lm

craters in PB-I and the 30 f-Im crater in B41. but not

for the 20 f-Im crater in MASS-I. Crater walls in PB-I and B41 all taper inwards towards
the center of the laser pit whereas the crater walls of MASS-I are much steeper with
finger-like melt structures present in vertical-layers. Numerous micron-sized melt
droplets are visible on the sample surface outside of the 30

~lm

craters in PB-I and B41

but there are few ifany_droplets surrounding the 20 f-Im crater in MASS-I.
The implication of these observations is that ablation and removal of material
from MASS-I ablation pits was more efficient than from the pits in PB-I and B41_
leaving a crater in MASS-I with nearly vertical walls and no significant melt rim and
melt droplets in the ejecta blanket. Calculated drill rates and measured sensitivities for
208

Pb are consistent with this hypothesis (Figure 3-7). The apparent drill rate calculated

for MASS-I is -0.71 ~lm sec-I, significantly greater than that determined for PB-I (-0.24
f-Illl sec-I) ablated under identical ablation conditions. During these ablations, the
sensitivity for

208

Pb in MASS-I was - 8700 cps ppm-I, but much less, only - 5700 cps

ppm-l,forPB-I. We suggest that the granular nature of the pressed powder pellet 0 f
MASS-I allowed more efficient drilling and removal of material by the laser thaninthe
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case of the glassy matrixofPB-I. Evidently, however, the strikingly different ablation
behavior for MASS-I did not produce large errors in the207.208Pb/206Pb ratios measu red
by LA-MC-ICPMS. The fractionation index for the 208Pb/206Pb ratio in MASS-I is
0.99±0.03, indicating the lack of detectable lime-dependent fractional ion duringablation.
The ablation behaviorforNIST612 appears to be more similar to that for PB-I
and B41 than to MASS-I. In particular the ablation pits in NIST 612 taper downward in
a cone shape as for the pits in PB-I and B41. The moslobviousdifference is the smaller
amounts of melI produced during ablation ofNIST 612 compared tothe sulfides. A melt
wall did not form alonglhe rim of the pits inNIST612 unlikearoundthepitsinPB-1
andB41. Nonetheless besides the differences in 208Pb sensitivitydescribedabove,values
for the various ablation parameters presented in Figures3-6and3-7forNIST612are
similarlolhose forPB-1 and B41. For instance,apparentdrill rates in

the30-~m

pits for

NIST 612 (-0.31 ~m sec,l) are similar to those for PB-I (-0.41 fUll sec'l) and B41 (-0.37
flm sec''). Fractionation indices for 208 Pb in30 flm pitsare-0.36 forNIST612,-0.41
for PB-I, and -0.37 for B41. Fractionation indices for 208PbP06Pb are -I for each of
NIST 612, PB-I and B41, demonslrating that there is little or no fraclionation of lead
isotopes during laser ablation of these silicate and sulfide matrices.

3.5 CONCLUSION

Mass bias iSlhe largest source of error affecting isolope ratio measuremenls
by LA-MC-ICPMS and ifnot properly corrected, the accuracy and precision of an
isotope ratio analysis can be severely compromised. We have shown that a silicate glass
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can be used effectively to make external corrections for mass disc riminationoflead
isotope ratios in both lead-poor feldspars «40 ppm total lead) and sulfides «20 ppm
total lead) despite large differences in matrix composition, ablation behavior. apparent
drillrates,andthesensitivitiesandfractionationindicesofindividual lead isotopes. For
laser spot analyses. sample matrices containing significant amountsofHg relative to Pb
(Hg/Pb> 0.5) require external calibration standards that are matrix matched in terms of
Hg/Pbratios in order to properly correct for the isobaric interferenceof 204 Hgon

204 Pb.

Accuracies and precisions of-0.5% can be expected for in situ Iead isotope ratio
measurementsoflead-poorfeldsparandsulfideusingI93nm.nanosecondlaserradiation
and a MC-ICPMS instrument equipped with ion counters.
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Figure 3-1: (A-E) Accuracy ('Yo) of individual LA-MC-ICPMS lead isotope ratio
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Figure 3-2: Representative examples of laser ablation craters and time-resolved Pb isotope
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laser spot. All secondary electron images included inthisfigllrewere taken after 30 seconds
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Supplemental File S3-1: Method - Thermallonizatioll Mass Spectrometry (TIMS)

Feldsparmineralsandsulfideschosenforthermalionizationmassspectrometry
(TIMS) analysis were in the form of coarse solid fragments prior to dissolution with the
exception of USGS MASS-I, which was a powder. All TIMS analytical work was
performed in the Boise State University Isotope Geology Laboratory (IGL). For the
feldspar minerals. each individual sample wasbetween-0.003 andO.Olg. Priorto
dissolution, any potential surface contamination was removed from the feldspar separates
through a series of steps. First, I mL of 3.5 N HN0 3 was added to each sample. the
sample was capped and placed on a hot plate at 120 C for -30 minutes. The HN03was
then removed with a pipette and each sample was rinsed three-times with milli-Q H20. I
mL of6M HCI was then added to each sample and again each sample was capped and
placed on a hotplate set at 120 C. After -30 minutes, the HCI was removed with a pipet1e
and each feldspar separate was rinsed three-times with 0.5 mL milli-Q H20. Following
the milli-Q H20 rinse, a mixture of I mL concentrated (16M) HN03 and 3 mL
concentrated (29M) HF was added to each sample. Each feldspar sample was then
capped and placed ona hotplate setat-150 C overnight. For the solid sulfide samples
PB-I and B41,0.004toO.015 g chunks were dissolved ina mixtureofO.5mL
concentrated (16M) HN03 and 0.2mL concentrated (16M) HClmixture overnight on a
hotplatesetat-150C. Prior to dissolution, each sulfide solid was rinsed three-times with
milli-Q H20 and sonicated in milli-Q H20 for 10 minutes to remove any surface
contamination. For MASS-I, the sulfide powder, - 0.0 I g of power was dissolved in a
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mixture of 3 mL concentrated (16M) HN03 and I mL concentrated (16M) HCI and
fluxed ona hotplateat-lsOCovernight.
After one night fluxing on a hotplate at-ISO C, all samples were fully dissolved
in their respective acid mixtures. Each sample beaker was then uncapped and placed
backona hotplate under a heat lamp until dry. Once dry, ImLofconcentrated(16M)
HCI was added to each sample. Capped samples were then sonicated for -I hour. An
additional 4 mL of 6M HCI (feldspar samples and MASS-I) or I mL of 6M HCI (PB-I
and B41) was added to each sample, the beakers capped and each sample was again
placed back on a hotplate set at -120 C to flux overnight. After -24 hours on a hotplate,
all samples were fully dissolved in 6M HCI. Each sample beaker was uncapped and the
samples dried down to saltsona hotplate. Both feldspar and sulfide samples were and
then converted to PbBrl by adding I mL O.sM HBr to each sample and placing on the
hot plate until dry. Prior to ion exchange chromatography, each sample was redissolved
in I mL ofO.sM HBr. Lead was separated from each matrix using ion-exchange
columns filled with 100 flL (resin volume) AG I-X8, 200-400 mesh, and HCI-based anion
exchange chromatography procedures.
Lead was analyzed on the Isoprobe-Tthermal ionization mass spectrometer. Lead
was loaded on single Re filaments with I - 2 flL of a dilute silica gel - 0.1 M H3P04
emitter solution. Lead was measured in static mode, maintaining a 3Y 208Pb beam for
200 cycles, or, for very small amounts of lead, dynamically peak-switching all ion beams
into the Daly detector. TIMS lead isotope ratio results for the feldspars and sulfide
minerals adopted for this study are listed in Table S3-2.
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Supplemental File S3-2: Sample characterization/description

Prior to analysis, small

separates(~

Imm in thickness and nogreaterthan5mm

inanysurfacedirection)ofall silicate glasses, feldspars and sulfides were mounted in 10
mm or25 mm diameter epoxy resin mounts and once cured, ground downtoaflat
surface and polished using diamond abrasive to expose a cross-sectionalsurfaceofeach
material. Sulfides and silicates were placed in separate epoxy mountsandthe sulfides
werepolishedonpolishingclothsspecificallydesignatedforsulfideminerals.

The Shaporthoclase has been used in several other investigations (Clift et aI.,
2008;TyrrelletaI..2009)asasecondarystandardduetoitshomogeneouslead isotope
composition on the

~lJn-scale

ofa laser ablation analysis (Tyrrell et aI., 2006). The Fish

Canyon Tuff (FCT) sanidine has been analyzed fortraceelementconcentrations.
including lead, by Bachmann et al. (2005). TIMS lead isotope ratio values for the FCT
sanidineadopted for this study are those determined by Hemming and Rasbury (2000).
The bulk compositions of all three feldspars are given in Table S3-3.

Three different synthetic sulfides were analyzed as part of this investigation.
Bulk analyses of the three sulfides are presented in Table S4-4. Surface images
highlighting the differences in physical character of the 3 sui fides analyzed are presented
in FigureS3-2.1.
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Figure S3-2.1: (A) Back-scattered electron (BSE) and (B) Secondary electron (SE)
images of the same surface area of sulfide glass, PB-I. 30 - 40 ~lm diameter laser
ablation pits and line scans mark the sllrface of the slilfide. (Cand D) BSE images of
sulfide sinter B-41 taken at two different magnifications. The area within the box in C is
imageD. The subtle changes in the gray-scale best seen in image Dmost likely are the
resliitofindividual grains approaching their melting points. (E) BSEand(F) SE images
ofthesamesurfaceareaofpressedpowderpelletMASS-I.lndividualgrainsofdifferent
compositions can be readily identified in the BSE image by the varying levels of
brightness. All images were collected on the JXA JEOL-8900L superprobe at McGill
University.
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Supplemental File S3-3: Ablation rate determination procedures

Ablation rates were calculated by dividing the surface to depth

distance(~ul1)ofa

laser ablation crater by the ablation time to produce the crater (seconds). Representative
craters for each matrix were drilled under ablation conditions identical to those used for
eachexperiment.lnordertomonitorchangesinpitmorphologyduring the laser ablation
interval,representativecraterswere produced for 10 seconds, 30 seconds and 60 seconds
of laser ablation (3 different craters/matrixlset of ablation conditions).Secondary
electron (SE) images of each crater were taken using a FEI Quanta 400 environmental
secondary electron microscope (SEM) with an accelerating voltageofl5kVandabeam
diameterof3.14!!m.
The surface to depth distance was determined in a series of steps (Figure A3.1).
First,a SE image of the crater was taken to identify major physical features on the noor
and walls of the pit. The SEM stage was then tilted to a 35 degree angle and a second SE
image of the same crater was taken, making sure the SEM working distance (-20 mm)
remained constant. Once distinguishing morphological features on the noorandwall sof
the crater had been identified,the tilton the SEM stage was adjusted until the near-side
crater rim was in line with the intersection of the crater noorandfar-sidecraterwall
(Figure S3-3.1). The tilt angle of the SEM stage was recorded and a third SE image was
taken. After the proper tilt angle of the SEM stage was determined. the distance between
the near-side crater rim and the crater wall/crater floor intersectionpointwasmeasured
directly from the 'in-line'tilted SEcrater image. The surface to depth distance was
calculated using the formula:
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h=w *tan(90-8)
where:
h=surfacetodepthdistance
w=craterwidthmeasured from 'in-line" tilted image
8= tiltangleoftheSEM stage for "in-line" image

The apparent drill rates calculated area function of how fast the laser is drilling
down into a matrix overa given period of time and how much materiaI is excavated from
the crater within the same time interval. Our method also assumes both the sample
surface and crater floor intersect the crater walls at rightanglesand the surface pit width
equals the pit width on the crater floor. Determining the crater depth from sample surface
to crater floor is critical when calculating drill rates,yetthisq uantitative measurement is
obscured by melt deposition along the crater rim extendingabovethesamplesurface"and
the build-up of melt droplet pileson the crater floor. The crater depth calculation
assumeseachcraterisacylinder,withatopandbottomofequaldiameterandstraight
sides. This method does not account for tapering of the crater walls. Although variations
exist between matrices, the estimate of the error on our apparent drill rate calculations
does not exceed 20% of the calculated ablation rate. For example, ifa2f.1mtall rim is
associated with each ablation pit, the crater depth would decreaseupto II %andthere
would be up to an 11% decrease in calculated drill rates. If we assume an -8

~lm

high

meltdropletpileoneachcraterfloor,thecraterdepthwouldincreasebyupt020%.
Thistranslatestoan-20%increaseinthedrillratescalculated. Itisimportanttonote
when considering the potential errors on the apparent drill rate calculations that the
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difference in drill rates between the -30

~un

diameter craters and the -69 !-tm diameter

craters are still distinct.

Figure S3-3.1: Secondary electron (SE) crater images. (A) Initial SE image taken to aid
inthe identification of major morphological features insidethecrater. (8) Distance
measured on 'in-line' tilt image to determine crater width (w). (C) Thirty-five degree
stage-tiltSE image. The near-side crater rim and the intersection of the crater noorand
far-side crater wall are marked with stars. (D) 'In-line' SE tilt image. The star marks
where the near-side crater rim and the intersection of the craternoorandfar-sidecrater
wall are lined up.
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FigllreS3-3.2: Schematic cross-section of the SEM chamber with (A) the stage at 0°tilt
and (B) the stage tilted to an angle (8) where the near-side craterrimandthe intersection
of the crater tloorand far-side crater wall are in-line. Both the near-side crater rim and
the intersection of the crater tloor with the far-side crater wal I are marked with stars. The
crater width (w) and sllrface to depth distance (h) are also labeled. Both diagrams are not
to scale.
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Chapter 4: Mantle and crustal sources of Archean anorthosite: a
combined in-situ isotopic study of Pb-Pb in plagioclase
and Lu-Hf in zircon
Abstract

Isotopic analyses of ancient mantle-derived magmatic rocks are used to trace the
geochemical evolution of the Earth's mantle but it is often difficult to determine their
primary, initial isotope ratios due to the detrimental effects of metamorphism and
secondary alteration. We present in-situ analyses by LA-MC-ICPMS for the Pb isotope
compositions of igneous plagioclase (An 75-89) megacrysts and the Hfisotope
compositions of BSE-imaged domains of zircon grains from two mantle-derived
anorthosite complexes from southwestern Greenland, FiskenressetandNunataarsuk.
which represent two of the best-preserved Archean anorthosites in the world. In situ LAICPMS U-Pb geochronology of the zircon grains suggests that the crystallization age of
the Fiskenresset complex is 2936 +/- 13 Ma (20. MSWD = 1.5) and the

unataarsuk

complex is 2914 +/- 6.9 Ma (20. MSWD = 2.0). Initial Hfisotope compositions of zircon
grains from both anorthosite complexes fall between depleted mantleandaless
radiogeniccrustalsourcewithatotalrangeupt05Ellfunits.lntermsofPbisotope
compositions of plagioclase, both anorthosite complexes share a depleted mantle end
member yet their Pb isotope compositions diverge inoppositedirectionsfromthispoint:
Fiskemessettoward a high-~l, more radiogenic Pb,crustal composition and Nunataarsuk
toward low-Il, less radiogenic Pb,crustalcomposition. By using Hfisotopes in zircon in
conjunction with Pb isotopes in plagioclase we are able to constrain both the timingof
mantle extraction of the crustal end member and its composition .AtFiskemesset.the
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depleted mantle melt interacted with an Eoarchean (ca. 3600-3800 Ma) mafic crust with
176 Lu /177 Hf

- 0.028. At Nunataarsuk, the depleted mantle melt interacted with a Hadean

(ca. 4100 - 4200 Ma) mafic crust with

176 Lu /177 Hf

- 0.0315. Evidence from both

anorthosite complexes provides support for the long-term survival of ancient mafic crusts
that, although unidentified at the surface to date, could still be present within the
FiskenressetandNunataarsukregions.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Long-lived radiogenic isotope systems (e.g. Sm-Nd, Lu-Hf, Pb-Pb) are powerful
tracers of geochemical processes. They have been used extensively to track
complementary processes such as the geochemical depletionofthe mantle and the
formation of the crust. Traditionally, for Archean-age rocks, initial Sm-Nd and Lu-Hf
and Pb-Pbratiosdetermined by bulk rock and mineral separate ana lyses of mantlederived mafic and ultramafic rocksandjuvenilegranites have been used to constrain the
isotopic evolution of the depleted mantle and crust (e.g. Bennenetal., 1993; Lahayeet
al.. 1995; Bowring and Housh, 1995; Vervoort and Blichert-Toft, 1999; Kamberet aI.,
2003). The results depend on the assumption that the isotope systematics on the bulk
rock scale are robust and parent-daughter ratios have been preserved through subsequent
metamorphism or low-temperature alteration. For Archean rocks, accurate measurement
of the parent-daughter ratio is essential for determining the initialisotoperatiowhere
potentially large corrections for radiogenic in-growth must be made.
The advancement of laser ablation multi-collector magnetic sector inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-MC-ICPMS) has produced new analytical
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opportunities for in-situ analysis of individual minerals from mantle-derived rocks, such
as Pb isotopes in feldspar and Hfisotopes in zircon. Low parent-daughter ratios (U/Pb in
plagioclase and Lu/Hfin zircon) requiring minimal corrections for radiogenic in-growth.
and the demonstrated ability to preserve initial isotope compositions through
metamorphism and alteration make Pb isotopes in feldspar and Hfisotopes in zircon ideal
tracers of mantle evolution and the timing of crust formation(e.g.Oversby.1975;
Patchett et aI., 1981; Mathez and Waight, 2003: Kemp et aI., 2009).

The timing, volume

and natureoftheearlycrustisa fundamental issue of continuing debate (e.g. Stacey and
Kramers, 1975; Armstrong 1981: Taylor and McLennan 1995; Chase and Patchett, 1988:
Bowring and Housh 1995; Kramers and Toistikhin 1997; Kamber et al.. 2003, 2005;
Harrison et aI., 2005. 2008: Blichert-Toft and Albarede, 2008: O'Neil et aI., 2008: Kemp
etal.,2010). Hafnium model ages of zircon can be calculated toconstrainthetimingof
crust extraction yet the resuitsdepend critically on the
material separated from the mantle. The

176 Lu/

176 Lu /177 Hfratio

177

Hfratio of the crustal

of the extracted crust must be

constrained. which is commonly done using either petrologic models for the origin of the
crust and assuming a bulk crustal source Lu/Hfor by analysis of zircon grains of different
ages crystallized from magmas assumed to have been produced by reworking of the same
source overtime (e.g. Amelin et aI., 1999: Kempet al.. 2010: Pietranik etal.. 2008).
Alternatively, there isageneral decrease in the Lu/Hfofigneous rocks with increasing
silica (Hawkesworth et aI., 2010). If the timing of source separation from the mantle
(model age) is known, the calculated

176 Lu /177 Hfcan

be used to evaluate the nature of the

crustal source.
To better understand late Archean crust- mantle evolution we will demonstrate
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how the timing of source separation from the mantle determined from in-situ Pb isotope
ratio measurements of feldspar can be combined with in-situ Hfisotoperatiosofzircons
from the same igneous rock to constrain the

176 Lu /I77 Hf,

thereby characterizing the nature

of the source. To demonstrate this approach, we have studied the Fiskenressetand
Nunataarsuk anorthosite complexes of south West Greenland (Myers, 1985). Both
anorthosite complexes are located within high-gradegneissterranesyetlocallypreserve
primary igneous structures, textures and mineralogy and aretwo of the best-preserved
Archean anorthosite complexes in the world. Petrologic data indicate that Archean
anorthosites and related rocks are theproductsofmantle-derivedmagmas(Ashwal,
1993). Through careful selection of the best-preserved, least-deformed samples and insitu isotopic analysis of igneous domains within minerals.wep rovide new insights into
the source reservoirs of Archean anorthosites. Wepresentdataforin-situU-Pb
geochronology and Lu-Hfisotope geochemistry of zircon grains separated from
anorthositesandleucogabbros,andin-situPb-Pbisotopeanalysis of plagioclase crystals
from anorthosites, leucogabbrosandgabbros. This is the first study of Archean
anorthosites for in-situ Pb isotopes in plagioclase and only the second for in-situ Hf
isotopes in zircon. The integration of the Pb isotope data from feldspars and Hfisotope
data from zircons from the same igneous rock has potential applicat ions for determining
the timing and nature of ancient (Hadean) crusts.

4.2 ARCHEAN ANORTHOSITES

Anorthosites are enigmatic rocks restricted in time and space. They have been
identified within many Archean cratons yet make up only a small proportion of Archean
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greenslonebeltswhereanorlhosilesformlayeredcomplexeswilhassocialed
lellcogabbros.gabbrosand 1Iltramafic rocks. Subsequent magmatism andlectonicaclivity
has disrupled and deformed most Archean anorthosite complexes and today they outcrop
as layers and lenseswithinArcheanhigh-gradegneisslerranes. Themelamorphicgrade
of Archean anorthosites ranges from greenschist through granuliIe facies. yet Illanyslill
retain distinct, equidimensional. magmatic plagioclase megac rysts(lIpt030cmin
diameter) with calcic compositions (-An75.90) (Ashwal. 1993). The shape and
composition of the igneous plagioclase crystals iswhaldistinguishesArchean
anorthosites fromyollngerterrestrial anorthosites (Proterozoic massifs), which are
characlerized bysodic (An50' 10). lath-shaped plagioclase cryslals (Ashwal. 1993).
Similar calcic (Ann. I ()()), primordial (>4.4 Ga)anorthosites are Ihe dominant lilhologyof
the lunarcrusl.yet it isasslllllediheseanorthosites formedbycrys tallizationand
floatation of plagioclase crystals frolll a Illagma ocean associated with lunar accretion (see
Taylor. 2009. fora review). Archean anorthosilesare Ihoughl 10 be the products of
Illanlle-derived

111 aglllas

Ihat ponded al the base of the crusl. crysta lIized Illafic phases

there.becolllingenrichedinallllllinlllll.andthenroselohigherievels in thecruslwhere
they crystallized calcic plagioclase (Phinney, 1982: Phinney el al.. 1989). A recent
alternativeviewproposesthallheanorthositeparentlllaglllaisgeneratedwilhinasllb-arc
mantle wedge where high-AI (Rollinson et al.. 20 I0), LREE, Sr and Ca-enriched (Polat et
aI., 2009, 201 I) partial meltsofsllbductingoceancrllst interact withdepletedlllanile.
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4.2.1 Previous Isotopic Studies of Archean Anorthosites

Traditionally, isotopic studies of Archean anorthosites have focused on the Rb-Sr.
Sm-Ndand Pb-PbisotopicsystemsusingwholerockpowdersandbulkmineraI separates
analyzed by thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS). Both the Rb-Srand Pb-Pb
systel11s were typically used forage determination by the isochron method (e.g. Blacket
aI., 1973; Gancarz, 1976; Moorbathand Pankhurst, 1976; Pidgeon and Kalsbeek, 1978;
Kalsbeek and Pidgeon, 1980: Taylor et al.. 1980; Basker Rao et aI., 1996; Fletcheretal.,
1988). Due to the high mobility ofRb-Sr during l11etamorphism and fluid alteration,
l11uch of these early data must be evaluated with caution. In recent years, particular
emphasis has been placed on the Sm-Nd system to fingerprint the so urce(s) of Archean
anorthosite complexes. The general conclusion of this approach is that Archean
anorthosite complexes fo rilled from chondriticordepleted mant Ie sources yet within each
10calitY,thereisa largerangeofENd(Upto-12ENdunits;e.g. Ashwal etal., 1985, 1989:
Barton, 1996; BaskerRaoetal., 1996,2000; Fletcheretal., 1988; Polat et aI., 2010). It is
ambiguous whether the observed isotopic variability reflects partialmeltingof
heterogeneous mantle sources; Illixingoflllantie-derived Illaglllas with crustal sources: or
disturbanceofprilllary isotopic ratios by secondary processessuchas Illetamorphism and
hydrous alteration.
Several recent studies have reported U-Pband Pb-Pb zircon ages from Archean
anorthositesandleucogabbros(e.g. ManfredColllplex:Kinneyetal., 1988; Messina
Layered Intrusion: Mouri et aI., 2009; Messina Layered Intrusion: Zeh et al.. 20 I0:
Fiskenresset Complex: Keulen et aI., 20 I0). Zeh et al. (20 I0) also analyzed -3350 Ma
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zircon grains from two anorthosite samples from the Messina Layered Intrusion, South
Africa, for Hf isotopes by LA-MC-ICPMS. Initial clIr(ca. 3350 Ma) for the anorthosites
are + 1.4 ± 1.8 and + 0.1 ± 1.9, which was interpreted as reflecting slight enrichment of
depleted mantle-derived melts by crustal contamination.
A number of the previous isotopic studies have been concerned withFiskenresset
anorthosites(Blacketal., 1973; Gancarz, 1976; MOOl'bathand Pankhurst, 1976; Pidgeon
and Kalsbeek, 1978; Kalsbeek and Pidgeon, 1980; Taylor et aI., 1980; Ashwal et aI.,
1989; Keulenetal.,2010; Polat et aI., 2010) but none have dealt with Nunataarsuk
anorthosites.

4.3 GEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE FISKENJESSET AND NVNATAARSVK
ANORTHOSITE COMPLEXES

Several of the best-preserved Archean anorthosite complexes 0 ccurwithinthe
greenstone belts and high-grade gneiss terranes ofsouthwesternGreenland(e.g. Windley
et aI., 1973; Myers, 1985; Ashwal, 1993; Owens and Dymek, 1997; Dymek and Owens,
2001; Windley and Garde, 2009). The anorthosite-Ieucogabbro-gabbro-ultramaticrock
complexes typically form concordant, sheet-like bodies ortrai nsofinclusionsin
amphibolite within the high-gradegneisscolllplexes. Contact relationships between the
anorthositecolllplexesandlllaticcountryrockarelllostoftenobscuredbyigneous
intrusion,deforlllationandalllphibolitetogranulitefaciesllletalllorphism,yetthese
relationships are preserved within the Fiskenressetanorthositecolllplex(Escherand
Myers, 1975).
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4.3.1 Fiskenresset Complex, southwest Greenland

TheFiskenaesselanorthosilecomplex(Figure4-I)isoneoflhemoSlinlensely
sludied Archean anorlhosile complexes because it is so well preserved. Ilcoversanarea
of-2500km" between the village of Fiskenressel on lhe coast and theinland ice sheet.80 km to the east. The Fiskenresset region consists of - 80% orlhogneiss. - 10%
amphibolile and-5%anorthosilecomplex (Myers, 1985). The anorthosite complex is
dominaled by anorlhosile and associated leucogabbro, along wilhlessabundanlgabbro
and ultramafic rock. These rocks occur within thequartzofeldspathic gneisses as sheetlike layers and leclonic lenses (Windley etal., 1973; Myers. 1985). The sheets are
generally lesslhan 500mthick bUl can extend upto-25 km in length (Myers, 1985).
Preservedcontaclrelalionshipssuggestthattheanorlhosilecomplex was
originally emplaced asa sill-like body into mafic volcanic rock cOnlaining pillow
slructures(EscherandMyers.1975). Subsequenlly.theoriginalsheel-likelayerswere
fragmented by conlemporaneous granitoid intrusion and thruslingal-2800 Ma(Pidgeon
and Kalsbeek. 1978: Myers. 1985). All the rocks in the Fiskenresselcomplexhave
undergone three phasesofinlense folding. which has resulted inlheformationofcomplex
fold-inlerferencestruclureswilhsteeplydippingaxialsurfaces(Myers.1985). The rocks
were metamorphosed to upper-amphibolite or granulite facies andsomeareashavebeen
retrogressedbacktolower-amphiboliteorgreenschislfacies(Windley et aI., 1973:
Myers, 1985). Metal11orphismisthoughllohavetakenplacebetween2900and266OMa
(Blacketal., 1973; Moorbalhand Pankhurst, 1976; Pidgeon and Kalsbeek, 1978;
Kalsbeekand Pidgeon. 1980: Tayloret aI., 1980)wilhpeakmelamorphiccondilions
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estimated to have reached 780 ± 50°C and 8.9 ± I kbar (-30 km depth) (Riciputi et aI.,
1990).
TheFiskenressetregionhasexperiencedheterogeneousdeformation and
metalllorphism and some areas, particularly those further inland towards the ice,
underwentless-intensedeformationandmetamorphismnohigherthanamphibolitefacies.
PerhapsthebestexampleisMajorqapqava,anarealocatedinthecenter of the
Fiskenressetcomplex, which has undergone intense folding yet has only experienced
amphibolite facies metamorphism and minimal retrograde effects. This area is considered
one of the best-preserved outcrops of the Fiskenressetcomplexandprovidesawindow
into the primary igneous mineralogy and textures of Archean anorthositecomplexes. It
was the area sampled for this study (see below). Igneous features such as mineral and
size-graded layering, slump structures, pipe-like bodies and channel-troughs are
preserved within this region (Myers, 1976).
A generalized igneous stratigraphy for the Fiskenressetcomplexcanbe
reconstructed from observations of units across the region (Windley,1971;Windley,
1973;Steeleetal., 1977; Myers, 1975) but the outcrops at Majorqapqava represent the
most-complete stratigraphic section. Myers (1985) divided the anorthosite complex into
seven lithostratigraphic units based on the well-preserved outcrops at Majorqap qava and
examination of all the anorthosite outcrops of the Fiskenressetregion. The seven defined
lithostratigraphic units (from bottom to top) are: lower gabbro (LG, 50 m), ultramafic unit
(UM, 40 m), lower leucogabbro (LLG, 50 m), middle gabbro (MG, 40 m), upper
leucogabbro (60 m), anorthosite (AN, 250 m) and upper gabbro (UG, 50 m), for a total
post-deformational thicknessof540 m (Figure 4-2).
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Keulen et al. (20 I0) reported U-Pb LA-ICPMS zircon data for a mixed
anorthosite-hornblende dike sample from the Majorqapqiiva area. 207PbP06Pbagesof
zircon grains spanned from 2.95 ± 0.03 Ga to 2.70 ± 0.03 Ga with significant populations
at 2919 ± 7 Ma (20). 2872 ± 5 Ma (20) and 2720 ± 28 Ma (20). They interpreted rare
-2.95 Ga grains(n =2) to be representative of the intrusive age 0 ftheFiskenresset
anorthosite complex. Similar emplacement ages also have been inferred from Sm-Nd
isotopic data. Ashwal et al. (1989) reported a combined whole rock-mineral (plagioclase
+ hornblende) Sm-Nd isochron age of 2860 ± 50 Ma (MSWD 2.5) with a calculated
initial

ENd

of +2.9 ± 0.4 (total range: + 0.6 to + 3.0) for four samples from Majorqap qiiva.

Polat et al. (2010) determined a Sm- d isochron age of2973 ± 28 Ma (MSWD 33) with
an initial

E d

of + 3.3 ± 0.7 (total range: + 1.8 to + 5.4) for 46 whole rock samples from

Qeqertarssuatsiaq Island. located some 35 km southwest of Majorqap qiiva. where
metamorphism reached granulite grade.
Most Pb-Pb isotope studies using whole rocks (Black et ai., 1973; Pidgeon and
Kalsbeek, 1978) and bulk mineral separates (Gancarz. 1976) have given younger ages of
-2850 - 2750 Ma, generally interpreted to represent the age of metamorphism in the
complex. Polatetal. (2010). however. reported a Pb-Pb whole rock errorchron age of
2945 ± 36 Ma (MSWD=44). similar to the magmatic age inferred from the U-Pb zircon
andSm- dwholerockisotopicstudiesdescribedabove.

4.3.2 Nunataarsuk anorthosite complex
The Nunataarsuk anorthosite complex represents another very we II preserved
Archean anorthosite complex in south West Greenland yet very litt Ie is known about it
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(Figure 4-1). The complex was mapped in detail by one of us (.J.S. Myers) during the
summer 2003 field season. The lithologies present in the Nunataarsuk complex are
similar to those found in the Fiskenressetcomplex,yeteachcomp lex has a distinct and
different stratigraphy (Figure 4-2). This stratigraphy was distorted and disrupted by
multiple tectonic events. However. the primary way-up of the igneous stratigraphy is
known. but the original top and bottom contacts do not appear to be exposed and
therefore the known stratigraphy may be incomplete.
Based on 1:10 000 scale mapping and field observations, the Nunataarsuk
anorthosite complex is divided into four tectonic slices or thrust sheets. These rocks
record several episodes of deformation that generated multi piesuperimposedfoldand
thrust structures. They were intruded bydioritic.tonaliticand granitic magmas during
three major magmatic episodes. However. both the intensity of deformation and the
volume of granitoid intrusions were heterogeneous. In the northe rnpartofthenunatakof
Nunataarsukthatwassampled,granitoid intrusions form lessthanI5%ofthegeology.
Substantialportionsofigneousstratigraphyandstructure,includingmineral-andsizegraded layering, survive intact in the anorthosite complex. and igneous textures and
minerals. including plagioclase megacrysts. are widely preserved.
A minimum crystallization age for the

lInataarsukanorthositecolllplexhasbeen

inferred from a LA-ICPMS U-Pb 207PbP06Pb age of2852 ± 5 Ma for zircon grains
separated from a granite that cross-cuts the anorthosite complex (NreraaandSchersten,
2008).
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4.4 SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL METHODS

Samples of both anorthosite complexes were selected from the best-preserved,
least-recrystallized material available. All 16 samples of Fiskenresset studied here are
from Majorqap qava (Figures 4-1, 4-2). They represent the main part of the Fiskenresset
lithostratigraphic sequence and were selected from the Lower Leucogabbro Unit (LLG, 3
samples), the Middle Gabbro Unit (MG, 2 samples), the Upper Leucogabbro Unit (ULG,
7 samples) and the Anorthosite Unit (AN, 4 samples). The mineralogy of all of the
anorthosite and leucogabbrosamples is dominated by plagioclase megacrysts.-3mm up
to5cmindiameter. Mafic minerals are mainly hornblende, with lesser amounts of mica
and chromite, and comprise <5% of the anorthosites and 15-30%oftheleucogabbros.
The gabbros from the Middle Gabbro Unit contain subequal amounts 0 fplagioclase(4555%) and hornblende and mica.
Six samples were selected from the Nlinataarsuk leucogabbro-anorthosite (LGAN);allarelelicogabbroscontaining70-90%plagioclasemegacrysts with the remainder
being mostly amphibole. Three samples are from the lower LG-AN unit, dominated by
plagioclase megacrysts, 2-5 cm in diameter, and three samples are from the upperLGAN unit, made lip of smaller plagioclase megacrysts, typically only 1-5mm in diameter
(Figures 4-1, 4-2).

4.4.1 Plagioclase petrography and sample preparation

Relictigneollsplagioclaseispresentinallsamplesandwastargeted for analysis
inthisstlldy. Itistypicallypresentasdarker,gray-coloredcrystalsafewmiIlimetersto
several centimeters in diameter, sllrrounded by milky-whiteaggregatesofsmaller,
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recrystallized plagioclase crystals. occasionally green or yellow in color (Figure 4-3).
Grains that appeared to be strained or affected by secondary alteration were avoided.
Slices from the samples were cut with a saw. and relict igneous piagioclasein
megacrysts (anorthosites, leucogabbros) and in the ground mass (gabbros)exposedinthe
slices were made into polished thinsections-60-100 flmthick, suitable for thin section
petrography and in-situ microanalysis. A polarized microscope was used to identify the
most pristine areas of plagioclase within each thin section for analysis. Thetarget-areas
were photographed using plane-polarized light, cross-polarized light and in retlected
light. A traverse across the best-preserved region of each plagioclase crystal was planned
for in-silll electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) for An-content; LA-ICPMS analysis for
Pb concentration; and LA-MC-ICPMS analysis for Pb isotope ratios. Measurement spots
werespacedevery-750-1000f.lm,dependingoncrystal-sizeandthe inclusion-density.
Amphibole inclusions are common within the preserved igneous plagioclase megacrysts
(Figure 4-3) but were avoided during in-silllanalysisofthe feldspar. Laseranalyseswere
excludedwherespikesinradiogenicPbwereencounteredasthebeamdrilledbelowthe
surface,ontheassumptionthathiddenamphiboleinclusionshadbeeninadvel1ently
intersected.

4.4.2 Plagioclase analyses

Details of the procedures used for the EPMA. LA-ICPMS and LA-MC-ICPMS
measurements are given in Supplemental File S4-1. LA-ICPMS spots (49 f.lm) were
placed directly on the sites of the EPMA analyses. A spot size ranging from 49 to 109
~lm

was used for the LA-MC-ICPMS measurements. depending on the lead concentration
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of the plagioclase grain of interest and the mineral surface area available free of cracks or
inclusions. Laser spots for lead isotope analysis were placed directly next to, or as close
to, the EPMA and LA-ICPMS trace element analysis location as possible.

4.4.3 Zircon petrography and sample pl'eparation
In situ LA-ICPMS U-Pb geochronology and LA-MC-ICPMS Lu-Hfisotope

analyses were carried outon zircon grains separated from three 0 fthesamplesanalyzed
forPbisotopes in plagioclase in each of the FiskenressetandNunataarsukcomplexes.
Heavy liquids were used to separate the zircon from bulk samples because searches of
thin sections by optical microscopy did not reveal any zircon gra ins,suggestingthatthe
phase is rare. Kilogram-sized sampleswereprocessed,wherethematerial wasa vailable,
because of the apparent scarcity of large quantities of zircon grains in the anorthositic
rocks.
The three Fiskenressetsamples included one sample from the Lower Leucogabbro
Unit (LLG, 159437), one sample from the Upper Leucogabbro Unit (ULG, 159394) and
one sample from the Anolthosite Unit (AN, 159455) (Figure 4-2). An attempt was made
to recover zircon from the Middle Gabbro unit (MG, 159448)ofFiskenresseLbutonlya
fist-sized sample was available and the zircon yield was minimal (less than 10 zircon
grains total) with most grains too small «40 ~lJn diameter) or the surface too damaged by
cracks and secondary alteration for in situ analysis. ForNunataarsuk,zircongrainswere
separated and analyzed from leucogabbro samples, one from the Lower LeucogabbroAnolthosite Unit (LLG-AN, N03-83) and two others from the Upper LeucogabbroAnOithosite Unit (ULG-AN, N03-09 and N03-81) (Figure 4-2).
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Heavy minerals(p> 3.32 g/cm 3) were isolated from rock samples by clean
crushing techniques usingajaw crusher and disc mill and concentrated using methylene
iodide heavy liquid and magnetic separation. Following magnetic separation, zircon
grains from each sample were picked by hand using tweezers under a binocular
microscope and transferred to double-sided tape. Picked zircon grains were mounted in
25 mm epoxy pucks and polisheddowntoa nat surface exposingthecenter of each grain,
removing the outer portion where Pb loss/gain typically occurs. Very few «25 grains)
zircon grains large enough for laser ablation analysis (>40

~m)were

identified by hand

picking for most of the anorthosite and leucogabbro samples processed.lnordertofind
more large grains, the entire heavy mineral fraction was also mounted in epoxy. The
grains in the epoxy mounts were polished down to expose theircentersandzircongrains
were distinguished from other heavy minerals using back-scattered electron (SSE)
imaging on the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM used is an FEI Quanta
400variablepressure("environmental"')microscope,operatedunderhighvacuum
conditions with an accelerating voltageof25 keV,a beam currentoflOnAandata 10
mm working distance. The SEM searches were done both manually and in automated
mode using the Mineral Liberation Analysis (MLA) software (Fandrich et al. 2007). All
zircon crystals identified by hand-picking or using the SEM were imaged at high
resolution in SSE mode to further characterize grain size and shape, reveal any internal
structures present and identify potential inclusions that would need to be avoided during
laser analysis (Figure 4-4).
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4.4.4 Zircon analyses

The methods used for analyses of the zircon forU-Pbgeochronologyby LAICPMS and Hf-isotopic composition by LA-MC-ICPMS are described in Supplemental
FileS4-2. U-Pbagemeasurementswere madeusinga40 11m x40 11m box rasterofthe
laser beam on discrete domains in the zircon grains identified from BSE images. For the
in-situ Hfisotope analyses, a49 11m laser spot was focused directly on top of, or next to.
the U-Pbbox raster made in each zircon grain (Figure 4-4).

4.5 RESULTS
4.5.1 U-Pbzircon geochronology

LA-ICPMS U-Pb zircon geochronology results for the Fiskenresset samples are
presented in Table 4-1 and Figure 4-5, and for the Nunataarsuk samples in Table 4-2 and
Figure 4-6. A detailed summary of the method is included in Supplemental FileS4-2.Age
determinations were calculated using the decay constants ofJaffeyetal.,(1971)andthe
present day 238U1235U ratios of 137.88. Final ages and Concordia diagrams were
produced using the Isoplot/Ex macro (Ludwig, 2003). 207 PbP06Pb ages are calculated
usingweightedmeandiagramsinwhichthemeanisweightedbydata point errors only
and the error is given as2-sigma(2o). For all unknown zircon grains,inorderforthe
analyses to be included within the final data set the following qua lity-controlcriteriahad
to be met: (I) The average measured

207 PbP06Pb

ratio must fall withi n2-sigma

uncertainty of the 207 pbP06Pb ratio calculated from the 206PbP3RU and 207 PbP sU ratios
determined by the intercept method (Sylvester and Ghaderi, 1997), (2) the analysis cannot
be more than 2% discordant and (3) no common Pb above background can be detected.
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4.5././ Fiskel1(1!ssel

Zircon grains from Fiskemesset ULG 159394 have a significant range of size «
40 I-lm-500 !-,m)and shape. Zircon grains are both intact crystals, commonly with
rounded edges, and crystal fragments with irregular, sometimes sub-rounded to rounded,
grain boundaries. Using BSE imaging, most grains appear relatively homogeneous yet
faint patchy or sector zoning is visible in some grains. Zones of secondary alteration.
darker in BSE, occur along some grain boundaries and pathways within the crystal
structure such as fractures or crystallographic discontinuities(Figure4-4). Forty-nineUPb LA-ICPMS analyses of38 zircon grains fit within the established quality-control
criteria (listed above) and yield a range of 207 PbP06Pb ages from 2949± IOMat02690±
9 Ma (10) (Figure 4-5). Both U-concentration and Th/U ratio are correlated with
207 PbP06Pb age within this population of concordant analyses. Zircon grains with the
0idest 207 PbP06Pb ages define a discrete age population and have thelowestUconcentrations « 100 ppm U) and the highest Th/U ratios (> 0.375) (Figure 4-5). The
weighted mean 207PbP06Pb age of the two oldest grains (3 analyses) with the lowest Ucontents and highest Th/U ratio is 2936 ± 13 Ma (20, MSWD = 1.5). We interpret this
age to be the minimum crystallization age of the Fiskenressetcomp lex (discussed below).
The age is within error of the oldest U-Pbzircon ages reported by Keulenetal.(2009)
andboththewholerockSm-Nd isochronageand Pb-PberrorchronageofPolatetal.
(2010).
U-Pbzirconageswerealsodeterminedforzircongrainsfromtwoother
Fiskenresset samples (LLG 159437 and AN 159455). Zircon crystals from both samples
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were similar in size and morphology 10 zircon grains from sample ULG 159394. Both
round crystals (up to-400 f-lm diameter) and crystal fragments «40 f-lm 10400

~m)wilh

sub-rounded to rounded grain boundaries occur in both samples (Figure4-4). Ten
analyses often zircon grains from LLG 159437 within the eSlablished quality-control
criteria for U-Pb analyses have 207PbP06Pb ages ranging from 2812 ± II Ma to 2774 ± 5
Ma (10) (Figure 4-5). Zircon grains from ULG 159394 show a trend to higher Uconcentration and lower Th/U with decreasing 207PbP06Pb age (Figure 4-5).
Twenty-oneanalysesfroml9zirconcrystalsandcrystalfragmenlsfrom
anorthosilesample 159455 meet the U-Pbagequalily-control criteria and have
207 pbP06Pb ages spanning from 2824 ± II Ma 10 2661 ± 5 Ma (10) (Figure 4-5). No
correlations between age and Th/U ratio or age and U-concentrationarefollndforlhis
sample .

.:J.5./.2Nul1alaarsuk
Zircon grains analyzed from Nunataarsllk leucogabbroN03-83 range in size from
lessthan40f-lmto-400!-lm. All grains are crystal fragmenlswithirreglilargrain
boundaries and. in most cases, rounded corners. Fainl growth zoning is observed within a
fewzircongrainsyetmoslzircons lack any internal structllre(Figllre4-4). Eighleen
analyses from 13 zircon grains fitwithintheeslablished U-Pbgeochronology age criteria
and yield a range Of207Pb/206Pb age from 2926 ± 9 Ma to 2730 ± 7 Ma (10) (Figure 4-6).
All of the zircon grains analyzed from Ihissample have U concentrations less than 255

ppm (Figure 4-6). The weighted mean 207 pbP06Pb age of the six oldest dates (from 4
zircon grains) with some of the highest Th/U ratios (0.38 - 0.63), lowest U concentrations
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(28 - 60 ppm U) and falling within 10 error of each other is 2914 ± 6.9 Ma (20, MSWD
= 2.0). We interpret 2914 ± 6.9 Ma to be the minimum magmatic age of the

unataarsuk

anorthositecomplexandallyoungeragesrecordedforthissample are the result of
recrystallizationorPb loss due to subsequent tectonic and igneous activity. This age for
leucogabbroN03-83 is some 60 Maolderthan the 107pbP06Pb age previously reported for
a granite that cuts across the
Like sample

unataarsukcomplex (Nreraa and Schersten. 2008).

03-83. zircon grains fromleucogabbro

fragments ranging in size from < 50

~lm

03-09 are all crystal

up to- 300 !-1m. Irregular grain boundaries are

common with some rounded corners. Very faint sector and patchy zoningand/or trails of
inclusions are observed within a few crystal fragments (Figure 4-4). Twenty-seven
analyses of twenty-six zircon grains fil within the quality-con trolcriteriaforU-Pbzircon
analyses and define a range of 107 PbP06Pb ages from 290 I ± 8 Ma to 2641 ± 12 Ma (I u)
(Figure 4-6). In contrast to other samples analyzed,a rangeofU concentrationsis
observed at a given107Pbp06Pb age (e.g. at - 2875 Ma U ranges from 46 - 387 ppm) with
a slight, but highlyscanered (r=0.1705), trend of increasing U concentration with
increasing age. A rangeofTh/U ratios fora given age is observed yet there is a general
increase in the Th/U ratio with increasing age (Figure 4-6). It is difficult to assign a
single age to this sample due to the spread. or smear. of ages along concordia and as seen
on the 107Pb1106Pb weighted mean plol.
Eleven analyses from II different zircon grains from leucogabbro sample N0381A fit within the acceptable criteria for U-Pbzircon analyses. The analyzed grains from
sample

03-81 A range in size from - 50

~lm
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up to - 500 !-1m and represent a variety of

morphologies from subhedral to well-rounded crystals to crystal fragments with irregular
grain boundaries. Internal structures, high-U inclusions and apatite inclusions are
observed ina few of the larger, individual crystals while most 0ftheroundedcrystalslack
any internal structure (Figure 4-4). The II analyses yielded a range of

207

PbP06Pb ages

spanning from 2838 ± 7 Ma to 2556 ± 6 Ma (10) (Figure 4-6). As evident on both the
concordia plot and the weighted mean plot, the spread of ages makes assigning a single
age for sample N03-81 A difficult. There are no significant correlations between U
concentration or Th/U ratio and age (Figure 4-6).

4.5.2 In-situ Lu-Hfisotopesinzircon

Lu-Hfisotope results are given for the Fiskenressetsamples in Table 4-3. for the
Nunataarsuksamples in Table 4-4, and for natural zircon standards in Supplemental
TableS4-2.20fSupplemental File S4-2. A detailed summary of the method is included in
Supplemental FileS4-2. The initial 176Hf/ 177 Hfvalues are calculated for each insilll
analysis of zircon using the measured 176Hf/ 177 Hfand I 76Lu/I77 H f ratios, the 176Lu decay
constant of Soderlund eta!. (2004)(A= 1.867 x 10"'/yr)and the 207 PbP06Pb ages
interpreted here as the crystallization age for each anorthosite complex (Fiskenresset=
2936 Ma; Nunataarsuk = 2914 Ma). The initiaI 176 Hf/ 177 Hfcould also be calculated using
the 207 PbP06Pb age measured at the laser spot corresponding to each pairofLu-Hfand UPbanalysesinzircon. There is little difference however in the calculated initial
176Hf/ 177 Hfusingthe interpreted age of the complex vs. the measured 207 Pb/

206

Pb age for

each analytical spot (maximum net difference of-0.005% and 0.004% for zircon grains
from FiskenressetandNunataarsuk,respectively),dueto the low 176Lu/I77Hfratiosofthe
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zircon analyzed. Epsilon Hfvalues are calculated using the present-day CHUR
176 Hf/ 177 Hfand 176Lu/177 Hfvalues of 0.282785 and 0.0336, respectively (Bouvier et aI.,
2008). The depleted mantle model of Griffin etal. (2000) modified by Andersenetal.
(2009) to the 176Lu decay constant of Soderlund et al. (2004) and present-day CHUR LuHfcompositionofBouvieretal. (2008) was used asa reference. This model hasa
present-day 176Hf/ 177 Hfvalue of 0.28325 (EHf= +16.4) at 176Lu/177Hf= 0.0388, similar to
modern-day MORB.
4.5.2.1 Fiskel1iRssei
Zircon grains from all three Fiskenresset samples analyzed form horizontal arrays
on the plots of initial (176Hf/177Hf)2936MaVs.measured207PbP06Pbage for each laser spot
(Figure 4-7). There are no distinct changes in initial (176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 2936 Ma with respect to
measured 207Pb/206 Pbzircon ages for zircons from Fiskenresset. This suggests the zircon
grain has retained its magmatic Hfisotopecompositionthrough recrystallization and Pb
loss. Thirteen analyses of I I zircon grains from ULG 159394 have an average
(176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 2936Ma of 0.280975 ± 55 (20) corresponding to EHf(2936Ma) of+3.1 ± 1.9 (20).
The total rangeofEllf(2936Ma) for sample 159394 is3.8 Ellfunits, from + 1.2to+5.0
(Figures 4-8, 4-9). Threeanalysesfromzircongrainsretainingtheirmagmatic
207PbP06Pb age have (176 Hf/ 177 Hf)2936 Ma from 0.280952 to 0.281008, or Ellf(2936Ma) of+2.3
to +4.2. respectively. Ten analyses of ten grains from LLG 159437 have an average
(I 761-1f/177Hf) 2936Ma of 0.280936 ± 40 (20), which translates to an Ellf(2936Ma) of+I.7 ± 1.4

(Figure 4-7). The total range in Ellf(2936Ma) for this sample is 2.6 epsilon-units (Figure 4-8.
4-9). Seven analyses of6 zircon grains from anorthosite sample 159455 have an
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(176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 1936Ma of 0.280965 ± 48 (20). corresponding to an average clll"(1936 Ma) of +2. 7
± 1.7 (Figure 4-7). The range of clll"{1936Ma) for this sample is from + 1.6 to + 4.0, or 2.4

epsilon-units (Figures4-8,4-9).
There is very little observable difference in the total rangeofc III" compositions
from each of the three Fiskenresset samples analyzed (Figures 4-7,4-8,4-9). The total
range of CIII" values for each unit all overlap suggesting thatzirconsanalyzedfromall
three samples could have crystallized from the same parent magma. The within sample
heterogeneity ofclIl" is greater than the analytical uncertainty (± 0.7 clIl"units(I.2 cllfunits
total range),determined by the average external reproducibility of assumed homogeneous
natural zircon reference materials, Supplemental Table S4-2.2,Supplemental FileS4-2)
for all three Fiskenresset samples analyzed. The within sample

CIII"

heterogeneities implies

multiple sources of distinct Hf isotopic composition contributed to the parent magma of
the anorthosite complex.

4.5.2.2 NUl1alaarsuk

A majority of the zircon grains analyzed from the Nlinataarsuk samples form a
horizontal array with no obvious increase in initial (176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 1914 Ma with decrease
107 pbp06Pbage(Figllre4-7),sllggestingthat, like for Fiskenresset, zircon recrystallization
and Pb loss has not affected the magmatic Hf-isotope compositions significantly. An
exception is the - 2600 Ma zircon population in ULG-AN N03-81 A, which has a distinct
Hfisotope composition, more radiogenic than the 176Hf/177Hfdefined by the older
magmatic population. Eight zircon grains analyzed from leucogabbro sample N03-83
have an average (176 Hf/ 177 HI) 1914 Ma of 0.280977 ± 64 (20), which corresponds to an
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average EHf(2914 Mal of +2.5 ± 2.3. The Ellf(2914 Mal for all zircons analyzed from sample
N03-83 ranges from +0.6to +4.8 (Figures 4-8, 4-10). The four oldest grains (six
analyses) comprising the 2914 Ma igneous age zircon population have (176 Hf/

177

Hf)2914Ma

from 0.280923toO.281042anda range OfEIII(2914 Ma) from +0.6to+4.8, defining the Ellf
range for the sample. Eighteen analyses of 16 different zircon grains separated from
leucogabbro N03-09 yielded an average (176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 2914 Ma of 0.280982 ± 64 (20)
corresponding to an average EIIf(2914 Mal of +2.7 ± 2.3 with a total Ellf(2914 Mal range of 4.7
epsilon-units (-0.1 to+4.6; Figures 4-8,4-10).
Incontrasttoallothersamplesanalyzed,leucogabbrosampleNO3-8lAcontains
two zircon populations with distinct ( 176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 2914 Ma values (Figure 4-7). Four of the
nine zircon grains analyzed have 207PbP06Pb ages from2629Mat02 838 Ma and an
average ( 176 Hf/ 177 Hf) 2914 Ma of 0.288970 ± 60 (20). This corresponds to an average Ellf
(2914 Mal of +2.4 ± 2.1 (total range + 2.3 E-units) (Figure 4-10). The other 5 zircon grains
analyzed have 207PbP06Pb ages frolll 2566 to 2601 Maandhaveanaverage(176Hf/

177

Hf)

2914 Ma of 0.281 107 ± 44 (20), corresponding to an average E11r(2914 Mal of - 0.2 ± 1.6 and a
totalrangeof2Ellf un its(Figures4-7,4-10).
With the exception of the young zircon population in ULG-AN N03-8IA, there is
little difference between the ranges in Hfisotopecolllpositions of zircon grains fro III the
three Nunataarsuk samples analyzed. Figure 4-10 shows the overlapping range OfEIif
values for each sample suggesting that all Nunataarsukzircon grains could be derived
from the same parent magma. Alsosimilarto Fiskenresset,thetotal Ellrrange for each
sample is-2 times greater than analytical uncertainty, suggesting the parent magma of the
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Nunataarsuk anorthosite complex was derived from multiple sou rceswithdistinctHf
isotope compositions.

4.5.3 Pb isotopes in plagioclase

A summary of the measured Pb isotope data for plagioclase in Fiskenressetand
Nunataarsuk is provided in Table 4-5 and Figures 4-9 and 4-10. Results for each
individual analysis are listed in Supplemental Tables S4-3.1 and S4-3.20fSupplemental
FileS4-3. The addition of unsupported radiogenic lead in feldspars has plagued the
determination of initial Pbisotopecompositions. To ensure that the measured Pb isotope
ratiosrepresenttheinitialPbisotopecompositionsfortheplagioclaseanalyzedonlythe
best-preservedplagioclasecrystalswereselectedforPbisotope analysis. Megacrysts
range in size from-0.5cm t03cm in diameter and are typically surrounded bya
recrystallized matrix dominated by plagioclase. amphibole and pyroxene. Analyses were
madeacrossthecentersoftheplagioclasemegacryststhathadnot been affected by
recrystallization or fluid alteration (Figure 4-3). Traverses across megacrysts were
plannedtoavoidanalysesnearcracksormineralinclusions,typicalsourcesof
unsupported radiogenic Pb in feldspars. Two additional steps were taken to further ensure
themeasuredPbisotoperatioswerenotcontaminatedbyradiogenic Pb: (I) if continuous
U counts above background were recorded throughoutPb isotope measurementsthe
analysis was discarded and (2) in-growth corrections were made for all analyses where U
and Th were detected above background during trace element analysis by LA-ICPMS.
CorrectionsforradiogenicPbweremadeusingthemeasuredUandThconcentrations
and the crystallization age of the respective anorthosite complex (Fiskenresset=2936 Ma,
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Nunataarsuk=2914Ma).ln-growthcorrected PbisotoperatiosforFiskenressetsamples
werenomorethanO.06%differentthanthemeasuredratiosandNunataarsuksamples
were all less than 0.065 % different. If the corrected Pbisotoperatios were outside of the
l-sigmainternalerrorforeachmeasuredPbisotoperatiotheanalysis was disgarded .

.:1.5.3./ Fiskencessel
The206PbP04Pb ratios measured for samples from the Fiskenressetcomplexare
plotted in Figure 4-9 along with plagioclase An number and Pbconcentrationasa
function of stratigraphic position within the intrusion. Also shown are relative probability
histogramsfor 206 Pbpo4Pbineachunitandforthecomplexasawhole. Whenall
analyses for the Fiskenressetcomplexarecombined, each of the 206PbP04 Pb, 207 pbP04 Pb
and 208 PbP04 Pb ratios form a continuum on a relative probability histogram with large
ranges Of206PbP04Pb ratios from 12.81 to 13.47 (range = 5.1 %), 207 pbP04 Pb from 14.04
to 14.66 (range = 4.3 %) and 208 pbP04 Pb ratios between 31.97 and 33.38 (range = 4.3 %).
Theoveraliaverage206Pbpo4Pb, 207PbP04Pband 208PbP04 Pb ratios for the Fiskenresset
complex are 13.21 ± 0.13 (I SD, 1.0 % RSD), 14.36 ± 0.16 (I SD, 0.8 % RSD) and 32.76
± 0.26 (I SD, 0.8 % RSD), respectively. The extent of the Pb-isotope variability

measured in the plagioclase from Fiskenressetis farbeyondthatexpectedfroll1analytical
uncertainty from the LA-MC-ICPMS method. Repeated measurements of standard
reference materials (MPI-ATHO-G and MPI-T I-G) at similar signal intensities as the
unknown plagioclase measured over the course of all analytical sessionshave
uncertainties of 0.30 % RSD (10) for 206PbP04 Pb, and 0.45 % RSD (10) for 207PbP04 Pb
and208Pb/204pb(SupplementaITableS4-1.I.Supplell1ental FileS4-1).
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There islittlediscernable Pb isolope varialion within individualunitsoflhe
Fiskenresselcomplex. All Pb isotope ratios measured fora unildefinea unimodal
population (Figure 4-9) and average Pb isotope ratios, maxima 0 nlherelativeprobability
histograms, all fall within ISD of the overall average for the Fiskenressetcomplex(e.g.
206PbP04 pb: LLG
10); ULG

=

= 13.07 ± 0.09 (0.75 % RSD, 10): MG = 13.18 ± 0.09 (0.72% RSD,

13.12 ± 0.13 (1.01 % RSD, 10); AN

=

13.05 ± 0.11 (0.85 % RSD 10))

(Figure 4-9, Table 4-5, Supplemental Table S4-3.1, Supplemental FileS4-3). The Pb
isotope variability within a single unit can be evaluated usingtheaveragePbisotope
ratios foreachsample/individualmegacryst. The Pbisolopevariability for each
Illagmaticunit is similarto the variability for the entire Fiskenresselcomplex.Within-unil
varialionsin Pb isolopecomposition are greater than analyticaluncertaintiesyeldonot
exceed 0.92 % RSD (10).0.95 % RSD (10), 1.0 I % RSD (10), and 0.85 % RSD (10) for
the LLG, MG, ULG and AN units, respectively (Table 4-6). The Pb isotope ratios
measuredwithinasinglesample/individualmegacrystdisplaythe greatest heterogeneity
with variations up to 1.28 % RSD (10) (Supplemental Table S4-3.1, Supplemental File
S4-3). There is no correlation between PbisotopicvariabilityandPbconcentralion.

4.5.3.2 Nunoloorsuk

The 206 PbP04 Pb ratios measured in plagioclase megacrysts from six Nunataarsuk
leucogabbro-anorthosite samples are plotted in Figure 4-10, along with the An contenls
and Pbconcentrationsforeach individual plagioclasemegacrystanalyzed. The average
Nunataarsuk 206 PbP04 pb, 207 Pb /204 Pb and 208Pb/ 204 Pb are 12.66 ± 0.16 (I SD, 1.3 % RSD),
13.96 ± 0.13 (I SD, 0.9 % RSD) and 32.37 ± 0.30 (I SD, 0.9 % RSD), respeclively
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(Table 4-5, Supplemental TableS4-3.2. Supplemental FileS4-3). The total range of
Nunataarsuk206PbP04Pbis 12.24 to 12.91 (range=5.3%),207Pbp04 Pb is 13.63 to 14.23
(range = 4.3 %) and 208PbP04 Pb is 31.54 to 32.93 (range = 4.3 %). The Pb isotope
variability exceeds the analytical uncertainty of the LA-MC-ICPMS method indicating
thatnaturalPbisotopevariationsexistwithinthe

unataarsukcomplex.

Similar to Fiskenressel.there is very little isotopic variability between the two
Nunataarsuk units analyzed. On a relative probability histogram, compiled 206 pbP04 pb,
207PbP04Pband 208 pbP04 Pb from Nunataarsuk each detine a unimodalpeakskewed
towards higher Pb-isotope ratios (Figure 4-10). The average 206pbP04 pb, 207 pbP04 Pband
208Pbp04Pbforeachofthetwounitsanalyzed,detinedbythehistogrammaxima.are
within I SD of the average Pb ratios for

unataarsuk as a whole (e.g. 206 pbP04 pb : LLG-

A = 12.64 ± 0.17 (1.4 % RSD, 10): ULG-A

= 12.68 ± 0.17 (1.3 % RSD. 10». Pb

isotope variability for each unit. determined using the average Pb isotope ratios for each
sample/individuall11egacryst does not exceed 1.4 % RSD (10) (Table 4-5). Variation
withinaNunataarsuksample/individualmegacrystisgreaterthan analytical error yet
does not exceed 1.02 % RSD (10) (Supplemental Table S4-3.2, Supplemental File S4-3).

4.6 DISCUSSION

TheFiskenressetand

unataarsuk anorthosite complexes exhibit signiticant

isotopic heterogeneity in Hfand Pbpreserved, respectively, in zircon (magmatic domains
and recrystallized domains retaining magmatic compositions, distinguished on the basis
ofU-Pbages) and plagioclase (texturally distinct igneous megacrysts). The heterogeneity
is most apparent on the scale of individual crystals in a sample. Iessso between the
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averages of results from different hand samples, and notdiscerna blebetweentheaverages
of reslilts from individual lInits of the magmatic stratigraphy. The implication is that
significant isotopic heterogeneity existed in the parent magmas of both complexes bllt
that the heterogeneities average out over the scale of the entire intrllsion, though not at the
scaleofindividllalcrystals,dllringcrllstaltransportand/oremplacement. Models for the
dynamics of modern basalt magmas sllggestthat they travel very quickly (-1-2.5 kyr)
from their source regions in the asthenosphere (60-120 km depth)uptomid-oceanridges
atthesllrface,preservingisotopicheterogeneitiesinheritedfromthemeltingzone
(Connollyetal.,2009). Similar models do not exist for Archean anorthosite complexes
becallseinsufficientdetailisknownabollttheirmagmatichistories.ltistherefore
important to constrain the nature of the magmaticsollrcesofthe isotopicheterogeneities
in the FiskenlessetandNunataarsukcomplexes not only to lInderstand how their parent
magmas were generated but also to provide information for the developmentofmodels
for their transport and emplacement.

4.6.1 "fisotope variability and potential end members

The range of zircon £llfvalues from a single rock reflects the heterogeneityofthe
parentmelt. The within sample £Hfvariabilityofzircon grains from the three Fiskenlesset
samples analyzed and the three Nunataarsuk samples analyzed exceedsanalytical
reproducibility suggesting measurable Hfisotope heterogeneity existed in the parent
magma for each anorthosite complex. The range and average valuesof£llffrom
individllal samples overlap with one another within each of the Fi skenlessetand
Nunataarsllkcomplexes. This sllggests that the samples from each complex were derived
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from a common (albeit heterogeneous) parent magma (Figures 4-8 t04-10). The
observed range ofEllrvalues (Fiskenresset samples: 4.4 EliI' units;

unataarsuksamples:

4.9 EliI' units) is most likely the result of open system behaviors uchascrustal
contamination or magma mixing, between sources with distinct Hfisotopecompositions,
in each of the parent magmas of the 2 complexes.
The most straight-forward interpretation of the EliI' data for both Fiskenressetand
unataarsukisthatbothanorthositecomplexeswerederivedfromaheterogeneous parent
magma representing a mixturebetween-2900Madepleted mantle (high EIIr) and either2900 Ma CHUR compositions or older crustal components (low EliI'. Figure 4-8). Zircon
grains with higher EliI' values represent a greater depleted mant Ie component in their
parent magma while zircon grains with lower EliI' values contain more of the CHUR-like.
or crustal, end-member. Derivation from a depleted mantle source is consistent with the
proposed model for Archean anorthosite petrogenesis (Phinney 1982; Phinneyetal..
1989) and at Fiskenresset is supported by previous whole rock

d isotope investigations

(Ashwaletal., 1989; Polat etal., 2010) but the significance of the 10werEllrend me mber
is unclear. The low EliI' end member may be derived from CHUR or a crustal source, and
ifitdoesrepresentcrust, it is desirable to constrain the age and composition (maficvs.
felsic)ofthecrusl.
AssumingtheupperEllfend members for Fiskenressetand Nunataa rsukare
representativeof-2900Madepleted mantle, more complex multi-source histories can be
considered by assuming a 176Lu/I77Hfforthesourceofthe lower EliI' end member and
calculating a Hfdepleted mantle model age (T D 1(Hf). In Figure 4-8. Fiskenressetand
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Nunataarsuk Hfdepleted mantle model ages are calculated forthelower£lIfend member
composition using a range of 176Lu;i77 Hfvalues. The 176Lu/ 177 Hf is characteristic of the
nature of the source and generally decreases with increasing silica. TypicaI

176

Lu/

177

Hf

for felsic rocks range from-0.05 to-0.015,with Archean tonalitesgenerallyhavinga
176Lu /I77 Hf< 0.01 (Blichert-Toft and Albarede, 2008; Martin, 1995; Pietranik et aI.,
2008). The 176Lu;i77Hfofthe modern continental crust is 0.013 - 0.014 (Taylor and
McLennan, 1995). Mafic rocks and komatiites tend to have higher 176 Lu /I77 Hf, from0.02 to > 0.030 (Blichert-Toft and Albarede, 2008; Pietranik et aI., 2008; Blichert-Toft
and Putchel,2010). Depleted mantle model ages for Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk
increase with increasing 176Lu /I77 Hf(Figure 4-8) yet without additional constraints on the
timing of source separation,a unique solution for the 176Lu/ 177 Hfratioofthe 10w£1If
source cannot be made.

4.6.2 Pb isotope variations, end members and characterizing the nature of the source

Multipleisotopesystemsareoftenutilizedingeologicalinvestigationstoidentify
theeffectsofsecondaryalterationandmetamorphicdisturbanceinmagmaticsystemsand
to determine the source and nature of multi-component magmatic systemsinvolvedinthe
origin and evolution of the continental crust. Measurementsare made on the same
material (e.g., bulk rock powder or single zircon crystal) and the results often correlated
on an analysis-by-analysis basis (e.g. 143Nd;i44Ndvs. 206PbP04 Pb or 87Sr;86Sr vs.
206 pbP04 Pb for whole rocks or 0 180 vs. £llffor an individual zircon grains). The Lu-Hf
isotope systematics of zircon grains from FiskenressetandNunataarsukfailtoprovidea
unique solution for the source and nature for the 10w£lIfendmembersofbothanolthosite
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parent magmas. We can demonstrate however that by using Hfisotopes in zircon in
conjunction with Pb isotopes in plagioclase, both the timing of source extraction and the
nature of the end member sources can be constrained for both the Fiskenressetand
Nunataarsuk complexes. The results of each individual data setcan be linked because the
plagioclase and the zircon both crystallized from the same magma yet because the results
consist of two separate isotopic measurements on two different minerals they cannot be
correlated on an analysis-by-analysis basis.
Isotopic variations in Pbbeyondanalytical uncertainties are observed for the
FiskenressetandNunataarsukcomplexes. The most radiogenic Nunataarsuk Pbisotope
compositions and the least radiogenic Fiskenresset Pb isotopecompositionsclusteraround
the-2900Madepletedmantlemodel Pb isotope composition (Kramersand Toistikihin.
1997),consistentwitha proposed depleted mantle source for Arc heananorthosites
(Figure4-IIA). From this point, the FiskenressetandNunataarsuk Pbisotope
compositionsdivergeinoppositedirections(Figure4-IIA).The divergent trends suggest
the depleted mantle source interacted with two distinct end memberswithuniquePb
isotopecol1lpositions: A 111 ore radiogenic Pb source at Fiskenresset, not identified in the
Nunataarsuk Pbisotopedata,andalow-flendl1lel1lberatNunataarsuk.notobservedat
Fiskenressel.
A nUl1lberofpossiblescenariosprovidepotential solutions to constrain the Pb
isotope end l1lel1lbersat Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk yet only a fe wprovideacceptable
solutions to explain both the Hfand Pb isotope data collected in this investigation. For
bothFiskenressetand

unataarsuk. the Pbdata rule out l1lixing between depleted and

primitive mantle sources-that is. one end l1lel1lber with an isotopiccol1lpositionsimilar
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to-2900Madepleted mantle and a second end member with an isotop iccomposition
similar to - 2900 Ma
Fiskemessetand

HUR. While this scenario is a plausible solution for both the

unataarsuk Hfisotope data (Figure 4-8). it is inconsistent withthePb

isotope data because the estimated Pbisotopecomposition for the -2900 Ma bulk
silicate earth (BSE. Galer and Goldstein, 1996), analogous to CHUR. falls distinctly
above and offofthe trend of both FiskenressetandNunataarsuk Pbisotopecompositions
(Figure4-IIA).
Incontrast,ifacrustalendmemberisconsidered,severalsolutionscanbederived
to describe the Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk Pbisotopedata. Fiskenresset Pbisotope
compositions follow a trajectory from ca. 2900 Madepleted manti etohigher~-values
(Figure4-IIA). Specifically,ahigh-~sourcethatseparatedfrom the mantle ca. 3700 Ma
with a minimum ~ - 12 provides a reasonable solution for these observations (Figure 4liB). Source separation (model ages) between ca. 3600 Ma and ca. 3800 Mawith
minimum ~-12 \\ould al

0

be compatible with the Fiskenresset Pb isotope data.

NunataarsukPbisotopecompositionsprojectfromca.2900Madepletedmantle
to ~-values lower than the depleted mantle. A plausible end member scenario for the
rangeofPb isotope compositions is mixing between aca. 2900 Madepletedmantleanda
low-~source. isolated from the depleted mantle ca. 4200 Ma and evolving until ca. 2900

Ma with a maximum ~ - 6 (Figure 4-11C). As the case with Fiskenresset, this solution is
non-uniqueandmanyend-membersolutionscouldexistincludingsolutionsinvolving
low-~ sources separated from the depleted mantle between ca. 4100 Ma and ca. 4300 Ma

evolving until ca. 2900 Ma witha maximum
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~-6.

The timing of source separation, or model ages, provided by the Pb isotope
models can be used in conjunction with the Hfisotope data to constrain the 176Lu /I77 Hf
ratioforthelowEllfendmemberforFiskenressetandNunataarsuk. This allows us to
furthercharacterizethenatureofthecrustalendmemberthatinteracted with ca. 2900 Ma
depleted mantle to generate the observed range of isotope compositionsateach
anorthosite complex. ForFiskenresset,ameltseparatedfromthedepletedmantleca.
3700 Ma would evolve with a 176 Lu /I77 Hfof_ 0.028 to produce the lowest E11fobserved.
Source separation ages from 3600 Ma to 3800 Ma result in variation in 176Lu/

177

Hffrom_

0.026 to - 0.029. This range of 176Lu /I77 Hf is characteristic of mafic crust (Blichert-Toft
andAlbarede,2008; Pietraniketal., 2008). A melt separated from depleted mantle ca.
4200 Ma would evolve overtime at a 176Lu/ 177 Hfof_ 0.0315 to produce the low E11fend
member identified at Nunataarsuk. Variations in the model age of the 10wEIlfend member
from ca. 4100 Ma to 4300 Ma result in a range of I76 Lu/ 177 Hffrom- 0.031 to- 0.032.
This range of 176Lu /I77 Hf is also characteristic of mafic crust (Blichert-Toft and Albarede,
2008; Pietranik etal., 2008).
It is most likely that the rangeofEHfvaluesfor both Nunataarsukand Fiskenresset

represent only a partial mixing array between depleted mantle and crustal components
and theEllfcomposition of the lower end member plots below that of the lowest measured
zircon for each anorthosite complex. The calculated 176Lu /I77 Hfforthe measured end
members would represent a maximum value for the respective end member source.
Lower E11f values would result in lower derived 176Lu /I77 Hffor the end member source,
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leading to sOllrcecompositions with higher silica contents. TheminimlimEllfvalliesfor
each anorthosite complex cannot be determined from the available data.
Thecalclilated 176LlI/I77 Hfofthe crllstal end member is also sensitive to the
composition of the depleted mantle and, therefore, the depleted mantle model chosen. A
depleted mantle model based on the Hfisotope composition of modern MORB (Griffin et
aI., 2000; recalclilated by Andersen etal., 2009) was lIsed in this stlldy to provide a basis
of comparison between the two anorthosite complexes. When compared with available Hf
isotopedatathrollgh time (dominantly zircon analyses), this model tends to overestimate
the Hf isotope composition for the Archean depleted mantle (Hawkesworth et aI., 20 I0).
This is in contrast to other depleted mantle models, which sllggestamoregradllal
increase in the Hfisotopiccomposition for the depleted mantle during the Archean (e.g.
Pietraniketal.,2009; Toistikhin etal., 2006). In general, there are largellncertainties
regarding the Hfisotopic composition and evoilition of the Archean mantle largelydlleto
limited reliable HfisotopiccompositionsofArchean mantle derived material. If a
depleted mantle model sllggestinga more retarded Hfisotopeevoilition was lIsed in this
stlldythe Hfisotope compositions for the Archean depleted mantlewoliidall be lower
than those predicted by the Griffin et al. (2000) model, which intllrnwoliidbiasthe
derived 176LlI/I77Hfratios for the end membersollrceofthe FiskenressetandNlInataarslik
anorthositecomplexestohighervailies.

4.6.3 Preservation of the crustal end members?

Mixing of depleted mantle and maficcrllstsollrcescanoccllr, inprinciple, within
either the mantle (throllgh sllbdllctionordelamination of the lithosphere)orcrllst
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(through contamination of mantle-derived magmas by mafic crust). It is probable that
therangeofHfand Pb isotope compositions observed at Fiskenressetand Nlinataarsuk
were produced by crustal contamination for the following reasons.
The development of enriched and depleted compositional domainswithinthe
Archean mantle as the result of recycling mafic crust by subduction of oceanic
lithosphere has been demonstrated by numerical models yet the "survival"time of these
modeled heterogeneities in the upper mantle is limited by gravitational settling of the
dense mafic components when converted to eclogite (Davies, 2006). The range ofNd, Hf
and PbisotopecompositionsofArchean mantle-derived rocksofagi ven age suggest that
chemical heterogeneities existed within the Archean mantle at a given time (Bennett.
2003 and references therein: Kamberet aI., 2003). Yet Sm- d isotope systematics
indicate the lifespan of these heterogeneities within the hotter Archean mantleis-IOO
million years, or- 1/IOthe lifetime of chemical heterogeneities in the modern mantle
(Blichert-Toftand Albarede, 1994). If the rangeofHfand Pb isotope compositions at
Fiskenresset and Nunataarsuk were the result of the mixing between - 2900 Ma depleted
mantle and recycled mafic crust. the crustal end member would havehadtopersistinthe
mantle sources region of the anorthosites for 2: I billion years. The likely short lifespan of
chemical heterogeneities in the Archean mantle makes this an unl ikelyscenario.
It has recently been suggested thattheanorthositic parentmagmasatFiskenresset
were prodllced within a sub-arc mantle wedge, where harzburgitic.depletedmantlewas
metasomatized by high-AI (Rollinson et aI., 20 I0), LREE, Sr and Ca-enriched (Polat et
al..2009.201 I) partial meltsofsubductinglithosphericcrusl. Slab melting in the
Archean is thought to have produced tonalite-trondhjemite-granodiorite (TTG) magmas
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(Defant and Drummond, 1990: Martin. 1993) with characteristically low

176 Lu /I77 Hf

ratios of< 0.01 (Vervoort and Blichert-Toft. 1999. Blichert-Toft and Albarede. 1998).
The calculated mantle extraction age of a melt with a
Ma for both FiskenlEsset and
176 Lu /I77 Hfratioofslab

176 Lu /I77 Hf

ratio of < 0.0 I is < 3250

unataarsuk. Thus. neither the bulk composition (TTG) nor

melts can represent the mafic crustal component required by the

Pband Hfisotopedata for FiskenlEsset. The data do not preclude a subduction model for
FiskenlEsset but do require that the parent magmas oftheanorthosites were contaminated
by mafic crust after extraction from their mantle source regions.
If the mantle-derived parent magmas of FiskenlEsset and Nunataarsukwere
contaminated by long-lived Eoarcheanand Hadeanmaficcrustat-2900Ma, is there any
evidence that this ancient crust is still preserved today insouthWestGreenland? Three
potential mafic end members have been identified: amphibolite co untry rock at
FiskenlEsset:dioriticunitsofboththeregional EoarcheanandMesoarcheanquartzofeldspathicgneisses:and mafic metavolcanics from within the quartzo-feldspathic
Eoarchean Itsaq Gneiss Complex (IGC). We show below that. based on current
knowledge of the rocks of south West Greenland. the potential maficcrustalendmembers
forFiskenlEssetand

unataarsukhaveyettobeidentified.

The country rock into which the

unataarsuk anorthosite was emplaced is

unknown but evidence of an intrusive relationship between the FiskenlEssetanorthosite
complexandamphibolilecountryrockhasbeendocumentedatFiskealEsset;ithasbeen
interpreted to represent shallow-level emplacement of parent meltandcrystal mush into
oceanic crust (Escher and Myers, 1975; Myers, 1985). Geochemical investigations of the
FiskenlEssetamphiboliteshaveidentifiedtwodistinctgroupsofbasaltic magmas.
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"MORB" (mid-ocean ridge basalt) and ··tholeiitic'· (Rivalenti, 1976: Weaver et aI., 1982:
PolatetaI.2009). Bothtypesofba alts are thought to have been derived from a common
parent magma and most workers have proposed petrogenetic links between the basalts
and Fiskenresset anorthosite complex through fractional crystallization.Specifically,the
MORBshavebeeninterpretedasocean floor basalt into which the anorthosite complex
intruded,whereasthetholeiitehasbeeninferredtobetheparentmagmaofthe
anorthosite complex (Weaver et aI., 1982: Polat et a I.. 2009). More recently. Polatetal.
(2011)suggestedthattheanorthositesandbasaltsformedinthesametectonicsettingbut
had different petrogenetic origins. In eithermodel,the close (genetic and/or tectonic)
relationship between Fiskenressetand both rypesofidentified am phibolitessuggestsall
units are similar in age, possibly within 20 Ma. which is thought to be the average age of
Archean ocean crust (Hargraves, 1986). Therefore, the amphibo lites identified at
Fiskenressetwouldbetooyoungtobethemaficcrustcontaminantoftheanorthosile
magma,which is modeled hereto have been extracted from the mantle some 700-900
million years earlier.
Eoarcheancrust in south West Greenland is dominated by orthogneisses of the
Itsaq Gneiss Complex (- 3620 - 3880 Ma; Nutman et al.. 1996) derived from granites.
granodiorites. diorites and tonalites (Bridgwateret al.. 1976). The calculated average
176 Lu /I77 Hf

of 141 diorite bulk rock analyses compiled in GEOROC (hnp://georoc.mpch-

mainz.gwdg.de/georoc) is - 0.022, within the upper range of 176 Lu /I77 Hf for dioritic to
quartz-dioritic components of the Greenland Eaoarchean(Amitsoq)gneisses(Peningili
and Patchen. 1981: Vervoort and Blichert-Toft. 1999). Assuming the diorite component
of the Itsaq Gneiss Complex had a

176 Lu /I77 Hf
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of 0.022. a mantle extraction age of - 3500

MaiscalculatedforthelowEllfFiskenressetendmemberand-3400MaforthelowEllf
Nunataarsukend member. Both model ages are tooyoungtoconsiderthedioritic
component of the Eoarchean gneisses as the potential crustal contaminant. Also, the
probablePb isotope compositions of the Eoarchean gneisses ca. 2900 Ma fora range of
ll-values(Il=0-50). based on an estimated initial Pb isotope composition of the least
radiogenic feldspar separated from a quartz-diorite gneiss on Akilia Island (Kamber and
Moorbath, 1998),faliabovetheFiskenressetPbisotopecompositionsandcannotbe
considered as a crustal end member for Fiskenresset. There are alsodiorilic gneisses
associated with the quartzo-feldspathic (Nuk) gneisses of southWestGreenlandbutthese
rocks are much too young to be considered as crustal end members for either anorthosite
complex (- 2900 - 3000 Ma. Bridgwater et al.. 1976: Taylor et al.. 1980: Baadsgaard and
McGregor, 1981).
A third candidate for the crustal end member is mafic metavolcanic rocks found
within the Eoarcheanltsaq Gneiss complex. Eoarcheanmafic metavolcanicsare not
known to be present inthe FiskenressetorNunataarsuk region, yet are geographically
related and could have been more widespread than is known currently. The age of the
maficmetavolcanicspresentat Isua is >3700 Ma(Frei et al.. 2004). consistent with the
age of the crustal end member modeled for Fiskenresset but too you ngfor

unataaruk.

Predicted Pbisotopecompositionsofthe Isuametavolcanicsca. 2900 Ma fora range of
~l-values (p

= 0 - 50), based on the average initial Pb isotope compositions of the Isua

metavolcanics(Frieetal..2004)projectweliabovetheboththeFiskenressetand
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lInataarsllkPbisotopecompositionsanddonotfitthePbisotopecharacteristicsofthe
crllstal end member at either anorthosite complex.

4.6.4 Implications for Mantle-Crust Evolution

Many depleted mantleevoilition models extrapolate present-daymantleisolopic
compositions,assllmed to be representative of modern MORB. back to the formation of
the Earth at - 4.6 Ga. Ideally, prisline mantle-derived material with well-defined ages
wOlildbesampledtodirecllydeterminemantlecompositionsthrolIghtimeyetthese
samplesarerare.especiallyforArchean-agematerial.lnformationaboliltheisolopic
compositionoftheArcheanmanlleisthlisobtained fromArcheanmaficandlillramafic
rocks instead. Unfortllnately,primarycompositionsoftheserocksarehighlysllsceplible
tometamorphi mandsecondaryalterationandmostlackwell-definedages.
The isotope composition of each anorthosite complex sholiid renect that of the
mantle at the time of crystallization. Only one previolls stlldy has analyzed the Hfisotope
compositionsofzircongrainsseparaledfromanArcheananorthosite,the-3350Ma
Messina layered intrusion (Zeh eta1.,2010). WhilelhelotalrangeofEmvallles(-5Ellf
lin its) in Messina is similarlo that in Fiskemessetand

lInataarsllk.lheaverageHf

isolope composition of zircons from the Messina anorlhosites is lower (Ellf(3350Mal = + 1.4
± 1.8, and + 0.1 ± 1.9) than the - 3350 Ma depleled mantle (Em - 4.6. Griffin el aI.,

2000). The parent magma oflhe Messina anorthosite isthlls interpretedtoincilidea
slighllyenrichedcomponent. perhaps lhrollgh contamination by (TTG) crllslal melts (Zeh
el al.. 2010).
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The Fiskenresset and Nunataarsuk depleted mantle end members for Hfisotopes
fall within error (dashed lines extrapolated from the range of modern MORB. Figure 4-8)
of the model Hf-isotope composition of - 2900 Ma a depleted mantle (£IIf- 6.3) of
Griffin et al. (2000). The Fiskenresset and Nunataarsuk Pb depleted mantle end members
al

0

fall close to the - 2900 Ma depleted mantle model of Kramers and Toistikhin (1997)

forPbisotopes. These observations indicate that current models for the Hf-and Pbevolution of the depleted mantle provide a reasonable approximationofthe-2900Ma
depleted mantle source for Fiskenressetand Nunataasuk. The Hf-and Pb-dataalso
suggest that the depleted mantle source of Archean anorthositesisisotopicallysimilarto
the depleted mantle source of Archean tholeiites. requiringnospecialmantlesourceto
explain the parental magmas of such plagioclase-rich rocks. TherangeofFiskenressetPb
isotope compositions extends slightly below the Kramers and Toistikhin (1997) depleted
mantle and is best-fit to a single-stage evolution line with a f.I- 7.5 (Figure 4-11 B). The
differencebetweentheFiskenressetand

unataarsukPbdepletedmantleendmembersis

< 2%. much less than the total range of Pb isotope compositions observed in the modern

mantle (Stracke et aI., 2003).
The nature, origin and fate of Earth's Hadean crust is a topic of much interest:
whether this early crust was felsic (Armstrong. 1981: Bowring and Housh. 1995: Harrison
et al.. 2005. 2008: Blichert-Toft and Albarede. 2008) or mafic (Chase and Patchen. 1988:
Kamber et aI., 2003, 2005; O'Neil et aI., 2008; Kemp et aI., 20 I0) in composition is
debated, yet most models agree that most of the Hadean crust was destroyed by - 3800
Ma.lnlerpretationofthe

unataarsukHfand Pbisotopedataprovidesevidenceforthe
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persistence of Hadean mafic crust until at - 2900 Ma. Reworking of Hadean crust into
Archean magmas, despite preservation difficliities due to the hotter Hadean Earth, has
been suggested for both the Slave Craton, Canada (Amelin etal., 1999,2000;Pietraniket
al.,2008; lizuka etal.,2009),the Superior Craton (O"Neil etal.,2008),thePilbaraCraton
(Tessalina et aI., 20 I0) and for - 2.65 Ga monzogranites in the Nanyer Gneiss Complex
of the Yilgarn craton (Kemp et aI., 2010). The Nunataarsuk Hfand Pb isotope data
provide additional evidence for the slll'vival of Hadean mafic crust for more than a billion
years and sllggeststhatthiscrustcould still be preserved in the Nunataarsllkregiontoday.

4.7 CONCLUSION

Earth"s rock record dates back only to - 4.0 Ga (Bowring and Williams, 1999)
althollgh older detrital zircon grains have been identified,datingbacktoperhaps-4.4Ga
(Wilde et al.,2001). The age of identified crustal sections is biased towards felsicc rust
due to the scarcity of zircon grains in mafic rocks. The possibility exists that there isa
significant abllndance of unrecognized early mafic crust preserved today that has yet to be
identified. The integration of in sitll Pb isotopes in plagioclase with Hfisotopesinzircon
from the same igneollsrock facilitates the identificationofancientcrllsl. Usingournew
insitllapproach.contaminationofmantle-derivedmagmabyancientmaficcrustis
suggested for both the Fiskemessetand Nunataarsuk anorthositecomplexesofGreenland.
The isotope data presented here suggest the survival of Hadean and Eoarchean crustllntil
-2900Ma. There is potential that this old mafic crustal could be preserved atthesllrface
within the Nlinataarsuk and Fiskenressetregionstoday.
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Figure 4.1: General map of south West Greenland with Archean anorthosite complexes
in black. Thick boxes surround the FiskemessetandNunataarsukregions.The
Fiskenlessetsamples were all from the Majorqap qava area, dashed box (modified
from Owens and Dymek, 1997).
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A. Fiskenresset anorthosite
complex

B. Nunataarsuk anorthosite
complex
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Figure 4-2: Simplified stratigraphy of the Fiskemesset(afterMyers, 1985) and
Nunataarsukanorthositecomplexeswithrelativestratigraphicposilionsof
samples discussed.
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Figure 4-3: Representative leucogabbro (A, B) and anorthosite (C,D) samples. Band D
are representative of the areas circled inAand C(images Band Dproduced using a
nat-bed scanner in 'film' mode and two pieces of polarizing film). Arrows in Band D
are typical transects across a single plagioclase megacryst used for in-situ analyses. The
lengthofeachtransectshownis-I cm. E,FandGaretransmittedopticalmicroscope
images (cross-polarized light) of plagioclase megacrysts and the surrounding recrystallized
matrix dominated by plagioclase. FisanenlargementoftheareawithintheboxinE.
Within the circled area in F. the larger laser ablation pites are 99 ~m (LA-MC-ICPMS Pb
isotope analysis) and adjacent smaller laser ablation pits are 49~m(LA-ICPMStrace
element analysis). Trails of tiny amphibole inclusions are visible on the left-hand sideofF
(centerofimage).Gisrepresentativeofatypicaltransect(shown by the arrow.-O.7 cm)
across a plagioclase megacryst. Each laser ablation pit iscirlced (99 ~m diameter).
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Figure 4-4: Back-scattered electron images of representative zircon crystals from
Fiskenlesset(grainslabeled 159xxx-xxx) and Nunataarsuk(grains labeled
N03-xx-xxx) leucogabbroand anorthosite samples analyzed. Squares mark the
U-Pbanalysislocations.AHfisotopeanalysiswasmadedirectlyovereachofthe
U-Pbsquare rasters using a circular laser beam. To illustrate,this is shown
schematically for grains N03-83-004 and N03-83-016. The two zi rcon grains that
givetheoldestU-Pbages(2936+/-13Ma)forFiskenlessetare I 59394-fOOI and
I59394-fO03. Three (N03-83-004, N03-0 12, N03-83-0 16) of the four oldest grains
(2914+/-6.9 Ma from Nunataarsuk are also shown.
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Figure 4-5: Results of in-situ LA-ICPMS U-Pb zircon analysis from Fiskenresset
anorthosite complex. Error ellipses on the concordia diagrams are I-sigma.
Error bars on the 207Pbl'°6Pb weighted mean plots are 2-sigma.
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Figure 4-6: Results of in-situ LA-ICPMS U-Pb zircon analysis from Nunataarsuk
anorthosite complex. Error ellipses on the concordia diagrams are I-sigma.
Error bars on the 207Pbp06Pb weighted mean plotsare2-sigma.
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Figure 4-7: Initial 176 Hf/ 177 Hfvs. measured 207Pbp06Pb age from Fiskemesset and
Nunataarsukzircongrainsanalyzed. Five analyses offourzircon grains from sample
N03-81 A have distinctly higher initial 176H f/ 177 Hf than other grains analyzed. These
grains also have younger'07PbP06Pb ages (2566 Ma to 2601 Ma)thanotherzircons
fOllndwithinthissampleandrepresentnewzircongrowth,ratherthan zircon
dissolution - homgenization- re-precipitation within the Nlinataarsuk system. The
solid black horizontal line ineachplot is the average initial 176H f/ 177 Hf for the
represented sample. The gray shaded region within each plot rep resents the total range
ofinitial 176 Hf/ 177 Hfforthethree natllralzircon standards analyzed during this study
(total range = 0.000036).
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Figure 4-8: Hfisotopeevolution plots for all Fiskenressetand Nunataarsukzircon grains
analyzed. Hfdepleted mantle model ages (T DM ) are calculated for the lower £ lIr end
Illelllber for both Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk using a rangeof176 Lu/ 177 Hfratios
representative of mafic and felsic crust. The depleted mantle evolution curve (solid line)
was calculated using the modern MORB values of Griffin et al. (2000) recalculated by
Andersen et al. (2009), the decay constant of Soderlund et al. (2004) and the CHUR
parallletersofBouvieretal. (2008). Dashed lines represent most of the rangeofHf
isotope compositions of modern MORB extrapolated back to the Archean (Chauvel
and Blichert-Toft,2001 and references therein).
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(diamonds). Representative error bars are shown. and are applicable to all of the LA-MCICPMS Pb isotope analyses. Also shown are the model depleted mantle (OM; Kramers and
Toistikhin, 1997) and model bulk silicate Earth (BSE; Galer and Goldstein, 1996) evolution
lines. The OM and BSE Pb isotope compositions at 2900 Ma are marked with silled grey
circles. (B) Fiskenresset Pb isotope evolution model. Pbisotopecompositions range between
depleted mantle and a high II source. extracted fl'Omthedepleted mantleat3700Ma.
(C)Nunataarsuk Pb isotope evolution model. Pbisotopecompositionsrangefl'Omdepleled
mantle (-2900 Ma)anda low II source. extracted from the depleted mantleat-4200Ma.
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Supplemental File S4-1: Analytical Methods for Plagioclase Analysis

S4-1.1 Major and Trace Element Analysis

The chemical composition of each plagioclase megacryst was analyzed for major
elements by electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) and for trace elements by laser
ablation-inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICPMS). The EPMA was
carried out using the .IEOL .IXA-733 microprobe at the University of New Brunswick
with a 5 11m electron beam, an accelerating voltage of 15 kY and beam current of30 nA.

determined for multiple analysis points along a traverse across eachplagioclase
megacryst(-750- 1000 Ilmspacingbetweenpoints).
LA-ICPMS trace element analysis (to determine total Pb concentration) was done
at Memorial University of ewfoundland using a Thermo-Scientific ELEME T XR
magnetic sector. single-collector ICPMS coupled to a Lambda Physik ComPex Pro 110
ArF excimer GeoLas laser ablation system operating at a wavelength of 193nm and a

pulse width of20 ns. A 40-llm laser beam was focused as closely aspossible to the
EPMA analysis site making sure to avoid any cracks or inclusions visible on the surface
of the plagioclase crystal. The laser beam operated at an energy density of3 .I/cm 2and a
repetition rate of 10 Hz. Measurements were performed on the ELEMENT-XR using a
combination of electrical and magnetic scan modes. Each pass was - 1.5 sec for the
measurementof27 major and trace elements with 60 passes per ind ividualanalysis. Each
analysis consisted of-30 seconds of gas background measurement followed by-90sec
of laser ablation. Raw data was convel1ed to concentrations with LAMTRACE (.Jackson.
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2008)using

IST612aslheexlernalcalibrationmalerial.Ca-concentraliondelermined

by EPMA was used as Ihe inlernal slandard to correci for differences in ablalion yield
andpoteniiaimairixeffecisbelweentheplagioclaseunknownsand

IST612.

S4.1.2 LA-MC-ICPMS Pb Isotopes

Theanalyticalmelhod followed that described in detail by Souders and Sylvester
(2008a, b). All data were acquired using a Thermo Scientific NEPTUNE mulli-colleclor
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICPMS). The NEPTUNE at MUN is
also equipped with 9 Faraday cups and 8 multiple ioncounler(Channeltron) devices.
Concurrent, stalic measuremenlsof20Spb,207Pb,206Pb,204Pb and 202 Hgweremadein5
ioncounlersmountedonlothe low mass (L4) Faraday cup. 235U was measuredinan ion
counter attached loa high mass (L6) Faraday cup.

10

monitor for lead isoloperalioslhal

mayhavebeenmodifiedbyin-growthofradiogenicleadinlhesamples by Ihedecay of
U aftercryslallization. The ioncounlersattached to L4are in fixed posilions.spaced 10
collectthefourieadand 202 Hg isotopes. 202Hgwasmeasured inorderiocorreci forlhe
isobaric inlerferenceof204Hgon204Pb. The mercury is almost exclusively derived from
the carrier gases rather than from the samples themselves. The 204 HgP02 Hg of the gas
background was determined frommeasurementsof 202 Hg, 204(Hg+ Pb)and 20sPb made
with the laseroffprior to each analysis. assuming that the isotopic composition of lead in
the gas is given by the 208 PbP04 Pb for modern lead eOSPbP04Pb = 38.63 ± 0.98. Slacey
and Kramers, 1975). Many analyses over more than 2 years in our laboratory suggesls
that this method gives superior results compared

10

trying to delerminethemassbiason

the204Hgp02Hg ratio through measurementsofHg isotopic ratios directly (Souders and
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Sylvester2008a,2008b,2010).

The same GeoLas laser ablation system previously described was linked to the
2
EPTU E MC-ICPMS for in situ analyses. Ablation conditions were 3 J/cm and 10Hz
with a spot size ranging from 49 to 109 11111 depending on the lead concentration of the
megacrystofinterestandthemineralsurfaceareaavailablefree of cracks or inclusions.
Laser spots for lead isotope analysis were placed directly next to. as close to the EPMA
and LA-ICPMS trace element analysis location as possible. Count rates never exceeded
-300,000 cps to limit potential analytical difficulties related to pulse pile-up, dead-time
signal loss and accelerated detector drift. Samples were ablatedinheliumgas,which
reducessamplere-depositionwhileincreasingsensitivityfor 193nmlaserablation.
Mercury was filtered from the He and Ar gases using gold-coated glass wool placed on
the helium gas line feeding the ablation cell. and byan activated charcoal filter in the
argon gas line.

Thedurationofeachstandardandunknownanalysiswas-150secusingaO.18
secor I sec integration time. depending on the analytical session. The first 30 seconds
of the measurement were with the laser off, measuring the backgroundcountrates
followed by 60 seconds of laser ablation. and then 60 seconds ofrecorded washout. The
NEPTUNE software was used for both ion counter yield and dark noise corrections
prior to downloading the measured mass intensities into 'Pb-Tool',an in-house macrobased excel spreadsheet modified from 'LAM-Tool' (Kosier et aI., 2008). Gas
background subtraction, 2().lHg interference correction on 204 pb, ablation interval
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selection and lead isotope ratio calculations are all perforllledwithinPb-Tool.

Unlike other radiogenic isotope systems of geologic interest (e.g. SIll- d. Lu-Hf.
Rb-Sr).the lead isotope system lacks an invariant ratio to use for internallllassbias
corrections. Instead. a standard-salllple-standard bracketing approach was used to
correct for instrumental Illass bias and detector drift (Albarede et al.. 2004). Three
standards followed by three unknowns, followed by three standardsare run sequentially.
USGS BCR2-G, a natural reference glass of basalt composition. was used as the external
calibration standard for all analyses because of its well-defined lead isotope ratio and
chemical composition (GeoREM: http://georem.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/). a lead
concentration low enough to measure with the ion counters withoutsaturatingthe
detectors yet high enough for good counting statistics on isotopesofinterestandithasa
similar lead concentration to unknowns. It has been delllonstrated that matrix matching is
nota necessity for lead isotope ratio measurements oflead-poor«40 ppm total Pb)
feldspars. and accuracies within 0.4 % of preferred values and externalprecisionsof
better than 0.6 % (RSD. I cr) can be attained using BCR2-G as an external calibration
material (Souders and Sylvester. 2010). The calculated lead isotope ratios for every three
standardsareaveragedtogetherandtheleadisotoperatiosofeach unknown analysis are
deterlllined by linear interpolation of the average standard rat iosrunbeforeandafter
every group of three unknowns. Reported uncertainties for each unknown is based on the
standard error of the mean of each unknown isotope ratio from theselected ablation
intervalandthestandarderrorofthey-estimateofthelinearregressionlinethroughthe
lead isotope ratios of the standards. MPI-DING TI-G (11.6± 1.6 ppm total Pb) and MPI-
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DING ATHO-G (5.67 ± 0.62 ppm total Pb), standard reference materials of natural
quartz diorite (T I-G) and rhyolite (ATHO-G) compositions, with well-characterized lead
isotope ratios and chemical compositions (Jochum etal.,2000; Jochum etal.,2005) and
similarleadconcentrationstounknownswererunasunknownsfoI' quality control
purposes. The results of these analyses are listed in TableS4-1.1.
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Supplemental File S4-2: Analytical Methods for Zircon Analysis
S4-2.1 V-Pb Zircon Geochronology by LA-ICPMS

V-Pb isotopic data were acquired using the same Thermo-Scientific ELEME T
XR magnetic sector, single-collector ICPMS and Lambda Physik ComPex Pro 110 ArF
GeoLas laser ablation system described in Supplemental File S4-1. During laser ablation,
a stationary 10um laser beam with an energy density of-5 J/cm 2ata repetition rate of
10 Hz is scanned across the sample surface by moving the sal1lplestageatavelocityof
10 fun/sec creating a 40 x 40 fun box. A scanning method is employed to reduce the
depth of ablation and supply a more constant mass-load to the ICP, reducing U-Pb
fractionationwhileprovidingstablesignalsathighspatialresolutionlongenoughto
produce precise and accurate U-Pbzirconages(Kosler, 2008aand references therein).
The sample aerosol is transported from the sample cell to the ICP using a He-carrier gas
toreducesampleredepositionwithintheablationcell.improving sal1lple transport
efficiency and resulting in more stable time-resolved signals.
During data acquisition. 202.2o4 Hg. 206.207 Pb. 232Th and 238 U isotopes from the
zircon and gas are measured along with a mixed 203T I. 2osTI, 209Bi. 233 U. 237 P internal
standard tracer solution. simultaneously nebulized throughout each analysis. Aspiration
ofthetracersolutionallowformatrix-independent,real-til1leinstrumental mass bias
correction of the U/Pband Pb/Pb ratios using the known isotopic composition of the
tracer solution (Kosier and Sylvester,2003). Data acquisition for each analysis is3
minutes, with the first-30 seconds used to measure the gas background and tracer
solution followed by-150secoflaserablation. Measurements arecarriedoutinpeak-
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jumping mode with one point measured per peak.

Raw data are dead-time corrected and reduced off-line using the LAMDATE
macro-based spreadsheet program (Kosleretal.,2008b). The107Pb1106Pb, 107Pb/135 U and
106pbl138Uratioswerecalculatedandbackgroundcorrected for each analysis. An
instrumental mass bias correction was made using the measured ratiosofthetracer
solution (Kosleret al. 2002: Kosier and Sylvester. 2003). Laser-induced U-Pb
fractionation was corrected using the intercept method of Sylvester and Ghaderi (1997).
Measured 107PbP06Pb ratios were not intercept corrected because Pb/Pb isotope ratios are
not fractionated by laser ablation. Instead the average ratio for the ablation interval
selected was used forage calculation. An analysis was rejected from the final data set if
the107Pbl106Pbratiocalculated from the intercept method 106Pbl138Uand107PbPJ5Uratios
did not fall within I-sigma uncertainty of the average measured 107PbP06Pbratio.
Analyses more than 2% discordant were also rejected. These conservativefilterswere
used to eliminate any analyses that may not have been properlycorrected forU-Pb
fractionation and to determine the best possible age. No common Pbcorrectionwas
applied to any data. An analysis was rejected when 104 Pb was detected above background.

In order to monitor the efficiency of the instrumental mass bias correction and the laserinduced fractionation correction, standard reference materials 91500 zircon (1065 ± 3
Ma; Wiedenback et aI., 1995) and Plesovicezircon (337±0.37 Ma; Slama et aI., 2008)
were each analyzed between every - 8 unknowns during the analytical session. These
standard measurements also monitor the accuracy and reproducibility ofU-Pb analyses.
Age determinations were calculated using the decay constants of Jaffey et a I.. (1971)and
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the present day

238

U/235 U ratios of 137.88. Final ages and Concordia diagrams were

produced using the Isoplot/Ex macro (Ludwig, 2003). The weighted mean
for all analyses of91500 is 1068 ± 8 Ma (20, MSWD
337 ± 9 Ma (20, MSWD

=

107

PbP06Pb age

0.94; n = 32) and for Plesovice is

= 0.37; n = 19) over the course of all the U-Pb analytical

sessions(TableS4-2.1).

S4-2.2 Zircon Lu-Hfanalysis by LA-MC-ICPMS
Hf isotopic compositions of zircon grains were determined by LA-MC-ICPMS
using the same Thermo-Scientific NEPTUNE MC-ICPMS coupled to the same laser
system described in Supplemental FilesS4-1 and S4-2. A49 11m laser spot was focused
on each zircon grain directly on top of the U-Pb box raster, firingata frequency of 10 Hz
with an energy density of 5 J/cm 1 for 600 pulses. 171 yb,

+ Yb + Lu),

I77

I73

Yb, 174(Hf + Vb), 175 Lu. 176(Hf

Lu, 178 Hfand 179Hfwere all measured simultaneously in 8 Faraday

collectors. Each analysis consists of30 seconds of gas background measurement,
followed by 60 seconds of laser ablation and ending with 30 second sofmonitoringwash
out. Isotope measurements were acquired using a I second on-peak integration time. Raw
data are processed off-line using Hf-Tool,an in-house macro-based spreadsheet modified
from LAMTOOL (Kosier et aI., 2008b). The spreadsheet allows the user to select
backgroundandablationintervalstobeusedinthefinalratiocaIculations based on plots
of both signal intensity vs. time and isotope ratiovs. time.

Mass bias factors (B) for Yb and Hfwere calculated using the exponential law and
the invariant

I73

Yb/ 17I Yb ratio of 1.13014(Segaletal.,2003)andthe 179Hf/

177

Hfratioof

0.732500 (Patchett etal., 1981). The B(Yb) is used asan approximation forB(Lu) since
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the 2 isotopes are chemically similar and only 2 Lu isotopes are found innalllre.ln order
to determine the l76 Hfsignai intensity the 176Yband 176Lu interferences on the I76-mass
must be removed. Interference-free I73Yband 175Lu were measured and the
176Lucontributionstothe I76-mass were calculated using the

I76

176 Yband

Yb/ 173 YbratioofO.7938

(Segal et aI., 2003) and the 176Lu/75 Lu ratio of 0.2656 (Chu et al.. 2002). The 176Hf/ 177 Hf.
176Hf/ 177 Hf. 176yb/I77 Hf. 176Lu/I77 Hfand 178Hf/ 177 Hfratios are calculated and corrected
forinstrumentalmassbiasusingB(Hf). Nonormalizationcorrectiontoasolutionvalue
was applied to the data. The invariant 178Hf/ 177 Hfratioprovidesaquality-controlmonitor
for the accuracy of the Hfmass bias correction. Themean

I78

Hf/

177

Hfratio for all 91500

and PL reference zircons analyzed during the course of this study is 1.467245±0.000052
(2S0. n = 60). which is within the uncertainty of the 178Hf/ 177 Hfratios reported by
Thirlwall and Anczhiewicz(2004).
Reference zircons PLand 91500 were analyzed after every eight un knownsto
evaluate the accuracy and reproducibility of our LA-MC-ICPMS Lu-Hf isotope analyses.
Identical laser ablation conditions were used for both unknown zircon grains and
reference zircon crystals. The average 176Hf/ 177 Hffor Plesovice zircon analyzed during
this study is 0.282480 ± 19 (2S0. n = 24) compared to the reference value of 0.282482 ±
0.000013 (2S0) (Slama et al.. 2008). The average 1761-W I77 Hf ratio for R33 zircon is
0.282761 ± 15 (2S0.n = 14) compared to the literaturevalueofO.282767± 18
(Vervoolt, 20 I0). The average 176 Hf/ 177 Hf ratio for the 91500 zircon is 0.282306 ±
0.000015 (2S0,n= 16) compared to the literature value ofO.282308± 0.000006 (2S0:
Blichert-Toft,2008)(TableS4-2.2).
For unknown zircon grains. the initial 176Hf/177 Hfratios were ca Iculatedusingthe
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measured

176 Lu

i

77

Hf, the

176 Lu

(2004) and the LA-ICPMS

decay constant,"A= 1.867 x IO- II /yr. of Soderlund et al.

207 pbPOOPb

zircon age for each individual grain. Epsilon Hf

values are calculated using the present-day CHUR

176 Hf/

177

Hfand

176 Lu /I77 Hfvalues

of

0.282785 and 0.0336, respectively(Bouvieretal.,2008). The depleted mantle model of
Griffinetal. (2000), modified to the

176 Lu

decay constant of Soderlund etal. (2004) and

present-day CHUR Lu-Hf composition of Bouvier et al. (2008) by Andersen et al. (2009)
was used as a reference. This model has a present-day
= +16.4) at

176 Lu /I77 Hf=

176 Hf/

177

Hfvalue of 0.28325 (EHf

0.0388, similar to modern-day MORB (Andersen et aI., 2009).
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Chapter 5: Summary
The Earth is differentiated intoa mantle and crust but the timing and mechanism
of these differentiation events is uncertain. Some researchers have argued for massive to
moderate amounts of continental crust formation in the Archean while others have argued
for large amounts of early mafic crust that was quickly recycled back into the deep
mantle. The long-lived incompatible element depletion of the upper mantle provides
some of the best evidence for the early crust because rocks 0lderthan-3 Ga are rare in
the present-day crust. A major limiting factor for studies ofanc ientcrust-mantle
differentiation isthe pervasive Illetamorphislll and econdaryalterationaffectingalmost
all Archean rock samples preserved today at the surface of the Earth. The significance of
whole rock analyses of Archean rocks for trace elements and radiogenic isotopes is
unclear, and debate over whether magmatic compositions are preserved by whole rocks is
ongoing.
Advances in analytical equipment over the past 10to 15 years, particularly LAICPMSandSIMS,haveallowedearthscientiststotakeanalternativeapproachto
geochemistry.lnsteadofanalyzingbulksalllpies.scientistscan utilize in-situ methods
and target magmatic domains preserved in individllallllinerais. identified traditionally
using a polarizing optical microscope and further characterized with SSE and CL
illlagingbyscanningelectronmicroscopy.ltisexpectedthesemagmaticdolllains
preserve initial parent-daughter isotope ratios, which provide information abollt magma

It is recognized that tholeiites are the majorprodllctofmantle-derived magmatism
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in the Archean. Unfoliunately, the fine-grained minerals in these rocks are typically
affected pervasively by secondary alteration and metamorphic reaction. In principle,
magmatic minerals, or domains therein, may be preserved in Archean tholeiites and could
be targeted for in-situ analysis. In practice, however, the SillaII crystal size and extent of
secondary processing Illakes this task difficull. A moreatlractiveapproach for in situ
analysis isto use coarse-grained pilitonic rocks with igneous dOlllains that are Illore likely
to be preserved and more easily identified within the largercrystalspresenl.
Anorthosites area distinct rock type of the Archean with characteristic
plagioclase Illegacrysts that have long been interpreted as preserved igneollsminerals. It
has also becollleobvious that Archean anorthosites contain zircon,whichcanbellsedto
establish robust crystallization ages for anorthosite complexeSlhrough U-Pb
geochronology. The zircon also can provide insights into the nature of the source of
anorthosile magmas using Lu-Hfisotopes.ln-sitllmethodstodeterminethe Hfisotope
composition of zircons have expanded during the recent past dlle to development of LAMC-ICPMS methods. which enable targeting of specific domains within a zircon crystal
to focus on thecharacterizalion ofa specific source. Hfisotopes in zircon are ideal tracers
of manlie evolution and the liming of crusI formation because of their low Lu/Hf
(parentldaughler)ratio.requiringminimalcorreclionforradiogenicin-growth.andthe
demonstrated ability of zircon to preserve initial isotope compositions through
metamorphism and secondary alteration.
Although the Hfcolllpositionofzircon isapowerful isotopic tracer, a limitation
of the Hf-zirconlllethod isthe inability to constrain both the
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176 Lu /I77 Hf.characteristicof

the mantle and/or crustal sources. and the Hfdepleted mantle model age (T DM ) of the host
rocks of the zircon uniquely: one must be assumed to calculate the 0 ther. One approach
used to constrain 176Lu/I77 Hfand T DM is to link Hfisotope compositions and O-isotope
compositions measured fromthesamezirconcrystaI.TDMforzircongrainswith"mantlelike" O-isotope compositions are calculated using 176Lu/I77Hfratiostypicalofmantlederivedmaficrocksorprimitivegranitoids.whereaszircongrainswith"elevated"Oisotope ratios are modeled assuming the involvement of sedimentarysources,providing
hybrid TDM ages. In our approach, we use the timing of source extraction, TDM for
mantle-derived rocks such as Archean anorthosites, determined from the in-situ Pb
isotope measurements of igneous plagioclase that crystallized from the same magmatic
rock as zircon. The value for the TDM is then used to constrain the 176Lu/I77 Hf of the
zircon grains analyzed for Hf-isotopesand

-Pbage. The 176Lu/I77 Hfratio is

characteristic of mafic or more evolved sources. Pb isotopes in piagioclaseareideal
tracers of crust and mantle evolution as well as sensitive indicators of igneous processes
suchasmagmamixingandcrustalcontamination.Plagioclasealso has the advantage of
verylowUconcentrationsrequiringminimalcorrectionforradiogenicin-growth. We
specifically explored the possibility of using the Pb isotopic measurements in plagioclase
from the same rock as the zircon in Archean anorthosites in order to constrain the mantle
extraction age and nature of their sources.
The difficultly with measuring Pb isotopes in-situ in plagioclase is the lowtolal
Pbconcentration. typically less than 15 ppm total Pb. At these levels. laser ablation
measurements of the Pb isotope composition of plagioclase are not sufficiently precise
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and accurate for studies of igneous geochemistry. using the faraday cup configuration
that is standard on multi-collector ICPMS instruments. The integration of ion counters in
thecoliectorconfigurationoftheMC-ICPMScan,however.enableinsituisotopic
measurementoftraceelementsinmineralssuchasPbisotopesinplagioclase.lon
countershavel11uchgreatersignaltonoiseratiosthanfaradaydetectorsand a multi-ion
counting system has the ability to measure the Pb isotope compos it ion of plagioclase with
low total Pbconcentrations precisely and accurately. Drawbacks of ion counters are that
theyaremuchlessstablethanfaradaydetectorsand,whenthethesiswasbegun,there
was nowell-established method for laser ablation Pb isotope measurementsusingonly
ion counters in widespread use. A major goal of this thesis wastherefore to develop such
a method and apply it to Archean anorthosites.
Chapter 2 (thesis paper I) was the first step in the development of the analytical
method to measure in-situ Pb isotopes by LA-MC-ICPMS. The work explored the
various aspects of measuring Pb isotopesof'Pb-poor' « 15 ppm total Pb)silicateglass
standard reference materials. Glasses were chosen over natura I minerals because of their
presumed homogeneous geochemical and isotopic composition. avoiding the
complicating effects of variations in natural minerals. and th eirwell-establishedPb
isotope composition. The main challenges of making LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope
measurements centered around the issues of correcting forthe

2
04 Hg

interference on the

minor 204 Pb isotope; drift of the ion counters over the course ofananalyticalsession;and
theabilitytoproperlycorrectforrnassbiasusingexternalcorrection methods. Average
Pb isotope ratios measured using 40

~m

laser spots in this study for the MPI-DING
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reference glasses TI-G (11.6 ppm total Pb) and ATI-IO-G (5.67 ppm total Pb) agree
withinO.10%andO.15%respectivelyofthepreferredvalues.Forsilicate glasses with
even lower Pb concentrations, MPI-DING KL2-G (2.07 ppm total Pb) and ML3B-G
(1.28ppmtotaIPb),measuredPbisotoperatiosthatincllidetheminor204-isotopeagree
within 0.75 % of the accepted values with typical precisions of < 0.85 % (RSD) using 69
~mspots;measured207Pb/206Pband208Pb;206PbarewithinO.25%ofpreferredvalueswith

precisions of< 0.25% (RSD).
Chapter 3 (thesis paper 2) further explored the LA-MC-ICPMS Pb isotope
methodappliedtoinsituanalysesaddressingtheissueofwhetherornotbiasesin
instrument response, or"matrix effects", exist between sil icateglassesandvariolls
minerals,specificallyplagioclaseandslilfides.TheconcernwasthatPbisotope
measurementsoncertainmineralsmightsllfferfrommatrixeffectsunlessthecalibration
standard was an exact matrix match to the target mineral of interest. Feldspar minerals
andsulfides,twomatriceswithlargedifferencesincompositionandablationbehavior,
werechosentodeterminetheqllalityofdataobtainedwhencalibrating salllpies with
standards having different physical and chemicalcharacteristics. The work demonstrated
thatmatrixmatchingwasnotrequiredtoaccuratelymeaslirePbisotopesinPb-poor
plagioclase and slilfide minerals and that silicate glass refere nce materials could be used
as calibration standards to prod lice acceptable results for both feldspars and sulfides.
Chapter 4 (thesis paper 3) presented the resultsofPb isotope measurementsof
plagioclase megacrysts from two Archean anolthositecomplexesinsolithWest
Greenland. The Fiskenressetand Nunataarsuk anorthosite complexes are two of the best
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preserved Archean anorthosite complexes on Earth. In-situ U-Pb zircon geochronology
by LA-ICPMS determined that both anorthosite complexes crystallized at - 2900 Ma and
LA-MC-ICPMS Lu-Hf isotopic measurements of the zircon demonstrated that they also
have a similar range OfEllfcompositions. TheEllfvalues for both Fiskenressetand
unataarsuk fall betlVeenexpected values for-2900 Madepleted mantleandacrustal
component. The Pbisotopedata foreachanorthositecomplexshareasilllilard epleted
lllantleendlllell1berbutdivergefroll1thispointinoppositedirections,Fiskenressetto
1l10reradiogenic Pb isotope crustal cOll1positionsand Nunataarsuk to lessradiogenicPb
isotopecrustalcoll1positions. ThePb isotope data are used to constrain thetill1ingofcrust
extraction foreachanorthositecoll1plex(Fiskenresset=3700Ma;
Ma). This information is then used to calculate the

176 Lu/ I77 Hf

Illemberofeachanorthositecolllplex. The calculated

unataarsuk=4200

for the crustal end

176 Lu /I77 HfforFiskenressetand

Nunataarsuk are characteristic oflllafic crust (-0.03). The exciting illlplicationofthis
result is that ancient, Hadean to Eoarcheanll1aficcrustssurvived for-I billion years
lVithintheArcheancratonofsouthWestGreenland,andarepossiblystillpreservedin
theFiskenressetand

unataarsukregionstoday.
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Chap. 15 from Mineralogical Association of Canada Short Course, Vancouver, B.c.
Souders A.K. and Sylvester P.J. (2008b) Use of multiple channeltron ion counters for

LA-MC-ICPMS analysis of common lead isotopes in silicate glasses. In Laser Ablation
ICP-MS in the Earth Sciences: Current Practices and Outstanding Issues, v. 40 (ed. PJ.
Sylvester). Mineralogical Association of Canada p. 79 - 92.

INTRODUCTION

Oneofthemostsignificantdevelopmentsinlaserablation-inductivelycoupled
plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) over the past decade has been the growth of in
situ, high precision isotope ratio analyses of geological materialsusingmulticollector
(MC) magnetic sector instruments. A variety of isotopic systems have been investigated
including boron (e.g. Tiepoloetal.,2006):magnesium(e.g. Norman etal.,2006): silicon
(e.g. Chmeleffetal., 2008): sulfur (e.g. Masonetal.,2006);ironandcopper(e.g.

Graham etal.,2004); rubidium-strontium (e.g. Woodhead etal.,2005); samariumneodymium (e.g. McFarlane & McCulloch, 2008); lutetium-hafnium (e.g. lizuka &
Hirata, 2005); rhenium-osmium (e.g. Pearson etal.. 2002); uranium-lead (e.g Simonetti
etal.,2008)and U-series(e.g. Eggins et aI., 2005). Most of these studies have focused
on isotopes that are sufficiently abundant in the sample (e.g. Mginolivine: S. FeandCu
in sulfides, Nd in monazite: Hfin zircon) such that Faraday detectors can be used for ion
collection.
There are many advantages of Faraday collection such as efficiencyand uniform
response (see Longerich,2008 for further discussion) but their precision is severely
compromisedbyresistornoiseatlowsignalintensities,asarefoundduringinsitu
analysis of isotopes of minor to trace elements in minerals and glasses. In these cases,
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discrete-dynode. secondary electron multipliers (SEMs) or continuous-dynode,channel
electron multipliers (CEMs orChanneltrons") may be employed. Figure I, forinslance.
illustrates the improved precision that can bealtainedona

208 Pb

signal of-40.000cps

using a Channeltron ion counter (1.5% RSD) compared to Faraday detector (6.7% RSD).
In this short course volume. Simonetti etal. (2008) describe the useofSEMsin
conjunction with Faradays for LA-MC-ICP-MS U-Pb geochronology. Here. we report
on LA-MC-ICP-MS analyses for silicate glass standard reference materials (SRMs) using
Channeltrons. Our results on these SRMs have already been reported elsewhere (Souders
&Sylvester.2008)butherewegivemoredetailsonlheanalyticaI procedures used and
principles behind them. The use ofChanneltrons for LA-MC-ICP-MS is a relatively new
development. Tiepoloetal. (2006) used Channeltrons for in situ boron-isotope
measurements by LA-MC-ICP-MS. Cocherie & Robert (2008) reported combined
Channeltron-Faraday measurements for LA-MC-ICP-MS U-Pb zircon geochronology.

PRINICPLES OF MULTI-ION COUNTING WITH ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS

loncountingandtheuseofelectronmultipliershavebeenincorporatedintomass
spectrometry for almost 50 years to detect and measure ions of low-to moderate-intensity
ion beams, that is. less than 106 counts per second (cps). The physical process that
allows electron multipliers, or ion counters, to operate issecondaryionemission. The
general principle of secondary electron emission isthata particle or ion impacts a highvoltage surface, or dynode, causing the release of secondary electrons from the outer
layers of atoms. The number of electrons produced byan impact is dependant onlhe
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type of particle hining the surface (i.e. positive ion. negative ion. electron. etc.). the angle
of contact between the particle and the surface, the mass and energyoftheincoming
particles and the condition of the surface. The electrons produced by this initial collision
are directed down the detector by an electric potential gradient. generating even more
secondary electrons each timea collision occurs between an electronand the dynode
surface inside the detector. This amplification process is quite effective: some 10
thousand to 100 million electrons are produced from each ion. Eventually the electrons
reach an output device at the end of the ion counter, where a resul tantpulseisproduced
that is processed using digital electronics.
A schematic ofa Channeltron continuous-dynode electron multi plierisshown in
Figure 2. They consist of curved lead-silicate glass tubes that have the ability to detect
both positive and negative ions, electrons and photons. A potentialbetween-2000and
3200 V is applied to the top, or input end, of the CEM and decreases steadily to ground
state at the output end of the detector. Secondary electrons generated at the input end of
the detector are driven down the channel toa collector by the potentialgradient
generating even more secondary electrons each time the particlescomeincontactwith
the inner surface walls of the detector (Burle Technologies Inc .. 2003). SEMsoperateon
the same principle asCEMs. but consist of discrete dynode plates(seeSimonenietal..
2008) rather than a continuous dynode.
Electron gains, or the output current divided by the input current (which are less
thanIOO%),areafunctionoftheapplication,thevoltageappliedlothedetectorandthe
length of the dynode surface within the detector. The voltage applied
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10

each detector has

an effect on the impact energy of ions arriving at the detector. which in turn influences
theelectrongainofthedetector.lnordertomaintainnormalgains,ilisimportantto
make sure the operalional voltage of the ion counler is set properIy.ltisalsoimportant
lounderstandthationcountergain change or "drift" with exposure to ion currents over
time. even within a single analytical sessionofa few hours. The challenge for isotope
ratio measurements using multiple ion counters (MICs) is that each Channeltron will see
different count rates, which are largely a function oftherelat ive abundances of the
isotopesmeasured,andthusthecross-calibrationnormalizationfaclorsforthedifferent
gains between the delectors or "yields"will drift as well. Ifthedrifl is linear over time
however it may be corrected usingaslandard-sample-standard bracketing technique
assumingthallhe standard and sample drift in an analogous fashion (Tiepoloel a I.. 2006:
Souders & Sylvesler. 2008: Cocherie & Robert, 2008). Drift may also be correcled by
normalizalionlotheinvarianlratioofanisotopepairthatisanalyzed atlhe same lime as
the unknown isotope ratio (e.g. Pearsonelal.,2008). Possibleconcernsaboutdifferences
indriftbetweenlhesampleandanexlernalreferencematerialareeliminated if the
invarianlpairisoflhesamechemicalelementaslheunknownisotope ralio pair (e.g
179

Hf/ J77 Hffor

176

Hf/ I77 Hf).

Linearity of the ioncounlerscan become compromised by lheaccuracy of pulse
pileupor"deadtime"correctionsalcounlralesexceedingapproximately300.000cps.
Thus il is recommended to adjust LA paramelers(beam size, fluence, repetition rate) so
lhatanalyticalworkcanbecarriedoulatcountratesbelowtheselevels. Thisisan
unusual(bulwelcome)caseinmicrobeam-basedgeoanalysiswherelheanalytical
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protocols for optimal data quality are in concert with the desire of the geologist to reveal
tine scale heterogeneities in minerals by reducing the analyticalvolumeasmuchas
possible.
Tiepoloetal. (2006) have indicated that a "burn-in" period is needed for the
stabilization of the gain factors for new Channeltrons. They suggested thatChanneltrons
becomeincreasinglystableafterexposuretomorethanl.5billion counts and have an
operation voltage higher than 2300 V. Overmonthstoyears(dependingonuse),the
surface of the detector where electron multiplication takes piace will begin to degrade
due to contamination from the vacuum system and asa result of ion impacts. The
operationalvoltageofthedetectorwillneedtobeincreasedinordertokeeptheimpact
energy of arriving pal1iclesconstantand to maintain normal electron gains. Thus. it is
advantageous to keep count rates low «300,000 cps) not only to limit detector drift and
potential dead time correction errors, but also in order to prolongthelife-spanoftheion
counters before replacement becomes necessary.

PROCEDURES FOR LA-MC-ICP-MS ANALYSES OF PB-ISOTOPES USING
M1JLTIPLE CHANNELTRONS
Instrumentation

Illsilillead isotope measurements described in this chapter were performedona

Thermo Finnigan NEPTUNE double-focusing multi-collector (MC)-ICP-MS equipped
with nine FaradaydetectorsandeightChanneltron ion counters. The ion counters are
identical in size to the Faraday detectors and can be attached tothe high or low mass side
ofaFaradaycupwithinthecoliectorarray(Schwietersetal.,2004). A generalized
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schematic of the NEPTUNE MC-lCP-MS is shown in Figure 3. Normal instrument
operatingparametersandthecollectorconfigurationusedinthis study are provided in
Tables I and 2, respectively. Five ion counters are attached to the low mass side of
Faraday cup L4. They are used for the static, concurrent measurement of

202

Hg, 20\Hg +

Pb), 206 pb, 207Pb and 208Pb. The 202 Hgmeasurement is used to correct for the isobaric
interferenceof204Hgon204Pb. Mercury isaubiquitous laboratorycontaminanl, present
inthegassuppliesforthelCP-MSandfromotherenvironmentalsources thaI can coal
surfaces of instrument components and sample mounts. It also canbeaconstituentofthe
sample matrix itself. To reduce levels of mercury in the argon gas, an activated charcoal
filter made by Frontier GeoSciences Inc. is placed in the gas line tothelCPtorch. The
dry sorbent in the trap collects the vapor phase mercury present in both elemental and
oxidized forms.
It is possible to monitor 235 U (simultaneously with the lead isotopes) in an ion

counter attached toa high mass Faraday cup due to the massdispers ion provided by the
dynamic zoom optics of the NEPTUNE system and the variable mulli-collector array. In
this chapter. however, 235 U data are not discussed because we are concerned only with
describing lead isotope analyses in silicate glass SRMsofknown cOlllposition. Butthe
reader should keep in mind that 235 U dalawould be valuable for lead isotope
investigationsofmineralsorglassesofunknowncompositioninwhich lead isotope ratios
have been modified by the in-growth of radiogenic leadviathedecayofuraniumafter
crystallization, or in uranium-rich phases such as zircon Illeasured forU-Pb
geochronology.
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A Geolas laser ablation system is linked to the MC-ICP-MS for ill si/II analyses.
This system includes a lambda PhysikComPex Pro II0ArFexcimeriaseroperatingata
wavelengthofl93nmanda pulse width of20 ns. Typical operating conditions for the
2

Geolas system are included in Table I. A laser fluence of approximately 5 J/cm and a
repetition rateoflO Hz were used for all glass analyses. The spot size of the analyses
ranged from 40 to 99

~lJl1

depending on the total Pb concentrations of the glasses.

Samples were ablated in helium gas, which reduces sample re-deposition and elemental
fractionation while increasing sensitivity for 193nm ablation (Egginse/al., 1998;
Gunther and Heinrich, 1999). Mercury was filtered from the helium using gold-coated
glass wool placed on the helium gas line feeding the ablation cel I.

Long-termsettingsofChanneltrons

The dead time for each ion counter on our instrument is set to 70nsatthe
recommendation of the manufacturer due to the tendency for Channeltronstoproduce
double-pulses, the second arriving 30-40 ns after the main pulse (Tiepoloetal. 2006).
The dark noise and operation voltage for each ioncounterarecheckedeveryfewlllonths.
The typical dark noise measurement fora single ioncounterhasnotexceededO.0060cps.
A plateau calibration curve (cps vs. voltage) is constructed to determine the operation
voltage for each ion counter using a PCl script within the NEPTUNE operating software.
This procedure is performed in solution mode for each ion counter individually. The
calibrationcurveisconstructedbyfocusingtheionbeal11intooneioncounterwhilethe
operation voltage of that ion counter is increased in20Vincrements. The output signal
for each step is recorded in counts per second. The operation voltage for each ion
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counterisdeterminedbyobservingthepoint,orbendinthecurve where the change in
signal intensity(cps)nolongersignificantlyincreaseswithacorrespondingincreasein
the detector voltage. The operating voltage can be different for each ion counter so a
plateau calibration curve must be constructed for each individ ualioncounter. Operating
voltages for the Channeltrons in our laboratory were set at-21 OOY when they were new
and had reached-3000 Y when they first needed to be replaced.

Sample preparation

Sample preparation for LA-MC-ICP-MS is relatively straightforward. In the case
here, small separates of the silicate glass SRMsweremounted in 1001'25 mm rings using
epoxy resin. Once the epoxy had cured, the mount was ground toa flat surface and
polished using diamond abrasive, exposing a cross-section ofeachglass. The mounts fit
inside circular cavities of the polycarbonate holders fashion ed for the laser ablation cell.
The SRMs discussed here are USGS BCR2-G and MPI-DING TI-G. ATHO-G,
KL2-G and ML3B-G, made by fusion of natural rocks. BCR2-G, KL2-G and ML3B-G
all have basaltic compositions whereas T I-G is a quartz-diorite and ATHO-G is a
rhyolite. Each glass has well-defined lead isotope ratios and chemical composition, with
total lead concentrations ranging from-I to II ppm (Jochum eta!. 2000; Jochum eta!.
2005a;Jochum eta!. 2006a).
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Tasks for set-up of an analytical session of isotope ratio measurements

Figure4isaflowchartdocumentingthestep-by-steptasksthatananalystneeds
to do each day that LA-MC-ICP-MS analyses are to be carried out. To begin. great care
must be given to eliminate any potential contamination from theambient environment on
the surfaces of components of the ICP-MS instrument(ablationcel I, transfer tubing,
torch, cones, etc.) and the samples themselves. This is particularly true of lead and other
"sticky" metals that are ubiquitous contaminants in laboratory settings. It is true that
laboratory contaminants can be removed from the surface of sample mountsby"preablation"fora few seconds before the "analytical ablation"is carried out but since this
only disperses contaminants into the sample introduction system where they maybe
released during subsequent analyses, we emphasize careful cleaninginstead.
Ourepoxymountsarecleanedinanultrasonicbathforapproximately 15min
with double-distilled water, deionized and purified (to 18 MQ cm,l) by a Milli-Q water
system. The surface of each mount is then scrubbed with double-distilled, -8 N HN03
followed by a Milli-Q water rinse. The mount is left to dry in a positive-pressure air box
prior to loading into the laser ablation sample cell. The ICPtorch, injector, quartz shield,
glassT-piece used to mix the He and AI' gases, and sampler and skimmer cones are all
cleaned prior to each analytical session as well. Torch parts and glassware are soaked in
a -0.5 N HN03 bath and subsequently rinsed with double-distilled -8N HN03 followed
by a Milli-Q water rinse. Residue from prior ablations was removed from both the
sampleandskimmerconeswithacotton-toppedapplicatorandeach cone was rinsed
with deionized water prior to installation on the instrumenl.
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The next steps in the daily set-up involve instrument tuning and delerminationsof
yields (cross-calibration normalization factors) for the Channeltrons, which are both done
in solution mode prior to in situ laser analyses. On the NEPTUNE, after a typical 30 to
45minutewarm-upperiod,gasflow.torchposition,andlensfocus potentials are all first
adjusted for maximum sensitivityas\\ell as optimal peak shape and peak overlap using
the Faraday detectors and aspirating a 10 ppb Pb

B5981 solution (Table 2). Typical

sensitivity is 28 mY or -1,750,000 cps (I mV is -62,500 cps) per ppb 20R pb. Following a
brief wash-out with dilute HN0 3, the collector array is repositioned for the collection of
202 Hg, 204(Hg + Pb), 206 pb, 207Pb. and 208Pb in the 5 MICs attached to the low-mass end of
Faraday cup L4 (Table 2).
Determination of the ion counter yields is shown schematically in Figure 5. This
process is similarto determining the gain fora Faraday collector but instead of an
electronic pulse being sent through each detector. the relative yield of each ion counter is
determined by a dynamic peak jumping method which sequentially places a reference
signal of-IOO,OOO cps intoeachofthe8 ion counters by changing the mass setting for
the center Faraday cup. The relative yield value for each ion counter is determined in
solution mode to maximize signal stability and atlain the best pI'ecision. Thedynamic
cycle is repeated 10tillles using an integrationtillleof8 sec. The relative yield value for
each ion counter to be used in the analytical session (ICI-IC5 in the case of lead
isotopes) is then deterlllined by normalizing the average of the

111 easuredsignalintensities

foreachioncountertotheaverageresponseoflCI. Iftherelativeyieldvailiesarenot
within 80%ofICI,theoperation voltage on the ioncounterisadj listed.
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After another brief wash-out period. the instrument is switched tolaserablalion
mode and rechecked for sensitivity on a known reference materia land, if necessary,
retuned. Under dry plasma conditions a typical sensitivity of23,000 cps per ppm 208 Pb
for ill situ analyses of BCR2-G (-II ppm total Pb) with a 40

~m

laser spot is achieved

using our instrumentation. Signal intensities during ill situ analysisaretypicallylessthen
-5 mY. or -312.500 cps. in all ion counters (for BCR2-G with a 40

~lIn

spot, -230.000

cps208pbistypical).loncounterbackgroundsareusuallylessthan 1000 cps for all the
lead isotopes.

Analyticalroutinc

The duration of each standard and sample analysis in our experiments is- 120
seconds or 120 cycles using an integration time of-I sec/cycle. The first 30 seconds
(cycles) are used to measure the background count rates with the laser off folio wed by 60
seconds of laser ablation monitoring of the 202 Hg, 204Pb. 206Pb,207Pband 208Pb isotopes
followed bya 30 second wash-out.
Standard-sample-standard bracketing is employed to correct for instrumental
mass fractionation intheargonplasmaandothercomponentsoftheICP(e.g.,thetransfer
lenses),aswellasfordetectordrift. The lead isotopic system does not have an invariant
isotopic pair that can be used to monitor fractionation and drift. Also. the configuration
of ion counters on our instrument does not allow usto monitor mass bias and drift
relative to an aspirated thallium tracer solution of known isotopic composition or
measured 202 Hg/200 Hg using the MICs in static mode (Pearson et aI., 2008). For
bracketing, the lead isotope measurement of every three unknown samples are preceded
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and followed by three measurements oflhe bracketing slandard, BCR2-G. Souders and
Sylvesler (2008) discussed the suitability of BCR2-G as a bracketing standard for in silu
lead isotope measurements including its homogeneity (which, 0 nthemicron-scale,is
207
belterthanl%forleadisotoperatioswith 204PbandasgoodasO.15%for Pbp06Pb),
andgivethecalibrationvaluesusedforleadisoloperatiosinthis material.
On-line corrections foryield,dark noise and dead time are performedusingthe
NEPTUNE software prior to downloading the measured mass intensities into an Excel
spreadsheelforoff-linesubtraclionofmeangasbackgroundintensitiesfromthetimeresolved signal intensities for each isotope, 204 Hg inlerferencecorrectionson

204

Pb

(described below), lead isoloperatiocalculations,and instru mental mass bias corrections
(Albarede el 01., 2004). Lead isotope ratios determined for the set of three BCR2-G
slandardsrun before and after each setof3 unknowns are averaged together. The lead
isotope ratios for the unknowns are linearly inlerpolated,anchoredbytheaveragevalue
oflhe lhree standards.
As nOledabove, brackeling with an external standard can becarried oUlby simple
interpolation only ifdrift inlhe measured isotopic ratios ofthe standard are linear over
lhe course of an analytical session, and there are no differencesinmassbiasbetweenlhe
standard matrix and the sample matrix. Figure 6 illustrales how the Channeltrons used
for 206Pb (IC3) and 208Pb (IC5) drifted for BCR2-G, MUB-G, KL2-G and ATHO-G
SRMsoverthecourseoftwoexperimentsseparatedbyfivemonthsinourlaboratory.
208Pbisabouttwiceasabundanlas 206 PbintheSRMsandlhustheefficiencyoflC5
decreases more rapidlythanlC3 as it is exposed togrealerlolal counts over time than
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IC3. The 208PbP06Pb ratio decreases accordingly but ina linear fashion that is consistent
for all four SRM glasses. It is pat1icularly noteworthy that ATHO-G, a rhyolite glass,
exhibits similar drift behavior as BCR2-G, ML3B-G and KL2-G, which are basalt
glasses. This gives us some confidence that BCR2-G can be effectively used as a
bracketing standard for lead isotope measurements in unknowng lasses of basalt to
rhyolite composition. Note that the total drift of the Channeltrons was much greater in
the later experiment (May 2007) than in the earlier one (December 2006). This may
reflect the fact that the operation voltage settings for the ion co untershadnotbeen
recentlycalibratedbeforetheMay2007experiment,incontrasttotheDecember2006
experiment.

Interference corrections for mercury on

204 Pb

The main motivation forusingmulticollectorlCP-MS instruments for
measurements of lead isotope ratios rather than singlecollectorinstrumentsisthe
potential to determine ratios involving the minor 204 Pb isotope much more precisely. The
ability to measure lead isotope ratios involving 204Pb is particularly difficult in leadpoor samples due to its low relative abundance (-1.4 % of all common lead) and the
204
isobaric interference from 204 Hgmentioned above. The interference from Hg is
potentially very significant for laser analyses where target materials contain more than
-10 ppm Hg, and even for materials with less Hg where lead concentrations are very low

«5 ppm total Pb).
We have explored two methods for interference corrections for 204Hgon204Pb,
which are detailed in Figure7and in Souders and Sylvester (2008). In Method I,which
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is very similartotheoff-line204-correction procedure presented in Horstwoode/al.
(2003) and Paule/al. (2005), gas background subtraction removes the 204 Pb and 204 Hg in
204
the gas from the 20\Hg+ Pb) measurement, and anyresidual Hgderived from the
sample itselfiscalculated from the 204 HgP0 2Hg and the background-corrected 202 Hg
measurement in the sample. 204 HgP02 Hg is ideally calculated from the relative natural
abundances of the mercury isotopes and a mass bias

factor(~)

determined from the

observed 202 HgPOOHg, measured in the gas background at the startofa day"s laser
202
ablation session usingacupconfiguration in which 200Hg is collected inlCI and Hgin
IC2. With our instrumentation, however, we could not measure 202 HgPOOHg in the ion
counters accurately (possibly due to an isobaric interference on

202

Hg). We thus had to

simply assume that 204 HgP02Hg had the natural ratio recommended by IUPAC (Rosman
and Taylor, 1997).
In Method 2, the 204HgP02Hgofthe gas background is determined from
measurements of 202 Hg, 20\Hg+Pb) and 208Pb made with the laser off prior to each
analysis. For each gas background measurementcycle,204 Pb iscalculatedfromthe
measured208Pband208PbP04Pb,assumingthattheactualisotopiccompositionofleadin
the gas is given by the 208 Pb/204 Pb for modern lead e0 8 PbP0 4Pb= 38.63 +/-0.98; Stacey
and Kramers, 1975). The 204 Hgin the gas is then determined by subtraction of the
calculated 204 Pb from the measured 204(Hg+ Pb), and a calculated 204 Hg/202 Hg in the gas
is derived using the measured 202 Hg in the gas. With both 204Pb and 204 HgP02Hg in the
gas nowestablished,the 204 Pb for each laser ablation measurementcycleisdeterminedby
subtracting 204Hg from the measured 20\Hg + Pb) using the measured 202Hg during laser
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ablation and the average lQ.l HgP01 Hg for the gas background. Theresulting 104 Pb is then
background corrected using the average lQ.l pb calculated for the gas background.
Souders and Sylvester (2008) tested both methods and found that Method 2 gave
somewhat more precise results for their data sets. They also showed that while withinrun Auctuations in the mass bias factor (~) calculated from 202 Hg/200 Hg in Method I will
have little affect on the accuracy of the ftnal lead isotope resultsformostnaturalsilicate
glasses, which have204Hgp04Pb ratios of less than 0.5, data qua litywillbedegraded for
minerals (notably some sulftdes) with 104 Hgp04 Pb intensitiesgreaterthan-2 (Figure 8).
Therefore Method 2 is preferred for determining lead isotope ratios from LA-MC-ICPMSdata.

ION COU TER LINEARITY

The linearity of each of ion counters IC2-IC5asa function of count rate is
shown for both solution and laser analysis in Figures9and 10, respectively. In the
solution experiment. a seriesofSRM 981 dissolutions with total lead concentrations from
0.025toO.lppbwereanalyzed.Signalintensitiesvariedfromafew hundred counts per
second for 204 Pb to-120.000 cps for 108 Pb (Fig. 9A-D). All resultsarewell-correlated(r2
> 0.99) showing a linear increase in count rate with increasing Pbconcentration. The

laser linearity test was performed by ablating BCR2-G for 60 seconds and varying the
total volume of material ablated by changing the diameter of the laser spot while keeping
the laser energy (3 J/cm 1) and laser repetition rate (10 Hz) constant. Lead count rates
ranged from -300 cps (20 ~m spot) to -4000 cps (I 09 ~m spot) for 204 pb, to -7000 cps
(20 ~1I11 spot) to -130.000 cps (I 09 ~m spot) for 208 Pb (Fig. lOA-D). This is associated
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3
calculated laser pit volumes of-18,000 ~1I113to -575,000 flm respectively. Again, the
resultsarewell-correlated(r 2>0.99)withcountratesincreasing linearly with increasing
spot size.
The co-linearity of the ioncountersasa function of count rate isillustratedfor
both solution (Fig. 9E-H) and laser ablation (Fig. IOE-H) analyses using 208PbP04 Pb
(IC5/IC2) and 207 pbP06Pb (IC4/IC3) ratios. The figures plot the data both before (E-F)
andafter(G-H)massbiascorrectionswereappliedandareshownrelativetothe
preferred values of each of SRM 981 (Baker et al. 2004) and BCR2-G
(http://georem.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de). The results of the solution and laser analyses show
that within the range of lead concentrations and amounts ofablated material that were
evaluated,the mass bias corrected lead isotope ratios match thepreferredvaluestobetter
than-0.2% for the solution data and to within-0.7to 1% for the laser data. The
somewhat better accuracy for the solution data compared to the Iaserdatareflect
additional sources of error in laser analyses beyond ion counter co-linearity. These
additional errors are probably associated with the generation, transport and vaporization
of laser-derived aerosols.

ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF SILICATE GLASS ANALYSES

Souders and Sylvester (2008) reported lead isotope ratios fort he silicate glass
SRMs TI-G (11.6 ppm total Pb), ATHO-G (5.67 ppm total Pb), KL2-G (2.07 ppm total
Pb)and ML3B-G(I.38ppmtotal Pb),measured using the methods discussed in this
chapter (Figure II). Results forTI-G and ATHO-G agree, on average, with the preferred
valuestowithinO.10%andO.15%,respectiveIY,using40f,lmlaserablationspots.For
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KL2-G and ML3B-G, measured mean 208.207.206Pb/ 204 Pb ratios are within 0.75% of the
acceptedvaluesusing69flmspots,whereasmeasuredmean207PbP06Pb and 208PbP06Pb
ratios are within 0.45% of preferred values. For the glasses with the lowest
concentrations of lead, Method 2 for the mercury interferencecorrectionproduces
somewhat more accurate and precise results than Method I.
Figure 12providesacomparisonbetweentheexternaiprecisionof

207

Pb/206Pb

and 208 pbP 04Pb ratios determined by Souders and Sylvester (2008) with the combined
SEM-Faraday, LA-MC-ICP-MS measurements of Paul el al. (2005) and Simonetti el al.
(2005) and the single-SEM-collector, LA- sector field (SF)-ICP-MS data of Jochum el 01.
(2005b) and Jochum elal. (2006b). For laser spot sizes between 90 to 120!lm, the
external precision of the multi-Channeltron LA-MC-ICP-MS measurements of Souders
and Sylvester (2008) for both the 207PbP06Pb and 208PbP04Pb ratios in the SRMs with the
lowest lead concentrations, KL2-G and ML3B-G, show a distinct improvement when
compared to the measurements made with the combined SEM-Faraday LA-MC-ICP-MS
and single-SEM-collector LA-SF-ICP-MS methods. For 40 and 50 flm spots on the
SRMs with somewhat more lead, ATHO-G and TI-G, there is improvement in the
precision on 208 pbP 04Pb ratios for the data of Souders and Sylvester (2008) compared to
the single-SEM-collectordata, but not in the precision on 207 pbP0 6Pbratios. The results
attesttotheparticularimprovementinexternalprecisionthatcanbeachievedforlead
isotoperatiosinvolving 204 Pbwhenioncountersareusedtocoliectall4 lead isotopes in
lead-poor samples. With multicollectorcupconfigurationsthat include Faraday
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detectors. it is necessary to produce a signal ofatleast-5mY (-310,000 cps) to preserve
acceptable levels of precision.
Souders and Sylvester (2008) compared the theoretical andobse rvedlimitsof
precision for the multiple Channeltron measurements for lead isotopes using the observed
internal precision for the silicate SRMsglassesthattheyanalyzed,plotted asa function
of total

208

Pb intensity (Figure 13). Theoretical limits of precision are governed by

Poisson counting statistics, detector dark noise, the uncerta inly on the measurement of the
blank, and uncertainties associated with ion counter gains and the correction for the
isobaric interference of 204 Hg on the 204-mass. Theoretical precision degrades rapidly at
total

208

Pb intensities of less than ImY (-62,500 cps). The minimum theoretical limits

of precision for lead isotope ratios measured using multiple Channeltrons are approac hed
at lower total

208 Pb

count rates than for Faraday-SEM cup configurations (e.g. Paule/al.

2005). This is because the uncertainty budgetofthemultipleChanneltron method is
dominated by uncel1ainties in the ion counter gains, which are Iarge only at very low
208 Pb

count rates. Internal precision of measured lead isotoperatiosinthesilicateglass

SRMsplotwel1 above the theoretical curves. This reflects additional errors not included
inthetheoreticalcalculations,includingpossiblematrixeffectsassociated with the laserproducedaerosols.spot-to-spotheterogeneityintheleadisotopic composition of the
BCR2-G calibrantand fluctuations in mass bias factors over short time scales (i.e.
between individual analyses).
Kent (2008) has recently compared analytical uncertainties for LA-MC-ICP-MS
measllrementsoflead isotoperatioslisingacombinedFaraday-SEMdetectorarray(with
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lhediscrele-dynode ion counlers used for 204 Pb, 202Hgand 200Hg) 10 those made using
solely Faraday cups. He found thatalsignal intensitiesof5mVor-310,000cps for
204Pb,theprecisiononmeasurementsusinganioncounterfor204Pbaresignificantly
betterthanthoseusingaFaradaycupfor 204Pb. However, the useofa parallel FaradaySEM configuration introduces an additional error of ±0.3% (2s) associated with the
measurement of differences in gain between the ion counters and Faraday cups, which is
required fordeterminationof208.207.206PbP04Pbralios. Thus, Kent (2008) argued that
improvements in the precision on 20S.207.206 PbP04 Pb ralios are realized with the combined
Faraday-SEM detector array only when measuring intensities of lesslhan2mVor
-130,000CpS204Pb in an ion counter.
Kent (2008) compared the precision on 208 Pb/204 Pb ratios as a function of lead
count rates, with measured intensitiesof 204 Pbaslowas-7000cpsinan ioncounler,and
-4000 cps ina Faraday. At these very low intensities, his data show uncertainties on
208 pbP04 Pb of about ±0.8% (2s) for the ion counter measuremenl and about ± I0% (2s) for
the Faradaymeasuremenl. Our mliitiple Channeltron data for lead isotoperatioscoveran
evenlowerrangeof 204 Pbintensities(-200t04000cps)sowehavecomparedollrdatato
Kent's in Figllre 14. The plot illustrates the potential improvements in precision that can
be attained by employing multiple Channeltrons for LA-MC-ICP-MS in samples lhat
have very low lead concenlrations,orreqllireanalysisata very finespatialresolulion,
andthusremoveonlyverysmallaliqllotsofthetargetmatrixdllringlaserablation.
Particularly important applications in the Earth sciences that may be developed in the
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comingyearsareinsilllanalysesofnuidinclusions(Pettke,2008) and melt inclusions
(Masonelal.,2008).

THE FUTURE

LA-MC-ICP-MS with Faraday cup collection has changed geoanalysis
fundamentally in recent years by providing Earth scientists with the ability to determine
precise isotopic ratios of major and minor elements in minerals insilll. Whereas
geologists were once trying to understand isotopic variations only on the scale of whole
rock samples, they now are increasingly analyzing and modeling isotopic variations on
the mineral scale, and debating the significance of those models, in evermore detail.
The development of ion counters for LA-MC-ICP-MS opens up the possibility of
determining precise isotopic ratios of trace elements in mineraisinsilll,thereby
expanding the data sets available to the Earthscientistsignificantly. We can look
forward confidently to exciting new applications in accessory mi neralgeochronologyand
thermochronology,sedimentaryprovenance,andpetrogenesisintheyearstocome.
Proper use of LA-MC-ICP-MS instruments equipped with multiple Channeltron detectors
will be essential part of this development.
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Table I Typical operating conditions for the Finnigan
Neptune MC-ICPMS and GeoLas laser ablation system
Finnigan Neptune MC-ICPMS
1200W

Operation power

10kY

HY

16lmin- 1

Cool gas flow

0_7Imin-'

Auxiliary gas flow

0.9lmin'

Carrier gas (AI') flow rate
Cones

Ni (H skimmer cone)

GeoLas laser ablation system
Lambda Physik Compex Pro Il0ArFexcim(

193nm

-5J cnY'

Laserfluence
Spot size

40 - 99 f-lm

Repetition rate

10 Hz

He gas to cell

1.21 min-I
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2192
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Fig. 1. Peak shapes of 208Pb from a SRM 981 standard solution
of 0.5 ppb total Pb concentration measured on a (A) Faraday detector
and a (8) Channeltron ion counter. The x-axis corresponds to the
mass range over which the peak was measured with the center
value representing the axial mass of the collector array. The
noise level for the plateau of the 208Pb signal collected in the
Faraday detector (6.71 % RSD, 1-sigma) is over four times that
of the noise level for the plateau of the 208Pb signal collected in
the ion counter (1.5 % RSD, 1-sigma).
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Continuous dynode electron multiplier

Fig. 2. Example of a continuous-dynode electron multiplier (modified
from Montaser, 1998). Secondary electrons are produced when ions
impact the high-voltage surfaces while traveling down the channel.
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Fig. 3. Generalized illustration of the Finnigan NEPTUNE
multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer.
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Cleanlorch parts and cones prior to start of analytical sesSlon to ensure low inslrumentalbackgrounds
and enhanced signal stability

Clean samples surfaces toelfminate any potential surface contamination due to lead In Ihe amb.entenvironment

Tune instrumenl adjustmg gas flow. torch position. and lens focus potentialstoachievelypicalsensitivilyas
weU as oplimal peak shape and peak overlap on the Faradaydetector(s)

Reposilionlhecollector array to collect 202Hg.2O<I(Hg+ Pb).:lOIlpb.207Pb,andXlaPbinthe
5 ion counters positioned on the low-mass side of Faraday delectorL4whileaspiraiingO,2NHN0 3 solulion

Determinelheyield values for each ion counter using a dynamic melhodlhaldirecls
the ion beam inlo each individual ion counler

Pbisoloperaliorneasurements using a slandard·sample-slandardbracketing approach locorrecl
for instrumental mass bias using BCR2G aslhe external calibrant

Fig. 4. Flow chart describing the daily analytical set-up for Pb isotope
analyses using multiple ion counters.
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IC1IC5~

_

~---

ICUC4~

Fig. 5. Illustration depicting how the yield cross-calibration factors for
each ion counter are determined. An ion beam of -100000 counts is
directed into each individual ion counter 10 times over the course of
the yield calibration. The beam intensity is measured using an -8 sec
integration time. To determine the yield factor, the measured beam
intensities of ion counters 2 - 5 (IC2 - IC5) are recorded and normalized
to the measured ion beam intensity of ion counter 1 (IC 1)
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IC3(206Pb) 2600 V
IC5(206Pb)'2750V

~Y='()00028"20173~
.lKL2G
+ATHO
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analysis #

B. May 2007
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Fig. 6. Decrease in the measured (uncorrected) 208Pb/206 Pb ratio within
sequences of analyses consisting of 4 different silicate glass SRMs
performed in (A) December 2006 and (B) May 2007, the latter with collector
voltages set somewhat higher. The decrease is due largely to drift in ion
counter yields. The slopes of the linear regressions fit to the drift are similar
for all materials, independent of composition, indicating that BCR2-G may be
used effectively as the bracketing standard for the other silicate glasses.
The time interval covered by the December 2006 and May 2007 experiments
is 85 and 90 minutes, respectively.
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DATA REDUCTION METHODS
On-lineyield,darknoiseanddeadtimecorrectionsmadeoneachmeasurementcycle

forlhe 90 second analysis using lhe NEPTUNE software

I

Download.EXPfileloformaUedExcelworksheet.

I

Seleclgasbackgroundinlervalfor""Hg,'"'(Hg+Pb),""Pb,207Pb.and 206Pb

METHOD 1

Average signal inlensilies from lhe selecled
gas background inlerval

'"'Pbduringlheablalioninlervalcalculaled
bysublracling'"'Hgfromlhe'"'(Hg+Pb)
using lhe nalural'"'Hgl"'Hg ralio (-0.2301)
and lhe background correcled 2O'Hg

Calculaled'"'HgI"'Hgand'"'Pb,and
measured 2Ol5pb,207Pb, 20BPb averaged over

e.g.'"'Pb='''(Hg+Pb),,~_(20'Hg,,~·0.2301)

selectedbackgroundinlerval

Each laser ablation measurement cycle

background correcled by sublracling lhe
averagebackground""Pb,207Pb,206Pb

Pb isoloperalioscalculaled from each
measurement cycle during laser ablation

'"'Hg removed from'"'(Hg + Pb)_.byusing
lhe measured ""Hg for each laserablalion
measuremenlcycleandlhecalculaled
average'"'Hgl"'Hg forlhegas background

2-sigma outlier rejection performed on

calculatedPbisoloperalios

'"'(Hg + Pb)_.-

(20'~~::~H9';:'H9,,_)- '"'Pb",,,,

Pbisolope ralioscalculaled for each
measurement cycle during laser ablation

2·sigma outlier rejection performed on

calculatedPbisotoperalios

Fig. 7. Comparison of the two data reduction strategies presented in this
chapter. Method 2 is the reduction method favored by the authors and used for
routine daily Pb isotope analyses using multiple ion counters.
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2

6

Hypothelical

204

6

HgP04 Pb

Fig. 8. Plot of accuracy of the final 206Pbp04Pb as a function of
hypothetical 204HgP04Pb and various mass bias factors ((3) for a
material of approximately 5 ~g g-1 Pb. The box highlights the typical
Hg/Pb ratios for silicate glasses used in our study, which is < 0.5.
(From Souders and Sylvester, 2008).
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Fig. 10. Channeltron linearity in laser ablation mode. (A-D)Plotsofbackgroundcorrected
count rates for each lead isotope over a range of laser ablation pitvolumes. Variation in the
volume of material ablated was produced by adjusting the laserspot size while keeping the
laser energy (3J/cm') and repetition rate (10 Hz) constant. Each point represents the average
background corrected count rate of three 60 second laser analysesofBCR2-Gatasingle
spot size. The volume of material ablated was estimated using a drill rate of -1 ~m/sec
(E-H) Plotsshowingtheaccuracyofthebackgroundcorrected'08Pbf'O'Pband'07 Pbl'06Pb
ratios (E-F) and the mass bias corrected '08Pbl'''Pb and "l2Pbf'06Pb ratios(G-H)foran
increasing range of laser ablation pit volumes. Solid diamonds represent the accuracy
of the average of three lead isotope ratio measurements performed under the same laser
ablation conditions. The open diamonds represent each individual analysis. Method 2
outlined in this paper and the preferred values for BCR2-Ggiven inGeoREM
(http://georem.mpch-mainz.gwdg.de/) were used to calculate the mass bias corrected lead
isotope ratios used in plotsG and H,the accuracy results in plotsE-H
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ML3B-G

KL2-G

ATHO-G

Tl-G

(138P9g· ')

(207P99")

(567 119 gol)

(1161199-1)

Fig. 11. LA-MC-ICPMs analysis of lead isotope ratios in silicate glass sRMs ML3B-G, KL2-G,
ATHO-G and T1-G, arranged from left to right in order of increasing lead concentration. 5
olid horizontal lines indicate the preferred lead isotopic values for each glass given in
GeoREM (http://georem.mpch-mainz.gwdg.del). Lead isotope ratios for each analysis
are calculated using both Method 1 (filieddiamonds)andMethod2(open squares).
There is general agreement between the Method 1 and 2 results and the preferred values
for the glasses with higher lead concentrations (ATHO-G and T1-G) for the 206Pbl'°4Pb,
208Pb/204 Pband208Pb/206Pb. There is more scatter and larger discrepancies between the
two methods for the two glasses with lower concentrations (ML3B-G and KL2-G) but, in
general, Method 2 produces more accurate and precise results tha nMethod1.
(From Souders and Sylvester, 2008).
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the external precision on 207Pbp06Pb and
208Pbp04Pb ratios in a silicate glass SRMs as a function of spot size in
Souders and Sylvester (2008) and other LA-MC-ICP-MS and
single-collector LA-SF-ICP-MS investigations. (A) and (B) compare
analyses using spot sizes ranging from 40 to 50 IJm, while (C) and (0)
compare the reproducibility of measurements using spot sizes between
90 and 120 IJm.
1Measurements using Escan mode
2Measurements using combined Escan and Bscan modes
30nly 193nm laser data considered.
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Fig. 13. Theoretical limits of precision, expressed as % RSE (2-sigma),
for the measurement of lead isotope ratios using MICs are defined by the
solid line. The observed internal precision on the lead isotope ratio
measurements of Souders and Sylvester (2008) for the MPI-DING silicate
glasses are also shown. Uncertainties due to counting statistics, dark
noise, background subtraction, ion counter yield, and the 204Hg correction
on the 204-mass are all included in the calculation of the theoretical curves.
(From Souders and Sylvester, 2008).
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Fig.14 Plot of observed measurement precision and 204Pb average signal
intensity (cps) for replicate analyses of BCR2-G. Variations in the observed
count rates were produced by changing the laser spot size. The points
represent the 2SE (%) and 2S0 (%) for mass bias corrected 208PbJ204Pb and
208Pb/206 Pb ratios where all lead isotopes of interest were measured on ion
counters. The standard error of the mean (28E (%)) was calculated for
each individual analysis of BCR2-G consisting of 30 seconds of background
measurement followed by 60 seconds of laser ablation followed by 30
seconds of wash-out. The standard deviation (280 (%)) was calculated
for the 3 replicate analyses for each laser spot size. The solid lines are the
observed measurement precision trends for lead isotope ratios using both
Faraday-Faraday and Faraday-ion counter cup configurations from
Kent (2008) for NIST 610 8RM and the dashed line is the analytical
uncertainty for Faraday-ion counter cross calibration (gain). The
uncertainty on the Faraday-ion counter gain is the greatest source of error
for measurements below this line. It is only a very low count rates that
analytical precision is improved using multiple ion counters to measure
lead isotope ratios involving 204Pb.
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